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ABSTRACT
Seven experiments examined perceptuo-motor associations in spatial knowledge. Participants
learned spatial information by studying maps or by navigating through real or virtual
environments (VE). Then they verified if directional terms correctly described spatial relations
between studied locations from either an egocentric or survey perspective. An actioncompatibility paradigm was used to investigate perceptuo-motor processes during the
verification task. Participants moved the mouse to make “yes/no” responses, the direction of
which could be either congruent or incongruent with the spatial representation or directional
term. A mouse tracking program recorded the mouse trajectories. If mouse trajectories gravitate
toward the spatially or semantically congruent response with incongruent compared to congruent
trials, this would be an action compatibility effect (ACE), indicating the involvement of
perceptuo-motor associations. An encoding hypothesis predicts that involvement of perceptuomotor associations depends on whether perceptions and actions are incorporated when encoding
spatial information, no matter how spatial knowledge would be used. The retrieval hypothesis
predicts that perceptuo-motor associations change as a function of retrieval perspective,
regardless of encoding processes. The results supported the retrieval hypothesis. Participants
showed ACEs in egocentric, but not survey retrieval, after learning spatial knowledge from real
environments. This was also true with VE-based spatial knowledge, particularly for experienced
videogame players, although to a lesser extent with virtual navigation. Even though learning
from maps does not involve explicit motor processing, participants with well-developed map
knowledge still showed ACEs with egocentric, but not cardinal retrieval, unless the retrieval
coordinate was unpredictable. ACEs found with less-developed map knowledge suggested
egocentric recoding with cardinal retrieval. Generally, ACEs with egocentric retrieval were more
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evident with proximal than distant locations. Retrieving spatial knowledge from unstudied
orientation would not impair the involvement perceptuo-motor associations, but may affect the
temporal dynamic of ACEs. In addition, less-developed spatial knowledge may involve
language-based, semantically-driven ACEs. Taken together the results demonstrate that
perceptuo-motor associations in long-term spatial knowledge are largely contingent upon
retrieval perspective although also moderated by learning experience and location proximity.
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Perceptuo-motor Associations in Spatial Knowledge: Encoding or Retrieval Effect?
People acquire spatial information from the environment and then use their spatial
knowledge to guide navigation. Numerous scientific studies have explored how humans develop
and represent spatial knowledge acquired from various sources. The neural bases of these
explorations lie in studies examining place cells, head direction cells and grid cells in rat brains
(Hafting, Fyhn, Molden, Moser, & Moser, 2005; O’Keefe & Dostrovsky, 1971; Taube, Muller,
& Ranck, 1990). These studies show that the same cells that fire during learning fire again when
rats navigate within a studied environment (Hafting et al., 2005; Lever, Wills, Cacucci, Burgess
& O’Keefe, 2002; Taube et al., 1990).
While human spatial cognition might share similar neural mechanism with other animals,
other higher level cognitive processing also comes into play in human spatial memory (Wang &
Spelke, 2002). Humans can acquire spatial knowledge from multiple information sources, such
as navigating through real or virtual environment, learning maps, or reading spatial descriptions
(Montello & Freundschuh, 1995; Montello, Hegarty, Richardson, & Waller, 2004). With each of
these learning methods, a navigator makes associations between perceptions, actions, and aspects
of the space. How might these perceptions and actions shape spatial knowledge development and
its applications? Much of the extant literature examining spatial knowledge development does
not answer this question as it often uses off-line measures of spatial knowledge and neglects to
examine how thinking about space might entail situated simulation (Shelton & McNamara,
2004), or a mental re-experiencing of perceptual and motoric memories of an environment.
Further, the extant literature has not systematically explored how different information sources
and retrieval perspectives might impact the extent to which spatial representations integrate
perceptual and action-based information. People visit landmarks in an environment and their
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actions relative to these locations might integrate into their spatial mental representation. With a
virtual environment, people manipulate some tool (e.g., joystick, keyboard) to simulate
navigation instead of physically moving through the space. This leads to a relatively rich visual
perception, but relatively fewer actions. Learning spatial information from maps primarily
involves visual perception of a survey configuration of the environment, although people
sometimes rotate maps or point to destinations. Moreover, spatial knowledge could be used to
complete various spatial goals from different spatial perspectives. People use spatial knowledge
from an egocentric perspective, as they are moving within the spatial environment. Alternatively,
spatial knowledge is retrieved from a survey perspective, as looking at the space from a bird’s
eye view. To begin filling these knowledge gaps we assessed whether online measures of spatial
knowledge retrieval could reveal evidence for such simulations, and how the nature of these
simulations may change during the course of spatial knowledge development and as a result of
different spatial information sources and retrieval perspectives.
Measures of online cognitive processing may provide insights into some debated points on
spatial knowledge development that offline measures cannot. Online measures can reveal
cognitive processing masked in post-processing measures. Offline measures such as map
drawing, pointing or spatial statement verification reflect the end product of how people use their
spatial representation. As such, they may reflect numerous cognitive operations. In contrast,
online measures are closer in time to the cognitive process and consequently show reduced
influence of strategic processing. Online measures more likely reflect first-pass, immediate
analysis of the task (e.g., Marslen-Wilson & Tyler, 1975). Direct comparisons of online and
offline measures suggest that they can tap different aspects of cognitive processing (e.g.,
Kempler, Almor, Tyler, Andersen, & MacDonald, 1998). To our knowledge, the present studies
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are the first to use an online processing measure, mouse tracking, to explore spatial
representations and their development. The program Mouse Tracker (Freeman & Ambady,
2010), used in present study, records real time x-, y- coordinates of the computer mouse with
approximately a 60-75 Hz sampling rate, resulting in 60 to 75 coordinate pairs per second.
Mouse trajectory data with this spatial and temporal fidelity should be rich enough to discover
any perceptuo-motor traces involved in spatial memory retrieval.
Consequently, the present studies explore perceptual and action associations in spatial
knowledge development and retrieval using the online response measures available in mouse
tracking. Evidence of perceptual and motoric association is examined with spatial knowledge
developed from navigating through a real environment (Section 1), learning maps (Section 2),
and navigating a virtual environment (Section 3) and retrieved from egocentric and survey
perspective for each information sources.
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Section 1: Action Compatibility in Egocentric Retrieval after Real Navigation
1. Introduction
Recall your first few months in college. Early on you probably learned the locations of
your dormitory and the dining hall. With time you became familiar with other frequently visited
buildings -- the gym, the library, and your friends’ dorms. As time passed, your mental
representation of the campus added more locations and connections between those locations
(Siegel & White, 1975). By the time you finished college, you probably had most campus
locations well solidified in memory. When describing well-known locations for a stranger, you
could give a specific description, such as “the church is to the left of the library” (your hand
pointing left). When you first started college, your descriptions were probably vaguer, such as
“it’s near the Bursar’s building, but I have only been there once”. Learning the campus was
grounded in your actions and perceptions; you made associations between the places you visited
and the things you did and saw. How might these perceptions and actions shape spatial
knowledge development? The extant literature on spatial knowledge development cannot answer
this question, because it has largely measured spatial knowledge off-line rather than thinking
about how space might entail situated simulation (Shelton & McNamara, 2004), or a mental reexperiencing of perceptual and motoric memories. To address this knowledge gap, we assessed
whether online measures could reveal evidence of these simulations, and how the nature of these
simulations may change as spatial knowledge develops. In Experiment 1, we explored evidence
for perceptual and motor simulations in students’ college campus. Using online measures of
knowledge retrieval, we explored how the nature of perceptuo-motor associations may change
with increased environmental experience and as a function of the retrieval perspective.
1.1 Perceptuo-motor association in spatial representation
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Single-cell recordings in animals suggest that spatial memory may incorporate perceptual
and motoric traces of environmental experiences. Head-direction cells, observed in several
mouse brain areas, fire when the animal’s head faces a particular direction within a learned
environment, regardless of the animal’s body position (Taube, Muller, & Ranck, 1990).
Associations between head-direction and landmarks build up during exploration and then guide
navigation when re-entering the environment, even in the absence of visual landmark
information (Taube, 2007; Zhang, 1996). When landmarks remain absent, head-direction cells
build new associations, but also return quickly to original responses if a learned landmark
reappears. The human equivalent of head-direction cell responses, which are in relation to
vestibular and proprioceptive information, could be neural contributors to simulated spatial
orientation (Jacobs, Kahana, Ekstrom, Mollison, & Fried, 2010).
Whereas studies have examined how navigators actively use perceptual and motoric
information when learning environments (e.g., Brunyé & Taylor, 2008a; Wang & Spelke, 2002;
Mou, McNamara, Valiquette, & Rump, 2004), few have explored how long-term spatial
memories might incorporate perceptuo-motor information and how such information may guide
spatial knowledge retrieval. In one study, Zetzsche, Wolter, Galbrath and Schill (2009) had
participants explore virtual environments that either complied with or violated Euclidean
geometry (e.g., angles in a triangle summed to greater than 180°). Violations of Euclidean
geometry should impede development of an abstracted, survey representation. Participants then
had to find the shortest route from a new starting point in a test environment that also either
complied with or violated Euclidean geometry. Results demonstrated that participants could
successfully travel the shortest route without noticing Euclidean geometry violations. This
suggests that navigation, instead of being based on abstracted, image-like representations, is
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primarily guided by representations that integrate sensorimotor information consistent with
learning. In a study from our laboratory, Brunyé, Mahoney, and Taylor (2010) demonstrated that
people use perceptuo-motor cues (footstep sounds) to shape spatial memories; when studying
described routes, participants read faster and assumed they had walked farther when listening to
fast relative to slow footstep sounds.
How might use of perceptuo-motor associations in memory change as spatial
representations develop? Studies on spatial knowledge development to date cannot address this
question as they have taken different approaches using different methodologies (Brunyé &
Taylor, 2008b; Brunyé, Rapp, & Taylor, 2008; Evans, Marrero, & Butler, 1981; Foo, Duchon,
Warren, & Tarr, 2005; Foo, Warren, Duchon & Tarr, 2007; Hermer & Spelke, 1994, 1996;
Montello, 1998; Pazzaglia & Taylor, 2007; Shelton & McNamara, 2004; Siegel & White, 1975;
Taylor, Naylor & Chechile, 1999; Thorndyke & Hayes-Roth, 1982; Yeap & Jefferies, 2000;
Zetzsche et al., 2009). Perhaps because the approaches differed, debates remain about how
spatial knowledge progresses with time and experience (Evans et al, 1981; Hermer & Spelke,
1994, 1996; Montello, 1998; Siegel & White, 1975). One debated point revolves around the type
of spatial information encoded as representations develop (e.g., Montello, 1998; Foo et al., 2005,
2007; Siegel & White, 1975). Does the represented information progress systematically from
landmarks to routes to configurations (Siegel & White, 1975) or do these information types build
into representations in parallel (Evans et al, 1981; Hermer & Spelke, 1994, 1996; Montello,
1998; Yeap & Jefferies, 2000)? Still another view suggests that spatial memories may not be
simply isomorphic map-like mental structures, but rather preserve perceptuo-motor information
about environmental experiences (Regier & Carlson, 2001; Taylor & Brunyé, in press; Tversky,
2005; Tversky & Hard, 2009). This latter notion contrasts with earlier theories positing that vast
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amodal connectionist networks code for spatial knowledge (Kuipers, 1978; McNamara, 1991;
Stevens & Coupe, 1978).
If spatial representations incorporate perceptuo-motor associations, then the extent to which
they do so should vary as a function of certain environment features. One of these features would
be proximity between locations. People more likely interact perceptually and motorically with
spatially proximal buildings than with distant ones. They see the relative location of two
buildings with a slight turn of their head. People associate locations relative to coordinate axes of
their body (Franklin & Tversky; 1990; Longo & Lourenco, 2007; Parsons, 1994; Tversky, 2005;
Witt, Proffitt, & Epstein, 2004). For example, they process spatial relations in front of their body
faster than those in back (Franklin & Tversky, 1990). For locations in close proximity, one can
make these perceptuo-motor associations. Spatial language studies also suggest that during
comprehension people integrate information about object proximity and object function (Carlson
& Kenny, 2006; Logan & Sadler, 1996; Regier & Carlson, 2001). Actions related to specific
objects appear to be represented and proximity between objects then facilitates responses to
spatial utterances. In contrast, when landmarks are distant, people cannot make such associations
and instead may draw on a more abstracted representation (Foo et al., 2005, 2007; Siegel &
White, 1975). Travelers moving through an unfamiliar environment may orient on a distant
landmark or use cardinal directions to guide navigation. Route planning studies also suggest that
wayfinders rely on visual details to guide navigation within a proximal area, but on a coarse
image-like representation for planning routes to distant spaces (Hölscher, Tenbrink, & Wiener,
2011; Wiener & Mallot, 2003). As distant landmarks are not readily associated to body motions,
perceptuo-motor associations between distant locations may either not develop or may not have
the same strength as those between proximal landmarks.
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1.2. Online measures of embodied spatial cognition
Online measures of cognitive processing may provide insights into spatial knowledge
development. Offline measures, such as map drawing, pointing, or spatial statement verification,
reflect the end product of how people use their spatial representation. As such, they may reflect
numerous cognitive operations, some strategic. In contrast, because online measures are closer in
time to the cognitive process, they are less likely to reflect strategic processing. Online measures
more likely reflect first-pass, immediate task analysis (e.g., Marslen-Wilson & Tyler, 1976).
Comparisons of online and offline measures suggest that they tap different aspects of cognitive
processing (e.g., Kempler, Almor, Tyler, Andersen, & MacDonald, 1998). To our knowledge,
the present study is the first to use an online measure, mouse tracking, to explore spatial
representations and their development. The program Mouse Tracker (Freeman & Ambady, 2010)
records real time x-, y- coordinates of the computer mouse at an approximately 60-75 Hz
sampling rate. Mouse trajectory data with this spatial and temporal fidelity should be sufficiently
rich to discover perceptuo-motor traces involved in spatial memory retrieval.
Using mouse tracking to assess spatial representations draws on work taking an embodied
approach (e.g., Glenberg & Kaschak, 2002; for reviews, see Barsalou, 2008; Fischer & Zwaan,
2008). Theories of embodied cognition suggest that knowledge representation captures the
perceptions and actions associated with learning (e.g., Barsalou, 2008; Barsalou, Simmons,
Barbey, & Wilson, 2003; Casteel, 2011; Fischer & Zwaan, 2008;"Hommel, Müsseler,
Aschersleben, & Prinz, 2001). Spatial knowledge can involve both perceptual (e.g., spatial
position) and motor (e.g., orientating) information associated with learning. For example, when
recalling the relative spatial relationship between locations, navigators might simulate orienting
to one location and visualizing the other, similar to what they experienced when learning the
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environment. That is, when thinking about one location with respect to another, situated
simulation would activate similar sensorimotor neural representations to those active when the
environment was learned (Shelton & McNamara, 2004).
1.3. Action compatibility paradigm
Action compatibility paradigms may provide behavioral evidence of any tacit reactivation
of perceptual and motor experiences during spatial memory retrieval. This reactivation has been
referred to as motor resonance. Such paradigms have shown perceptuo-motor processing in
language comprehension. For instance, in Zwaan and Taylor’s (2006) study, participants made
sensibility judgments to sentences such as “Mark turned left at the intersection” more quickly
when turning the response knob leftward compared to rightward. Such studies suggest that
reading action words leads to mental simulation and motor resonance. If the motor resonance is
compatible with concurrent motor processes, an “action-compatibility effect” (ACE) occurs
(Glenberg & Kaschak, 2002), i.e. concurrent motor processes sharing directionality with the
simulation can be facilitated and those incompatible with it can be impeded (Knoblich & Flach,
2001; Repp & Knoblich, 2004).
Studies on gestures in spatial cognition suggest a strong relation between spatial
representations and hand movements (Alibali, 2005; Emmorey, Tversky & Taylor, 2000;
Hostetter & Alibali, 2008). Using spatial knowledge, particularly giving directions, frequently
involves hand movements. Although anecdotal, simply try describing a spatial layout while
sitting on your hands. Many people in this situation have difficulty and some invoke head
movements to compensate. In a more empirical approach, Emmorey et al (2000) analyzed
spontaneous gestures of individuals asked to describe a map they had just studied. Although this
study’s goal was to compare route versus survey description gestures, the important point for the
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current work is that all participants gestured. While the mapping between hand movements and
spatial representations of buildings might not be as direct as with other actions and responses
(e.g., giving or grasping objects), spontaneous gesture use with spatial descriptions, even to an
imaginary conversational partner, strongly suggests a connection between hand movements and
spatial representations.
Other research further strengthens this point. Other spatial description studies propose
that gestures reflect spatial mental representations rather than the semantics of the spatial
description (Goldin-Meadow & Beilock, 2010; Hostetter & Alibali, 2008; McNeil, 1992). When
gestures are impeded, spatial descriptions become slower and less fluent. Further, people used
different gestures when required to describe spatial information with different perspectives or
diverse goals (Emmorey et al, 2000). Spatial problem solving, even without the goal to
communicate to others, also elicits gestures (Kessell & Tversky, 2005).
Hints from the gesture literature suggest the connection between spatial knowledge
retrieval and hand movements. As such, tracking mouse movements when verifying spatial
relations might reflect how spatial knowledge integrates motor associations. Specifically, mouse
tracking can be used to examine action compatibility, taking advantage of the fact that motor
movements can reflect the qualitative nature of mental representations (Barsalou, 1999; Beilock
& Holt, 2007; Fischer & Zwaan, 2008; Goldin-Meadow & Beilock, 2010; Glenberg, 1997). If
spatial memory retrieval involves the reactivation of perceptuo-motor memory traces, then
measuring mouse trajectories during spatial memory retrieval may show evidence of action
compatibility. Further, mouse tracking can reveal the magnitude and time course of any
compatibility effects (Freeman & Ambady, 2010; Richardson, Dale, & Spivey, 2007; Spivey,
Richardson, & Dale, 2009).
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One important issue should be noted. When presenting spatial information, situated
simulations might not have a single basis. If motor resonance is activated by representations of
spatial locations, the ACE would occur when the concurrent motion direction is congruent with
the physical spatial relation. If the task is to verify a spatial relation, however, to-be-related
information needs to be conveyed so it can be verified. Processing even a simple directional term
can activate the motor system (Müsseler & Hommel, 1997; Hommel & Müsseler, 2006). Thus,
when verifying a spatial description, motor resonance might also be activated by the semantic
terms used. In this case, the ACE would occur when the direction of concurrent motion is
congruent with the directional term. Thus, evidence of an ACE might have either a spatial and/or
a semantic basis. Because adults would have extensive experience processing spatial terms, but
spatial representations of an environment would necessarily develop over time, the basis of an
ACE may change as a spatial representation develops (Tomasino, Guatto, Rumiati, & Fabbro, in
press). The present study considers this possibility. Distinct bases for ACEs can only be
disentangled with incorrect, but not correct, spatial descriptions. If a spatial description matches
the actual spatial relations, any motor resonance activated by retrieving spatial knowledge would
be consistent with both the spatial relation and the directional term. Thus, the ACE observed
with confirming spatial descriptions may reflect spatial and/or semantic processing. For an
incorrect spatial description, the actual spatial relation would be different from the directional
term, allowing for a separation between spatial and semantic basis for ACEs.
The present study used mouse tracking to explore two fundamental questions related to
spatial representations and their development. These questions include: 1) do spatial
representations show evidence of reactivation of perceptuo-motor memory traces developed
during learning; 2) if so, does the nature of the perceptuo-motor trace change as the
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representation develops, i.e. with more time and experience. To examine motor resonance
consistent with learning, participants verified relative spatial locations, both proximal and distant
from one another, described through language. As detailed above, proximal locations should
have more perceptual and motor associations. The study design also allows for the fact that
spatial terms should elicit perceptual and motor associations (Glenberg & Kaschak, 2002) and
that these can be disentangled from perceptual and motor associations elicited by spatial
knowledge. To examine spatial representations at different development stages, we recruited
undergraduates with varied campus experience, using experience level as a proxy for earlier and
later stages of spatial knowledge development.

2. Method
2.1. Participants
Forty-nine Tufts undergraduates (23 male, 26 female) participated individually for
monetary compensation. Participants included 22 first-years, 5 sophomores, 13 juniors and 9
seniors.
2.2. Stimuli and Design
The stimuli consisted of names and pictures of fifty Tufts University buildings familiar to
undergraduates. Building pictures, used to confirm front door locations, depicted the front-door
side of the building, but avoided showing information about adjacent locations. Test trials used
building names. On a given trial, participants saw two building names and a spatial term relating
them (e.g., Dowling Hall, Eaton Hall, left).
The experiment used a 2 (Familiarity: low, high) × 2 (Congruency: congruent,
incongruent) × 2 (Proximity: proximal, distant) × 2 (Description Correctness: correct, incorrect)
mixed-factor design. Description correctness, proximity, and congruency served as within-
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participant variables and familiarity served as a between-participant variable. Familiarity was
operationalized by how long participants had been at Tufts. First-year and sophomore students
comprised the low-familiarity group (27 participants); juniors and seniors made up the highfamiliarity group (22 participants). Congruency, used to examine ACE, reflected the relation
between the direction the mouse would be moved for an accurate response and the direction
defined either by the spatial relationship between locations or the directional term. Response
movement is spatially congruent if it is in the same direction as that defined by the spatial
relationship between buildings. Semantic congruency compares mouse movement direction to
the direction named by the spatial term (e.g. left). These different congruency definitions were
separable for incorrect descriptions. For example, if the spatial description “Psychology building,
Post office, right” is incorrect, the actual spatial relation between the buildings is to the left. A
spatially-based ACE may attract mouse movement toward the left, the direction defining the
spatial relationship. In contrast, a semantic-based ACE would attract mouse movement toward
the right, in the direction the term describes. As fillers we included trials unrelated to leftward or
rightward movement (“front” and “back”), but did not include these in any analyses. Proximity
defined the physical proximity between buildings. Proximal trials described buildings physically
adjacent to each other. Distant trials described buildings distant from and not within visible range
of each other. Description Correctness reflected the described spatial relationship accuracy and
was responded by either “Yes” (correct) or “No” (incorrect). Note that an incorrect description
always described the spatial relationship as being opposite from the actual relationship, rather
than in an orthogonal direction.
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2.3. Procedure
Before beginning the formal experiment, participants viewed a list of Tufts buildings and
verbally confirmed each building’s front door location. If they did not remember, the
experimenter showed them the building picture depicting the front door. After confirming the
front door for each building, participants began the spatial relationship trials, presented using
Mousetracker 2.12 (http://mousetracker.jbfreeman.net/).
For each spatial relationship trial, a start button appeared, centered at the bottom of the 19inch monitor. Participants clicked the start button and the reference building name appeared,
centered on the screen for 1000ms, followed below it by the target building name, for another
1000 ms, and finally below the target name a directional term (“left”, “right”, “forward” or
“back”). Participants were to imagine facing the front door of the reference building and judge
whether the directional term correctly described the relative location of the target building (e.g.,
Facing Dowling Hall, Eaton Hall is to your Left). 500ms after the directional term appeared, the
“YES” /“NO” response buttons appeared in the upper left and right corners and the mouse
became active and visible. The building names, directional term, and response buttons remained
visible until the participant responded. If participants responded accurately, the next trial started.
For inaccurate responses, the program displayed an “X” for 1000ms. When participants took
longer than 5 seconds to respond, “time out” appeared. After each trial, the screen was blank for
500ms before the next trial.
Participants completed 6 practice trials to familiarize themselves with the procedure. The
experiment involved 100 trials, presented in random order, that included 10 trials each in the 8
conditions defined by the three within-participants variables (congruency, proximity and
description correctness) plus 20 front/back filler trials. Half of participants had the “Yes” button
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at the upper right corner and the “No” button at the upper left corner, and half had the reverse
placement. Both male and female participants completed the same procedure to examine gender
effects.
2.4. Dependent Variables and Coding
Dependent variables included accuracy, response time (RT), and mouse trajectory data, all
recorded by MouseTracker. Accuracy measured whether participants answered correctly. RT
measured the time (msec) between participants clicking the start button and clicking the response
button. We analyzed only RTs of accurate responses. MouseTracker records the mouse’s raw
position data (x-y coordinates) over time, allowing us to calculate three trajectory-related
variables--initial time, area under the curve (AUC), and proportional Euclidean proximity
(PEP). Initial time measured the time between when the mouse became active and the moment
the participant first moved the mouse, potentially indicating participant confidence in their
judgment. AUC is the area between the actual and an idealized trajectory, a straight line between
the start and endpoint. Thus, positive AUC, with the mouse trajectory above the idealized
trajectory, indicates mouse movement attracted toward the opposite response and negative AUC,
with the mouse trajectory under the idealized one, indicates mouse movement attracted by the
expected response. AUC directly demonstrates the extent to which mouse trajectories are
attracted by the opposite response. PEP also measures the extent to which the mouse moved
closer to the opposite response and is calculated as (1-distance/max (distance)). “Distance” in the
equation represents the Euclidean proximity between the mouse position at each time-step and
the incorrect response button. More importantly, PEP allows an examination of the mouse
movement’s temporal dynamics. To do so, we rescaled individual trial trajectories into a
standard coordinate space and normalized them into 101 time-steps, using linear interpolation.
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We then combined the time-steps into five time bins (time-steps: 1-20, 21-40, 41-60, 61-80, 81101) and averaged PEP for each time bin. Plots of trajectory data show the 101 time-steps. For
ease in interpreting the graphs, the x-coordinates ranged from -1 to 1 and the y-coordinate ranged
from 0 to 1.5 (with x- and y-axes intersecting at “-1, 0”).
3. Results
We eliminated six low-familiarity and two high-familiarity participants for low accuracy
(less than .60). A t-test indicated that the hit [M =.769, SD = .129] and correct rejection rates [M
=.691, SD = .080] were greater than our elimination criteria [.60; t (40) = 13.524, p < .001; t (40)
= 4.538, p < .001]. Preliminary analysis showed no effect of response button position or gender,
so analyses collapsed across these variables. We analyzed correct and incorrect descriptions
separately due to their interactions with the spatial and semantic definitions of congruency.
Analyses of accurate responses, for both correct and incorrect descriptions, consisted of 2
(Familiarity: low, high) × 2 (Congruency: congruent, incongruent) × 2 (Proximity: proximal,
distant) mixed model ANOVAs on accuracy, RT, initial times, and AUC data. The PEP analyses
also included Time bin with 5 levels. Except for accuracy, only accurate responses were
submitted into analyses. The mouse trajectory results, because they are central to the current
study’s goals, were primarily analyzed and discussed. We only report significant effects here.
3.1. Correct Description
Mouse Trajectory Results
Mouse trajectory analyses showed an effect of congruency in AUC [F (1, 39) = 52.440, p <
.001, MSE = .194]. For correct descriptions, congruency reflects both spatially-based and
semantically-based definitions. Consistent with the ACE, mouse movements were closer to the
opposite response during incongruent [M = .961, SD = .697] than during congruent trials [M =
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.463, SD = .488] (see Fig.1). In other words, when having to move the mouse in a direction
opposite from the actual relative direction between landmarks or the direction described by
spatial terms, mouse movement gravitated toward the spatially and semantically congruent
response and away from the accurate response.

Vertical)Mouse)Position))
(y2coordinate)

1.5"
1.25"
Incongruent"

1"

Congruent"
0.75"
0.5"
0.25"
0"
/1" /0.75" /0.5" /0.25" 0" 0.25" 0.5" 0.75" 1"
Horizontal)Mouse)Position)(x2coordinate)

Figure 1. Main effect of congruency on real-time mouse trajectories during “Yes” responses. Mouse trajectories for
incongruent trials gravitate in the direction defined by the spatial relationship and toward the incorrect response
button. Note that mouse trajectories for participants with “YES” and “NO” buttons in opposite positions have been
collapsed to the present position for ease of illustration.

Examining the time-course of this response, the PEP data revealed an interaction between
congruency and time bin [F (4, 156) = 5.148, p = .001, MSE = .003]. Fig.2 illustrates the degree
to which the mouse traveled closer to the incorrect response over time. During incongruent trials,
mouse trajectories showed more attraction to the opposite response, especially in the middle of
the response (bin 3), compared to movement during congruent trials [F (1, 39) = 26.55, p < .001]
(see Table 3 for comparison results).
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Figure 2. Interaction between congruency and time bin in proportional Euclidean proximity (PEP) to the
opposite response for “Yes” responses. PEP was plotted as a function of normalized time. Mouse trajectories for
incongruent trials show a greater attraction to the opposite response than do congruent trials, peaking during time
bin 3.

Accuracy and RT
For accuracy, responses to correct descriptions showed a marginal effect of proximity [F
(1, 39) = 3.176, p = .083, MSE = .016]. Participants responded more accurately to proximal [M =
.806, SD = .146] than to distant [M = .770, SD = .147] landmarks. Additionally, high-familiarity
participants [M = .828, SD = .137] responded more accurately than low-familiarity ones [M =
.750, SD = .148, F (1, 39) = 8.423, p = .006, MSE = .029]. These main effects were qualified by
an interaction between familiarity and proximity [F (1, 39) = 4.130, p = .049, MSE = .016].
Low-familiarity participants responded more accurately to proximal locations than distant ones
[d = Mproximal – Mdistant = .076, F (1, 39) = 7.46, p =. 009]; high-familiarity participants showed no
proximity effect [d = Mproximal – Mdistant = -.005, F (1, 39) = .03, p = .862] (see Table 1 for
means).
The accuracy results also showed an interesting, albeit marginal, three-way interaction
between familiarity, proximity and congruency [F (1, 39) = 3.478, p = .07, MSE = .014] (see
Table 1 for means). As shown in Fig.3, low-familiarity participants showed a marginal
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interaction between proximity and congruency [F (1, 39) = 2.84, p = .100, MSE = .04] such that
the compatibility between the concurrent motion direction and spatial representation and/or
directional term somewhat facilitated judgments of proximal locations [d = Mincongruent Mcongruent= -.072, F (1, 39) = 3.33, p = .067], but not distant locations [d = Mincongruent Mcongruent=.014, F (1, 39) = .25, p = .621]. No such interaction was evident with high-familiarity
participants [F (1, 39) = .92, p = .343, MSE = .01].
The RT analysis also showed an effect of proximity [F (1, 39) = 8.756, p = .005, MSE =
87452.455]. Consistent with the accuracy results, participants responded faster to proximal [M =
1379.639, SD = 494.554] than to distant landmarks [M = 1876.188, SD = .609.183].

Figure 3. Three-way interaction between familiarity, proximity and congruency in correct description accuracy.

3.2. Incorrect Descriptions
Mouse Trajectory Results
Analysis of initial time showed an interaction between familiarity and spatial congruency
[F (1, 39) = 7.258, p = .010, MSE = 32236.602]. As Fig.4 illustrates, low-familiarity participants
took longer to start moving the mouse on semantically incongruent trials [d = Mincongruent Mcongruent = 80.731, F (1, 39) = 4.25, p =.046] while high-familiarity participants took longer to
start moving on spatially incongruent trials, although the difference was marginal [d = Mincongruent
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- Mcongruent = 70.401, F (1, 39) = 3.07, p =.087] (see Table 2 for means). Keep in mind that for
incorrect descriptions a spatially congruent trial is a semantically incongruent trial.

Figure 4 Interaction between familiarity and congruency in initial time of incorrect descriptions.

The AUC results also showed an important three-way interaction between familiarity,
proximity and spatial congruency [F (1, 39) = 10.305, p = .003, MSE = .345] (see Table 2 for
means). For proximal locations, high and low-familiarity groups showed opposite patterns with
respect to spatial congruency, consistent with the initial time data [F (1, 39) = 13.915, p = .001,
MSE = .410]. Specifically, high-familiarity participants showed a larger AUC [d = Mincongruent Mcongruent= .449, F (1, 39) = 4.92, p = .032] on spatially incongruent trials, but low-familiarity
participants showed a larger AUC [d = Mincongruent - Mcongruent= -.606, F (1, 39) = 9.41, p = .004]
on semantically incongruent trials (see Fig.5). Responses to distant locations showed no effects
of familiarity or spatial congruency [F (1, 39) = .143, p = .708, MSE = .547].
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Figure 5. Three-way interaction between familiarity, proximity and congruency in AUC (a) of correct “No”
response. Mouse trajectories for proximal trials help explain this interaction and are thus plotted as real-time figures:
b) for high-familiarity group, mouse trajectories for incongruent trials show a continuous attraction to ‘‘Yes”
response; c) for low-familiarity group, mouse trajectories for congruent trials show a continuous attraction to “Yes”
response. Note that mouse trajectories for participants with “YES” and “NO” buttons in opposite positions have
been collapsed to the present position for ease of illustration.

The analysis of PEP revealed a four-way interaction between familiarity, proximity, spatial
congruency, and time bin [F (4, 156) = 4.488, p = .002, MSE = .003]. Consistent with the AUC
results, responses to proximal trials showed an interaction between familiarity, spatial
congruency and time bin [F (4, 156) = 2.638, p = .036, MSE = .005]; no such interaction was
found with distant locations [F (4, 156) = .084, p = .987, MSE = .004]. To further understand the
4-way interaction, we conducted a simple effects analysis examining proximal location data. The
results of these analyses do not reach significance when accounting for multiple comparisons,
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but guide our interpretation of this complex and interesting interaction. The analysis suggests
that low-familiarity participants had an interaction between spatial congruency and time bin [F
(4, 156) = 2.63, p = .037], such that they moved closer to the opposite response on spatially
congruent trials compared to spatially incongruent trials throughout time bins 2 [F (1, 39) = 4.40,
p = .042], 3 [F (1, 39) = 6.12, p = .018], and 4 [F (1, 39) = 5.22, p = .028]. Put another way, lowfamiliarity participants moved closer to the opposite response on semantically incongruent
compared to semantically congruent trials. While this interaction did not reach significance for
high familiarity participants [F (4, 156) = 1.52, p = .198], the response pattern suggests that highfamiliarity participants moved closer to the opposite response on spatially incongruent trials only
late in their response, in time bins 4 [F (1, 39) = 3.08, p = .087] and 5 [F (1, 39) = 5.25, p =
.027], compared with mouse movement on spatially congruent trials. This interaction can best be
seen in a graph of PEP difference scores (see Fig.6), computed by subtracting the PEP of
spatially congruent trials from that of spatially incongruent ones. In the graph, positive scores
mean mouse movements on spatially incongruent trials were closer toward the opposite response
more than those on spatially congruent trials; negative scores mean mouse movements on
spatially congruent trials were closer to the opposite response than those on spatially incongruent
trials. Thus, negative scores reflect an effect of semantic congruency (see Table 4 for comparison
results).
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Figure 1. Difference scores between incongruent and congruent conditions (incongruent - congruent) in PEP to
incorrect response are plotted as a function of normalized time, separately for proximal (a) and distant (b) location
pairs. For proximal trials (a), mouse trajectories of low-familiarity participants were closer to incorrect response in
congruent condition throughout time-course (negative value), while those of high-familiarity participants were
closer to incorrect response in incongruent condition at late stage of mouse movement (positive value).

Accuracy and RT
Accuracy analyses indicated that incorrect descriptions trials showed a proximity effect [F
(1, 39) = 7.863, p = .008, MSE = .020]. Opposite of the proximity effect with correct
descriptions, participants made more errors with proximal [M = .720, SD = .148] than distant
locations [M = .782, SD = .145]. In addition, high-familiarity participants [M = .788, SD = .131]
responded more accurately (although not more quickly) than low-familiarity participants [M =
.715, SD = .158, F (1, 37) = 5.922, p = .020, MSE = .036]. No other effects were found on RT or
accuracy.
4. Discussion
The present study used a novel online processing measure, mouse tracking, to explore
fundamental questions about spatial representations and their development. Participants with
either extensive or more limited environment experience verified relative spatial locations using
a computer mouse, and we tracked their movement trajectories towards a response. Results
strongly suggest action-based compatibility effects (ACEs) when retrieving spatial information
to verify spatial relations. These action-based influences appear to have distinct sources as a
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function of spatial representation development, being spatially driven with high-familiarity and
semantically driven with low-familiarity. Additionally, spatial proximity, because of its
implications for perceptual and motor interactions, also affected evidence of perceptuo-motor
information retrieval.
4.1. Online Spatial Knowledge Processing
The present results suggest that spatial knowledge retrieval reactivates perceptual and
motor experiences consistent with learning. As shown in Fig. 5, when correctly rejecting
incorrect spatial descriptions of well-learned environments, participants with the NO button in
the same direction as the relative spatial location (spatial congruent condition), mouse
movements converged on this correct response, with little deviation in the opposite direction. For
participants with the NO button in the opposite direction (spatially incongruent condition),
mouse trajectories tended toward the opposite response. The initial time measure, while
marginally significant, further suggested that high-familiarity participants might be more
confident about their response on spatially congruent trials compared to the spatially incongruent
ones (see Fig. 4). This finding is consistent with findings suggesting embodiment in language
processing (Glenberg & Kaschak, 2002; Tucker & Ellis, 2004; Zwaan & Taylor, 2006) and
extends to spatial knowledge retrieval.
Many studies showing ACEs have explored language processing. From this work,
Glenberg and Kaschak (2002) proposed a connection between language comprehension and
motor processes. Other work has applied the ACE to visual processes, showing an interaction
between current motor responses and visual stimulus position, named the spatial stroop effect
(Lu & Proctor, 1995; Simon, 1990; Zhao, Chen & West, 2010; Zwaan & Taylor, 2006; Zwaan &
Yaxley, 2003). For example, people respond more slowly when the visual target and response
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key are in opposite directions, even when target position is irrelevant to the required response.
The present study extends the connection between cognitive and motor processing to spatial
representations of environments. While response button positions in the present study did not
directly relate to the spatial relationship judgments, the compatibility between the motor
response and mental representation affected responses. Movements tended in a direction
consistent with the relative spatial location, at least when rejecting incorrect spatial descriptions
with well-developed spatial knowledge.
4.2. Embodied processing of Spatial Knowledge Development
The present study also explored how reactivation of perceptual and motor experiences may
change as spatial representations develop. Interestingly, the mouse trajectory measure converged,
strongly suggesting that the ACE has distinct sources at early and later stages of development
(see Fig. 4-6). Incorrect spatial descriptions allowed us to disentangle spatial and semantic
sources of motor resonance. Results showed that high-familiarity participants based judgments
on stable spatial representations that associated landmarks to their own imagined location. In this
case, mouse trajectories in spatially compatible trials moved more directly to the correct
response, compared with those attracted by the incorrect response in spatial incompatible trials.
In contrast, motor resonance for low-familiarity participants appeared to arise from associations
to the spatial term (e.g., moving more left to the term left). Other studies have similarly shown
that reading directional words activates corresponding perceptual or motor representations
(Zwaan & Yaxley, 2003; Hommel & Müsseler, 2006; Müsseler & Hommel, 1997a, b; Chao &
Martin, 2000; Pulvermüller, 1999). In summary, retrieving information from well-learned
environments leads to spatially-defined motor resonance while retrieving information from lesswell-learned environments shows semantically-defined motor resonance.
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What stands out in our findings is that spatially-based motor resonance appears to eclipse
its semantic-based counterpart for well-learned environments. With increasing environment
experience, associations between spatial locations and navigators’ sensorimotor processes
become solidified and recalling relative spatial information then invokes motor resonance. Motor
simulations based on well-developed spatial associations appear to “outweigh” associations to
spatial terminology. In contrast, less-developed spatial representations have not built solid spatial
associations, so motor resonance for these navigators is linked to the well-learned spatial terms
(“left” or “right”). In summary, the present study indicates that with increasing experience
human spatial knowledge builds associations between spatial locations that include perceptual
and motor associations.
4.3. Temporal Dynamics of perceptuo-motor simulations
By using online measures, the present study revealed the temporal dynamics of perceptuomotor associations when processing spatial knowledge. Our PEP measure to incorrect spatial
descriptions suggested different temporal dynamics as a function of spatial knowledge
development (see Fig.6). For low-familiarity participants, whose ACE appears semantically
based, the ACE started early and extended throughout the response period. This suggests
immediate and lasting motor resonance to spatial language. For high-familiarity participants,
who showed spatially-based ACEs, effects of motor resonance appeared later. This later effect
suggests that accessing spatial relation information takes longer than accessing a spatial term’s
semantic meaning. People would have had a lifetime of experience with the spatial terms and
less so with the Tufts campus. In addition, Fig.6 (a) shows that mouse trajectories of highfamiliarity participants gravitated toward the semantically congruent response at time bin 2,
although the effect was not statistically significant. This weak effect may also support earlier
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semantic processing, even when retrieving well-developed spatial knowledge. But with welllearned environments, motor resonance based on semantic processing appears to be inhibited or
attenuated.
Previous studies showing ACEs in language comprehension primarily relied on postprocessing response time measures (Glenberg & Kaschak, 2002; Zwaan & Taylor, 2006).
However, the present study’s comparable measure did not show a congruency effect. Instead
evidence of ACEs with spatial knowledge appeared in mouse trajectories. This postprocessing/on-line processing difference has several possible explanations. One explanation
involves strength of associations. Language processing, with all the experience participants have
using language, may result in stronger and more lasting motor resonance that can be easily
detected by post-processing measures. Compared to processing spatial terms, perceptuo-motor
simulation activated when retrieving spatial knowledge may not have the same strength of
association and may only be evident in online measures. Second, the different sources of
perceptuo-motor associations, spatial and semantic, resulted in ACEs in opposite directions for
incorrect spatial descriptions, thereby potentially washing out response time effects. Thus, mouse
tracking may provide means for examining mechanisms of embodied processing masked by
offline measures.
4.4. Spatial Proximity and ACE
As predicted perceptuo-motor associations varied as a function of spatial proximity:
participants verified both proximal and distant locations. People would have more perceptual
(see buildings together) and motor (point to one building from the other or turn the body to face
the building) experiences with proximal, compared to distant, locations. Thus, they are more
likely to associate proximal locations using their body’s coordinate axes (Franklin & Tversky;
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1990; Longo & Lourenco, 2007; Parsons, 1994; Witt et al, 2004). As Fig.3 illustrates, accuracy
when processing correct spatial descriptions benefitted from spatial and semantic congruency for
low-familiarity participants. With proximal locations, they had a higher accuracy in congruent
condition, compared to incongruent condition, while no such facilitation of compatibility was
found with distant locations. Further, the interaction between proximity, congruency, and
familiarity when rejecting incorrect spatial descriptions suggested action compatibility primarily
when processing proximal locations. No ACE was observed with distant locations, regardless of
environmental experience. This result seems to contradict the semantic-based ACE for the lowfamiliarity group. If the ACE for low-familiarity participants arises from spatial term
comprehension, then they should also demonstrate an ACE with distant locations. However, the
lack or an ACE with distant locations may imply differential cognitive processing for proximal
and distant spatial information. We did not observe an ACE for either high- or low-familiarity
participants with distant locations when rejecting spatial relations. People may relate distant
locations spatially, even during initial environment learning (Hölscher et al., 2011; Wiener &
Mallot, 2003). Alternatively, people may create mental snapshots (Shelton & McNamara, 2001)
that include proximal locations in a single mental image that maintains the relative locations, as
well as perceptual and motor associations. Distant locations would be difficult to represent this
way. In this case, ACE differences between proximal and distant locations would reflect
differences in how they are represented, rather than effects of the learning experience. Previous
findings from our lab suggest that a required retrieval perspective affects information retrieved
from the spatial representation in a perspective-consistent manner (Brunyé, Mahoney, Gardony,
& Taylor, 2010; Taylor et al., 1999). This interpretation would be akin to the SNARC effect
(Dehaene, Bossini, & Giraux, 1993) wherein people represent Arabic numbers as if on a mental
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image of a number line. The consequence of this representation is that people respond faster to
relatively larger numbers with the right hand, and faster to smaller numbers with the left hand,
even when number magnitude is task-irrelevant. However, these interpretations are speculative
and will be explored further in later studies.
It should be noted that we did not observe the interaction between congruency and
proximity when participants confirmed spatial relations. Instead, with correct spatial
descriptions, participants’ mouse trajectories showed a congruency effect, suggestive of
embodiment, across proximal and distant locations (see Fig. 1 & 2). Thus, representations of
distant locations may still involve some perceptuo-motor simulation. However, the source of this
embodiment, whether spatial or semantic, cannot be disentangled and the ACE may reflect one
or both of these sources.
4.5. Summary
To summarize, retrieving spatial knowledge of a well-learned environment appears to
activate perceptual and motor simulations reflecting sensorimotor experiences when learning the
environment. These simulations are built on dynamic association between navigator and
landmarks formed during learning and increasing with environmental experience. With less
experience, motor simulations draw on other, well-learned associations, in this case perceptuomotor associations to spatial terms, such as left. By adopting on-line processing measures,
findings from this study provide unique evidence of different sources for perceptuo-motor
simulation in spatial memory, the effects of which unfold differently over time.
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Initial time
(SD)

RT
(SD)

Accuracy
(SD)

0.551
0.431

365.987
306.122

1766.046
502.098

0.824
0.122

0.908
0.590

348.747
253.503

1646.281
441.298

0.752
0.175

0.462
0.370

415.820
299.490

1827.827
483.122

0.705
0.147

1.042
0.740

356.074
246.569

1845.287
520.160

0.719
0.121

0.423
0.488

487.527
358.690

1810.225
583.283

0.815
0.157

0.986
0.861

417.546
339.130

1739.352
465.255

0.835
0.118

0.413
0.514

494.213
433.299

1905.826
678.410

0.845
0.154

0.906
0.609

590.825
481.897

1929.775
764.034

0.815
0.123

Table 1. Means in correct description condition
Low-familiarity group
High-familiarity group
Proximal
Distant
Proximal
Distant
Congruent Incongruent Congruent Incongruent Congruent Incongruent Congruent Incongruent

AUC
(SD)

Initial time
(SD)

RT
(SD)

Accuracy
(SD)

1.351
0.897

465.400
311.385

2076.999
480.330

0.648
0.191

0.745
0.620

353.512
232.552

1844.937
521.658

0.714
0.149

0.835
0.792

458.303
338.633

1891.292
620.449

0.757
0.108

0.917
0.846

408.728
300.706

1855.571
540.701

0.743
0.160

0.770
0.915

534.087
348.276

2020.678
570.174

0.765
0.088

1.219
1.200

642.871
562.932

2140.516
723.145

0.755
0.119

0.827
0.741

528.692
364.744

2034.185
638.187

0.815
0.173

0.786
0.806

560.709
383.596

2016.092
666.236

0.815
0.127

Table 2. Means in incorrect description conditions
Low-familiarity group
High-familiarity group
Proximal
Distant
Proximal
Distant
Congruent Incongruent Congruent Incongruent Congruent Incongruent Congruent Incongruent

AUC
(SD)
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F (1, 39)
1.60
6.17
26.55
7.09
3.64

p
.214
.017*
<.001**
.011*
.064

Table 3. Comparisons of PEP between the congruent and incongruent condition in correct description trials
Time bin
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5

Note: the table shows results of repeated measures MANOVA of PEP data for comparing the congruent to incongruent condition. (1, 45), the
degree of freedom; T, time bin; *Significant at α=.05; **Significant at α=.01.

Proximal
Distant
F (1, 45)
p
F (1, 45)
p
0.89
.352
0.51
.478
4.40
.042*
<.01
.964
6.12
.018*
1.26
.268
5.22
.028*
0.02
.887
1.79
.189
0.45
.505

Low-familiarity group

Proximal
F (1, 45)
p
0.13
.707
0.32
.576
0.08
.785
3.08
.087
5.25
.027*

Distant
F (1, 45)
p
0.03
.857
0.11
.743
0.81
.374
0.26
.613
0.02
.901

High-familiarity group

Table 4. Comparisons of PEP between the congruent and incongruent condition for familiarity and proximity in incorrect description trials
!!
!
Time bin
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5

Note: the table shows results of repeated measures MANOVA of PEP data for comparing the congruent to incongruent condition. (1, 45), the
degree of freedom; T, time bin; *Significant at α=.05; **Significant at α=.01.
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Section 2: Action Compatibility in Map Knowledge
1. Introduction
People can gain spatial knowledge by navigating through real environments or from
symbolic models, such as maps or virtual environments. Two-dimensional maps are the most
common kind of symbolic spatial model. From maps, people directly acquire a survey
representation, including relative spatial relations between landmarks. Traditional theories of
spatial knowledge development have proposed that well-developed spatial representations take
on an image-like, survey format, similar to a map (Siegel & White, 1975; Thorndyke & HayesRoth, 1982). However, people use information acquired from maps in many ways, for example
to know relative locations or to navigate between locations (Taylor, Naylor, & Chechile, 1999)
or to verify spatial relationships described verbally (Brunyé & Taylor, 2007; Taylor, et al., 1999;
Pazzaglia & Taylor, 2007). In other words, spatial knowledge acquired from maps can be
retrieved and applied for diverse purposes. For the current work, the question arises as to
whether people incorporate perceptuo-motor associations into spatial representations encoded
from maps, but potentially used in different ways?
1.1. Action-compatibility paradigm
The present studies examine perceptuo-motor associations in map knowledge using an
action-compatibility paradigm (Glenberg & Kaschak, 2002; Wang, Taylor & Brunyé, 2012;
Zwaan & Taylor, 2006). Such a paradigm can provide behavioral evidence that perceptual and/or
motor re-instantiation during spatial memory retrieval interacts with concurrent motor processes
needed to make a response. Embodied language research has used action-compatibility
paradigms to explore perceptuo-motor reactivation when comprehending action words. For
instance, in Zwaan and Taylor's (2006) study, participants made sensibility judgments to
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sentences such as “Mark turned left at the intersection” more quickly when turning the response
knob leftward compared to rightward. If the direction of perceptuo-motor reactivation is
compatible with the motion needed to respond, an action-compatibility effect (ACE) occurs
(Glenberg & Kaschak, 2002; Knoblich & Flach, 2001; Repp & Knoblich, 2004).
Retrieving spatial knowledge acquired from real environments demonstrated the ACE. In
Wang et al (2012), participants verified whether egocentric directional terms (e.g. left/right)
correctly described the spatial relation between two locations by moving the mouse either
leftward or rightward to a response button (Yes/No). When the response direction was
incompatible with the spatial information, mouse trajectories showed an ACE. Interestingly, the
ACE had distinct sources, one based on the spatial representation and the other on semantic
meaning, depending on the extent of participant’s knowledge. Participants with more
environment experience had a spatially-driven ACE. In this case, the ACE was evident when
response direction matched the direction of the spatial relation between locations. Participants
with less experience showed a semantically-driven ACE, i.e. related to the spatial term. This
suggests activation of perceptuo-motor associations with spatial representations and/or spatial
language comprehension (Hommel, 2004; 2007).
Wang et al’s (2012) finding suggests that spatial representations can differ both in the
extent to which they involve perceptuo-motor associations and the basis of the associations. The
encoding and/or retrieval perspective may affect the extent and/or the basis of any evident
associations. In terms of encoding, navigating through an environment involves extensive
perceptual and motor processes, while studying a map usually only involves visual perception
(Evans & Pezdek, 1980; Montello et al, 2004; Presson & Hazelrigg, 1984; Sholl, 1987;
Thorndyke & Hayes-Roth, 1982). While navigators need more experience to develop survey
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representations of environments, map learners might need more practice to apply map
knowledge for actual navigation. For example, in Wang et al (2012), participants with different
level of spatial knowledge showed ACEs driven by distinct sources. Retrieval differences
emerge based on how spatial information is used (Brunyé, Rapp & Taylor, 2008; Taylor et al,
1999). For example, in explaining how to get to their house, someone may either give a friend
route directions or may draw a map. In the present work, participants with different extents of
map knowledge retrieved their knowledge in response to either egocentric or cardinal coordinate.
We proposed the encoding and retrieval hypotheses to explore the mechanisms of perceptuomotor associations in map knowledge.
1.2. Encoding hypothesis
The encoding hypothesis proposes that perceptuo-motor associations inherent to spatial
knowledge build only through encoding. Wang et al (2012)’s work tested spatial knowledge
between campus buildings by recruiting university undergraduates who learned the campus by
traveling through it in daily life. According to the encoding hypothesis, perceptual and motor
experiences during navigation are incorporated into the developing spatial representation and
then reactivated when retrieving that information from the same, egocentric perspective,
especially for students who knew the campus well. With our spatial action-compatibility
paradigm (Wang et al, 2012), participants verified whether spatial terms correctly described the
relationships between two landmarks and mouse tracking recorded their responses. The results
showed an ACE. In contrast to navigation, maps convey spatial information from a bird’s-eye
viewpoint, providing a stable external perspective. Learning from a map does not necessarily
require body motion (some people do rotate a map), but does involve observations of the map
(Evans & Pezdek, 1980; Montello et al, 2004; Presson & Hazelrigg, 1984; Sholl, 1987;
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Thorndyke & Hayes-Roth, 1982). Accordingly, spatial representations acquired from maps
would not have the vestibular or proprioceptive input. The encoding hypothesis predicts that if
perceptuo-motor associations are not encoded when studying maps, they will not be evident
during retrieval. As such, we would not expect an ACE with map knowledge.
1.3. Retrieval hypothesis
The retrieval hypothesis predicts that activation of perceptuo-motor associations depends
on how the information is used, i.e., the retrieval perspective, regardless of how the information
was learned. In other words, whether an ACE would be observed depends on mapping spatial
relations to anticipated perceptual or motor processes. If anticipating navigation, retrieval of the
spatial representations from an egocentric perspective would engage perceptuo-motor processes
associated with navigation (Brunyé, Mahoney, Gardony, & Taylor, 2010; Brunyé, Ditman,
Mahoney, Augustyn, & Taylor, 2009) and interact with body-defined processed engaged to
respond, e.g., moving right or left to press a response button. Thus, retrieving map knowledge
based on egocentric coordinate would evoke ACEs similar to those shown in Wang et al (2012).
In contrast, if anticipating verifying map-based information, some perceptual, but no motor
associations would be activated. Mental imagery studies suggest image-based retrieval of map
knowledge (Kosslyn, 1994; Thorndyke & Hayes-Roth, 1982). More specifically, Sholl (1995)
proposed that map knowledge is encoded and retrieved based on a 2-D retinal coordinate system.
Spatial direction and distance information are represented in an allocentric vector space with
vertical and horizontal axes. Thus evidence of an ACE would be absent or weak. Some support
for perception-based associations comes from studies on stimulus-response spatial congruency,
known as the spatial Stroop or Simon effect (De Houwer, 2003; Hommel, 2011; Hommel &
Müsseler, 2006; Müsseler & Hommel, 1997; Simon, 1990). This work shows that people
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respond more slowly when a visual or auditory stimulus and a response key are in opposite
directions, even when the target position is irrelevant to the required response.
In the present work, participants were prompted to retrieve map knowledge based on either
egocentric (using terms left, right, forward, or backward) or cardinal (using terms north, south,
west, or east) coordinate systems. The retrieval hypothesis predicts that egocentric retrieval
would evoke perceptuo-motor associations in preparation for navigation, leading to an ACE.
However, cardinal coordinate retrieval would have fewer associations to one’s body (Majid,
Bowerman, Kita, Haun, Levinson, 2004; Levinson, 1996; Taylor & Tversky, 1992) and
consequently less of interaction with response motions, i.e. an absent or reduced ACE.
1.4. Representing proximity in map knowledge
Proximity between locations can influence the extent to which spatial representations
incorporate perceptuo-motor associations. Navigators have more direct perceptual and motor
experience with locations proximal to one another. Accordingly, perceptuo-motor processes
should be more evident when processing proximal spatial information, particularly after
navigation (Carlson & Kenny, 2006; Longo & Lourenco, 2007; Wang et al., 2012). However,
because maps take a bird’s-eye viewpoint, spatial information of both distant and proximal
landmarks is readily evident. As such, relative proximity would not be differentially represented
to the same extent in map knowledge, as it would with navigation.
The present work examines how proximity affects evidence for perceptuo-motor
associations. Further, any effect based on proximity may interact with whether encoding or
retrieval plays a greater role in determining perceptuo-motor associations. If the Encoding
Hypothesis is supported, proximity should not affect perceptuo-motor associations in map
knowledge. If the Retrieval Hypothesis is upheld, proximity would affect egocentric, but not
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cardinal-based, retrieval. Proximity does not seem to affect response compatibility with the
Spatial Stroop paradigm (Lamberts, Tavernier, & d'Ydewalle, 1992; Nicoletti & Umiltà, 1989,
1994; Rizzolatti, Riggio, & Sheliga, 1994).
1.5. Summary
The present work explores perceptual and/or motor processing involved with map
knowledge and its development, using an action compatibility paradigm. In Experiments 1 and 2,
participants verified spatial relations from egocentric or cardinal coordinate, respectively.
However, if always retrieving using one coordinate system may give rise to retrieval strategies.
As such, Experiment 3 mixes egocentric and cardinal terms so that the retrieval perspective
could not be predicted on a given trial. Finally, Experiment 4 further investigates the interaction
between encoding and retrieval by using cardinal-coordinate retrieval with knowledge learned
through navigation. We collected mouse movement data using Mouse Tracker (Freeman &
Ambady, 2010; Richardson, Dale, & Spivey, 2007; Spivey, Richardson, & Dale, 2009). Spatial
cognition studies have suggested a strong connection between hand movement and spatial
representations (Alibali, 2005; Emmorey, Tversky, & Taylor, 2000; Goldin-Meadow & Beilock,
2010; Hostetter & Alibali, 2008; McNeil, 1992; Wang et al., 2012). People use gestures to
describe spatial information, with or without a conversational partner. If retrieving map
knowledge involves perceptuo-motor processes, which interact with concurrent hand movement,
these processes should be evident in mouse trajectories. Further, mouse tracking can reveal the
magnitude and temporal dynamics of effects appeared during processing spatial representation.
In summary, the encoding hypothesis predicts that we would not observe an ACE with map
learning, as it does not involve the perceptuo-motor actions during encoding. The retrieval
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hypothesis predicts evidence of perceptual or perceptuo-motor processes when retrieving map
knowledge with egocentric, but not with cardinal coordinate.
2. Experiment 1: Action Compatibility in Egocentric Coordinate Retrieval of
Map Knowledge
In Experiment 1 participants learned a map and then judged egocentrically defined spatial
relations between locations pairs. By comparing with Wang et al (2012), the study examines the
effect of encoding on perceptuo-motor associations, by showing differences between real
navigation and maps as information sources.
We also included retrieval orientation in the present study. Map representations have been
suggested to be more orientation-specific than those acquired from real navigation (Montello,
Waller, Hegarty & Richardson, 2004; Rieser, 1989; Sholl, 1995; Sholl & Nolin, 1997; Tlauka &
Wilson, 1996). Learners take longer to verify spatial relations from a novel, unlearned
orientation. Mental reorientation processes may engage perceptual-motor processing, similar to
those shown with mental rotation (Amorim, Isableu, & Jarraya, 2006; Chu & Kita, 2008, 2011;
Richter, Somorjai, Summers et al., 2000). To examine perceptuo-motor processes tied to the
learned orientation, the present studies had participants retrieve map knowledge from either the
studied or an unstudied orientation. In both cases, participants imagined facing a particular
direction and then verified whether a verbal description accurately described a spatial relation.
The encoding hypothesis predicts that ACEs would not be evident with map knowledge, but that
differences between learned and novel orientations would reflect mental reorientation processes.
The retrieval hypothesis predicts ACEs at retrieval with egocentric coordinate. In Simon effect
studies, if the effect was tied to the present visual stimuli, it was also evident when the visual
stimuli or displays changed orientation (Hommel & Lippa, 1995; Kerzel, Hommel & Bekkering,
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2001). If the map knowledge is represented in a 2-D image pattern, then we would expect ACEs
in egocentric retrieval even from a novel orientation.
2.1. Method
2.1.1. Participants
Forty-nine college-age volunteers (20 male, 29 female) participated for monetary
compensation. Participants were tested individually. One male participant reported not
remembering the map after a long learning period and did not complete the study.
2.1.2. Materials
We created two versions of a fictitious college campus map by modifying the University of
California, Riverside map (see Fig.1). Thirty-one buildings, located within a square area, were
selected for the fictitious map; other buildings on the original map were removed. Paths/roads
between buildings were kept. We renamed all buildings to identify them by function (e.g.,
dormitory, biology, admissions, and gymnasium), all of which were familiar to college students.
The two versions differed in terms of label placement, thus controlling for association between
specific buildings, locations, and function names. Both maps included a compass rose with north
toward the top of the page.
The study used two tasks, a labeling task during learning and a spatial verification task
during test. Materials for the labeling task included the studied map without labels. Materials for
the spatial verification task involved pairs of building function names and spatial relation terms
defined egocentrically (left, right, backward and front). Buildings in a location pair were either
proximal to or distant from each other.
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Figure 1. One (of two) modified map used in Experiment 1-3.

2.1.3. Design
The study used a 2 (Description correctness: correct vs. incorrect descriptions) × 2
(Congruency: congruent vs. incongruent condition) × 2 (Proximity: proximal vs. distant
locations) × 2 (Facing direction: imagining facing-north vs. facing-east) × 2 (Familiarity: lowfamiliarity vs. high-familiarity) mixed-design. Description Correctness (correct or incorrect)
reflected whether the description correctly described the spatial relation between landmarks.
Note that an incorrect description always described the spatial relationship as being opposite
from the actual relationship, rather than in an orthogonal direction. Congruency (congruent or
incongruent), used to examine ACE, reflected the relation between the direction the mouse
would be moved for an accurate response and the direction defined either by the spatial
relationship between locations or the directional term. Response movement is spatially
congruent if it is in the same direction as that defined by the spatial relationship between
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buildings. Semantic congruency compares mouse movement direction to the direction named by
the spatial term. Take for example the case where the target building is actually to the left of the
reference building, while the spatial term incorrectly described it as to the right. A spatiallybased ACE may attract mouse movement toward the left, the direction defining the spatial
relationship. In contrast, a semantically-based ACE would attract mouse movement toward the
right, in the direction the term describes. As fillers we included trials unrelated to leftward or
rightward movement (“front” and “back”), but did not include these in any analyses. Proximity
(proximal or distant) defined the physical proximity between buildings. Proximal trials described
buildings physically adjacent to each other. Distant trials described buildings not within visible
range of each other. Facing direction (facing-north or facing-east) oriented participants through
instructions, such as “imagine you are on the west side of the building facing east”. Half of
participants were assigned to facing-north group, while the other half were assigned to facingeast group. Familiarity (high-familiarity or low-familiarity) with the environment was
manipulated by having different study criteria. Half of participants (low-familiarity) had to
correctly label a blank map one time while the other half (high-familiarity) had to correctly label
the blank map three times. Description correctness, congruency, and proximity served as withinparticipant variables; facing-direction and familiarity served as between-participant variables.
Response button position was set as a control variable. Half of participants had the “Yes”
button at the upper right corner and the “No” button at the upper left corner, and half had the
reverse placement. The two versions of the map served as another control variable; half of
participants studied one version of the map while other half studied and the other version. Both
male and female participants completed the same procedure in order to examine gender effects.
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2.1.4. Procedure
Participants completed the study in two phases. In the learning phase, they studied the
campus map, including all locations and associated function names for two minutes. To test
learning, they labeled a blank map. The experimenter then checked their map. Participants
continued a cycle of studying for 2 minutes and labeling a blank map until they could correctly
label (100%) the map either one time (low-familiarity) or three times (high-familiarity). Once
participants reached their criterion they moved to the test phase.
For each spatial relationship trial, a start button appeared, centered at the bottom of the 22’
monitor. Participants clicked the start button and the reference building name appeared, centered
on the screen for 1000ms, followed below it by the target building name, for another 1000 ms,
and finally below the target name a directional term (“left”, “right”, “forward” or “back”).
Participants were to imagine being south/west side of the reference building, facing north/east,
and judge whether the directional term correctly described the relative location of the target
building (e.g., Parking garage, Gymnasium, Left). 500ms after the directional term appeared, the
“YES” /“NO” response buttons appeared in the upper left and right corners and the mouse
became active and visible. The building names, directional term, and response buttons remained
visible until the participant responded. If participants responded accurately, the next trial started.
For inaccurate responses, the program displayed an “X” for 1000ms. When participants took
longer than 5 seconds to respond, “time out” appeared. After each trial, the screen was blank for
500ms before the next trial.
At the beginning of spatial relationship verification test, participants completed 6 practice
trials to familiarize themselves with the procedure and reinforce the imagined facing direction.
The actual test involved 96 trials, presented in random order, including 10 trials each in the 8
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conditions defined by the three within-participants variables (description correctness, congruency
and proximity) plus 16 front/back filler trials.
2.1.5. Dependent Variables and Coding
Dependent variables included accuracy, response time (RT), and mouse trajectory data, all
recorded by MouseTracker. Accuracy measured whether participants answered correctly. RT
measured the time (in msec) between participants clicking the start button and clicking the
response button. MouseTracker records the mouse’s raw position data (x-y coordinates) over
time, allowing us to calculate three trajectory-related variables--initial time, area under the curve
(AUC), and proportional Euclidean proximity (PEP). Initial time measured the time between
when the mouse became active and the moment the participant first moved the mouse,
potentially indicating the process of action planning and how participant confident in their
judgment. AUC is the area between the actual and an idealized (a straight line between the start
and endpoint) trajectory. Thus, positive AUC, with the mouse trajectory above the idealized
trajectory, indicates mouse movement attracted toward the opposite response and negative AUC,
with the mouse trajectory under the idealized one, indicates mouse movement attracted by the
expected response. PEP also measures the extent to which the mouse moved closer to the
opposite response and is calculated as (1-distance/max (distance)). “Distance” in the equation
represents the Euclidean proximity between the mouse position at each time-step and the wrong
response button. More importantly, PEP allows an examination of the mouse movement’s
temporal dynamics. To do so, we rescaled individual trial trajectories into a standard coordinate
space and normalized them into 101 time-steps, using linear interpolation. We then combined the
time-steps into five time bins (time-steps: 1-20, 21-40, 41-60, 61-80, 81-101) and averaged PEP
for each time bin. Plots of trajectory data show the 101 time-steps. For ease in interpreting the
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graphs, the x-coordinates ranged from -1 to 1 and the y-coordinate ranged from 0 to 1.5 (with xand y-axes intersecting at “-1, 0”).
2.3. Results
One high-familiarity participant was eliminated from analyses due to low accuracy (less
than .55). A t-test indicated that the hit rate [M = .912, SD = .066] and correct rejection rate [M =
.918, SD = .051] were greater than our elimination criteria [.55; t (46) = 37.677, p < .001; t (46)
= 49.571, p < .001]. A preliminary analysis showed no effect of map version, response button
position and gender. Thus we collapsed data across these variables, and in the case of button
position, reverse scored for one button position. Correct and incorrect description trials were
analyzed separately. The data was submitted into a 2 (Proximity: proximal vs. distant location
pairs) ×2 (Congruency: congruent vs. incongruent) × 2 (Facing direction: imaging facing-north
vs. facing-east) × 2 (Familiarity: low-familiarity vs. high-familiarity group) multivariate
ANOVA with accuracy, RT, initial time and AUC as dependent measures, in order to provide
protection against inflation of type I errors (Simmons, Nelson, & Simonsohn, 2011). Only data
of accurate responses (RT, initial time and AUC) were submitted into the analysis. We used time
bins as an additional within-participant variable to examine temporal dynamics of the PEP data.
Only significant results are reported; thus effects not reported can be assumed non-significant.
2.3.1. Correct descriptions
The multivariate results showed an effect of proximity [F (4, 40) = 19.559, p < .001] and
congruency [F (4, 40) = 11.771, p < .001]. There was also a proximity × familiarity interaction
[F (4, 40) = 2.641, p = .048]. The univariate analyses, described below, further explain these
effects.
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Accuracy & RT
Accuracy [F (1, 43) = 53.209, p < .001, MSE = .008] and RT [F (1, 43) = 11.362, p = .002,
MSE = 72273.383] data showed proximity main effects. Participants made more errors when
judging proximal [M = 867, 95%CI = [.839, .894]] than distant locations [M= 960, 95%CI =
[.942, .987]] and took more time to judge proximal [M = 1512.351, 95%CI = [1433.201,
1591.502]] than distant relations [M = 1380.077, 95%CI = [1278.430, 1481.723]]. The RT effect
was qualified by an interaction between proximity and familiarity [F (1, 43) = 4.604, p = .038]
(see Fig. 2). Low-familiarity participants showed the proximity effect [d =Mproximal-Mdistant
=216.475, F (1, 45) =15.94, p < .001], while high-familiarity participants responded to proximal
and distant locations equally quickly [d = Mproximal-Mdistant =48.075, F (1, 45) = .74, p = .395]
(See Table 1 for means).

Figure 2. Interaction between proximity and familiarity in RT of correct description trials.

Mouse Trajectory Results
Mouse trajectory data also showed a proximity main effect in initial time [F (1, 43) =
4.350, p = .043, MSE = 23375.785] and AUC [F (1, 43) = 5.452, p = .024, MSE = .195].
Participants started moving the mouse more slowly with proximal [M = 315.017, 95%CI =
[237.162, 392.872]] compared to distant locations [M = 268.469, 95%CI = [207.331, 329.607]].
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For AUC, trajectories converged on the “Yes” response more directly with distant [M = .705,
95%CI = [.557, .853]] compared to proximal locations [M = .855, 95%CI = [.694, 1.017]].
Further, the AUC data showed a congruency main effect [F (1, 43) =45.805, p < .001, MSE =
.493]. As Fig. 3 illustrates, mouse movements moved toward the wrong response to a greater
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Figure 3. Main effect of congruency on real-time mouse trajectories in correct description trials. Mouse trajectories
for incongruent trials gravitate in the direction defined by the spatial relationship and toward the wrong response
button. Note that mouse trajectories for participants with “YES” and “NO” buttons in opposite positions have been
collapsed to the present position for ease of illustration.

The analysis of the PEP data showed an interaction between congruency and time bin [F (4,
172) = 13.146, p < .001]. Fig.4 illustrates the degree to which the mouse traveled closer to the
wrong response over time. During incongruent trials, mouse trajectories moved in the opposite
direction to a greater extent throughout the response (time bin1-4), compared to movements
during congruent trials (see Table 3 for comparison results).
The PEP data also showed a four-way interaction between proximity, congruency, facing
direction and time bin [F (4, 172) = 4.550, p = .007]. With proximal locations, a significant
three-way interaction between congruency, facing direction and time bin was found [F (4, 172) =
3.11, p = .017]. To illustrate this complex interaction, PEP data are plotted as difference scores
at each time-step by subtracting the PEP of congruent trials from that of incongruent ones.
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Positive scores mean mouse movements on incongruent trials moved more toward the wrong
response than those on congruent trials; negative scores mean mouse movements on congruent
condition moved closer to the wrong response than those on incongruent trials. As Fig. 5
illustrates, with proximal locations, participants imagining facing north (the learned orientation)
showed an early compatibility effect [F (4, 180) = 6.73, p < .001] that then largely disappeared.
When imagining facing east (the novel orientation), the compatibility effect occurred later and
was weaker [F (4, 180) = 2.55, p = .041] (see Table 4 for comparison results). For distant
locations, this three-way interaction was not evident [F (4, 172) = .80, p = .529]. Instead, results
showed that whether facing-east [F (4, 180) = 5.59, p < .001] or north [F (4, 180) = 36.29, p <
.001] compatibility effects emerged with similar time-courses.
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Figure 4. Interaction between congruency and time bin in proportional Euclidean proximity (PEP).for correct
description trials. PEP is plotted as a function of normalized time. Mouse trajectories for incongruent trials show a
greater attraction to the opposite response than do congruent trials, peaking during time bin 2.
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Figure 5. Difference scores between incongruent and congruent conditions (incongruent - congruent) in
proportional Euclidean proximity to the opposite response are plotted as a function of normalized time. The figures
compare the degree to which the mouse trajectories were attracted toward opposite response when imagining facing
east to that when imagining facing-north with proximal or distant locations in correct descriptions.

2.3.2. Incorrect descriptions
The multivariate analysis of incorrect description trials showed a proximity effect [F (4,
40) = 15.826, p < .001], which was consistent across the dependent measures.
Accuracy & RT
The proximity effect emerged for accuracy [F (1, 43) = 23.086, p < .001, MSE = .008] and
RT [F (1, 43) = 21.508, p < .001, MSE = 68026.483] (see Table 2 for means in incorrect
descriptions). As with correct descriptions, participants judged proximal locations [M = .907,
95%CI = [.885, .930]] less accurately than distant ones [M = .968, 95%CI = [.954, .983]] and
took more time to judge proximal [M = 1617.978, 95%CI = [1507.405, 1728.551] compared to
distant locations [M= 1441.416, 95%CI = [1340.51, 1541.881]. The effect was qualified by an
interaction between proximity and familiarity for RT, akin to the correct description results [F (1,
43) = 4.802, p = .034]. Low-familiarity participants took longer to judge proximal, compared to
distant locations [d =Mproximal-Mdistant =259.987, F (1, 45) = 24.91, p < .001], while this difference
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was not evident for high-familiarity participants [d = Mproximal-Mdistant =93.138, F (1, 45) =
3.10, p = .085] (see Fig. 6).

Figure 6. Interaction between proximity and familiarity in RTs of incorrect description trials.

Mouse Trajectory Results
Mouse trajectories for incorrect descriptions showed the proximity effect [F (1, 43) =
8.513, p = .006, MSE = 22719.133] and proximity × familiarity interaction [F (1, 43) =
4.720, p = .035] only in initial time. Participants took longer to initially move when judging
proximal locations, especially low-familiarity participants [dlow =Mproximal-Mdistant =121.993ms,
F (1, 45) = 13.83, p = .001; dhigh = Mproximal-Mdistant =16.397ms, F (1, 45) = .29, p = .592] (see
Fig. 7).
No other effects on mouse trajectories were found in the analysis.
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Figure 7. Interaction between proximity and familiarity in initial time of mouse trajectory of incorrect description
trials.

2.4. Discussion
Experiment 1 explored possible perceptuo-motor associations evident when retrieving map
knowledge from egocentric perspective. Our encoding hypothesis suggests that perceptuo-motor
associations incorporated during learning will be reactivated at retrieval. Learning 2-D maps
does not involve explicit motor processes, but engages perceptual processing. If there were no, or
limited, perceptuo-motor involvement when learning a map, we should observe either no or a
limited ACE. However, the present results indicated a compatibility effect in the mouse
trajectory data, inconsistent with the encoding hypothesis. The retrieval hypothesis suggests that
perceptuo-motor associations will be activated based on the requirements of retrieval, regardless
of learning conditions. The egocentric terms used to describe spatial relations might prime
associations to the body, thus activating perceptuo-motors associations (Brunyé et al, 2010;
Brunyé, Ditman, Mahoney, Augustyn, & Taylor, 2009). The current results, showing ACEs in
mouse trajectories when retrieving map knowledge based on egocentric coordinate, support the
retrieval hypothesis.
People incorporate distance information (proximity) into their mental representations.
Distance information is available or can be inferred from both real navigation and maps. With
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navigation, perceptuo-motor processes should be more involved when learning proximal spatial
information (Carlson & Kenny, 2006; Longo & Lourenco, 2007; Wang et al., 2012). However,
on maps, the spatial relationship between all landmark pairs is visible, whether proximal or
distant. Akin to visual stimulus-response compatibility, the distance between target and reference
location did not influence perceptuo-motor processes during egocentric retrieval (Lamberts et al,
1992; Nicoletti & Umiltà, 1989, 1994; Rizzolatti et al, 1994). Further, processing distant
locations even demonstrated stable ACEs, which were less affected by retrieval orientations
change, compared to those with proximal locations (see Fig.5).
While proximity did not interact with congruency, results demonstrate a reliable proximity
effect in the form of a symbolic distance effect. Participants performed better (more accurate,
faster, smaller AUC) with distant than proximal locations. Participants informally reported
adopting a map memorization strategy that involved dividing the map into several clusters and
associating landmarks within each cluster. This strategy led to results consistent with the
symbolic distance effect finding wherein people make faster judgments when landmarks are
located in different spatial clusters (Friedman & Montello, 2006; Hommel, Gehrke, & Knuf,
2000; McNamara, Halpin, & Hardy, 1992). The proximity effect was more evident with lowfamiliarity participants. People may rely to a greater extent on superordinate clusters to estimate
subordinate details (Stevens & Coupe, 1978) when they do not know an environment well.
Additionally, analysis of mouse trajectories demonstrated that with less experience, participants
not only initially moved mouse later, but also kept showing uncertainty about proximal
landmarks until making a final judgment.
This study also afforded data speaking to the role of perceptuo-motor processes in mental
reorientation. Studies on stimulus-response compatibility have shown that the Simon or spatial
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Stroop effect can appear with a change of visual orientation (Hommel & Lippa, 1995; Kerzel,
Hommel & Bekkering, 2001). Some researchers suggested that map knowledge is represented in
an image-like pattern (Kosslyn, 1994; Sholl, 1995; Thorndyke & Hayes-Roth, 1982). If this is
the case, we predict that any perceptuo-motor associations involved in retrieving map knowledge
from the studied orientation would also occur with a novel orientation. The time course of the
proximity × congruency × facing direction interaction, evident in the PEP data, addresses this
issue. ACEs emerged with both the studied and novel orientation. This result suggests that
perceptuo-motor associations are not only evident with perceptually available stimuli or
information used in its studied orientation, but can be evoked when people use spatial
representations more flexibly. Further, the PEP data suggests the temporal dynamic of the
interaction between perceptuo-motor associations and mental orientation (or re-orientation).
With proximal locations, we observed a strong and early ACE when imaging facing north (the
learned orientation), while a weaker and later ACE was found when imaging facing east. We
have two plausible explanations for this difference. First, as map knowledge is purported to be
orientation-specific, using the spatial representation in the learned orientation might be as solid
as a visually present image. If so, the ACEs observed when accessing spatial information from
the learned orientation might be akin to those seen in the spatial Stroop or Simon effect (Burgess,
2006; Hommel, 2011; Hommel & Müsseler, 2006; Rieser, 1989; Sholl & Bartels, 2002; Sun et
al, 2004). Second, responding from a novel orientation requires mental manipulation. Any
mental rotation process might interact with perceptuo-motor associations, resulting in a later and
weaker compatibility effect (Amorim et al, 2006; Chu & Kita, 2008, 2011; Hommel, 2004 &
2007; Richter, Somorjai, Summers et al., 2000).
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Map familiarity did not affect the ACEs in the present study (see Table 1& 2-2). Two
possible explanations exist. First, egocentric retrieval might engage perceptuo-motor
associations, regardless of familiarity (Brunyé et al, 2010; Brunyé et al, 2009). Second, learning
from a survey perspective allows greater representational flexibility earlier. Brunyé et al’s (2008)
work on spatial descriptions showed that learning from a route description required more time to
gain the flexibility to change perspectives (verify from the unlearned perspective), than learning
from a survey description. In the same vein, learning from maps more readily allows perspective
switching compared to navigation learning (Thorndyke & Hayes-Roth, 1982).
To summarize, results of Experiment1 suggest perceptuo-motor involvement in egocentric
retrieval of map knowledge. This lends more support for the retrieval hypothesis than the
encoding hypothesis. The perceptuo-motor processes associated with map knowledge might be
like the Simon or spatial Stroop effect based on the mechanism of perceptual stimulus-response
compatibility. Maps not only represent spatial information from a survey perspective, but also
identify them within cardinal coordinate. However, cardinal coordinate is a more abstract
concept to associate with perceptual and motor processes, compared to the egocentric coordinate.
Experiment 2 explores whether retrieving map knowledge based using cardinal coordinate
activates perceptuo-motor associations.
3. Experiment 2: Action Compatibility in Cardinal Coordinate Retrieval of
Map Knowledge
Experiment 2 used cardinal terms in the spatial verification task to promote cardinal
coordinate retrieval. Relative to Experiment 1, this study manipulated retrieval perspective,
further exploring the retrieval hypothesis. As addressed in the introduction, the encoding
hypothesis would not predict perceptuo-motor based compatibility effects, as learning from maps
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does not involve explicit perceptuo-motor processes. Cardinal directional terms describe spatial
information based on an abstract reference frame and are thus less connected with embodied
perceptual or motor experiences (Majid et al, 2004; Levinson, 1996; Taylor & Tversky, 1992). In
this case, the retrieval hypothesis would also predict limited perceptuo-motor associations when
retrieving map knowledge using cardinal coordinate. Based on this, we would not expect an ACE
in Experiment 2, regardless of proximity or familiarity.
Alternatively, map learners may associate the compass rose to their own reference frame,
matching it with landmark relations and the overall map (Sholl, 1995). For example, when the
compass rose points “west” leftward, learners associate this to the left side of the map, congruent
with mapping conventions. Then when retrieving map knowledge using cardinal coordinate, this
association between left and west may be retrieved. This, in turn, may result in a perceptionaction interaction, wherein retrieving this association interacts with the perceptual information
guiding a response, as seen in spatial Stroop or Simon effect (De Houwer, 2003; Hommel, 2011).
Accordingly, such egocentric recoding process predicts that the ACE may be observed when
retrieving map knowledge based on cardinal coordinate primed by cardinal directional terms.
One point should be noted. Although the ACE might appear with cardinal coordinate, it may be
weaker than those found with egocentric coordinate as the cardinal coordinate have another level
of abstraction.
To break the typical “left-west” associations, we manipulated the compass orientation by
using two types of compass roses: the typical “north up” compass rose and another with “north”
pointing right. By this means, we could also investigate whether possible perceptuo-motor
associations based on egocentric recoding processes reflect associations to conventional mapping
or are perceptual in nature. Map knowledge learned with an atypical compass rose does not have
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the default associations between cardinal and egocentric directions (e.g., “west” is left). If
participants create new cardinal-egocentric mappings with the atypical compass, akin to those
with the typical compass, then we may attribute ACEs based on the egocentric recoding to a
perceptual nature. If not, ACEs with the typical compass would suggest a conventional nature of
the egocentric recoding.
3.1. Method
3.1.1. Participants
Forty-nine college-age volunteers (18 male, 31 female) participated for monetary
compensation. Participants were tested individually. One female participant did not complete the
test because of a program error and her data was not submitted into analysis.
3.1.2. Materials
Two versions of campus maps used in Experiment 1 were used in this experiment. One had
the north-up compass rose and the other the north-right compass rose. The study also used
Experiment 1’s labeling task as a criterion for learning. The spatial verification task was
modified to use cardinal directional terms (East, West, North, or South). Again, location pairs
represented proximal and distant locations.
3.1.3. Design
The study used a 2 (description correctness: correct vs. incorrect descriptions) ×2
(Proximity: proximal vs. distant locations) × 2 (Congruency: congruent vs. incongruent
condition) × 2 (Familiarity: low-familiarity vs. high-familiarity) × 2 (Compass orientation: northup vs. north-right) mixed-design. Description correctness, congruency and proximity, served as
within-participant variables and compass type and familiarity served as between-participant
variables. Except compass orientation, all variables shared the same definitions as Experiment 1.
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Compass orientation, designed as a between-participant variable, described the compass rose
orientation during learning, north-up or north-right. Half of participants studied the north-up
map, while the other half studied the north-right map. As in our previous studies, we included
non-competition trials describing spatial locations unrelated to leftward or rightward mouse
movement (“east” and “west” in north-up map, “north” and “south” in north-right map). These
trials were not included in any analyses. Control variables were manipulated as in Experiment 1.
3.1.4. Procedure
The overall procedure and data collection matched Experiment 1. Participants were
encouraged to pay attention to the compass orientation before studying. Low familiarity
participants reached criterion when correctly labeling the blank map once; high familiarity
participants had to correctly label the blank map three times.
Prior to the spatial verification task, participants completed 6 practice trials to familiarize
themselves with the procedure. The task involved 96 trials, presented in random order, including
10 trials each in the 8 conditions defined by the three within-participants variables (description
correctness, congruency and proximity) plus 16 non-competition filler trials.
3.2. Result
Four low-familiarity participants and three high-familiarity participants were eliminated
from analyses due to low accuracy (less than .55). A t-test indicated that the hit [M = .785, SD =
.149] and correct rejection rates [M = .804, SD = .146] were greater than our elimination criteria
[.55; t (40) = 10.104, p < .001; t (40) = 11.170, p < .001]. A preliminary analysis showed no
effect of map version, response button position, or gender. Thus, data was collapsed across these
control variables and in the case of button position, reverse scored for one button position.
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Correct and incorrect description trials were analyzed separately as in Experiment 1. The
data was submitted into a 2 (Congruency: congruent vs. incongruent) ×2 (Proximity: proximal
vs. distant location pairs) ×2 (Compass orientation: north-up vs. north-right) × 2 (Familiarity:
low-familiarity vs. high-familiarity group) multivariate ANOVA to for the dependent measures
of accuracy, RT, initial time and AUC. Only the data of accurate responses were submitted into
analyses. We also used time bins as a variable to examine temporal dynamics of PEP data.
3.2.1. Correct Descriptions
The multivariate results showed an effect of proximity [F (4, 34) = 4.770, p = .004] and
congruency [F (4, 34) = 7.016, p < .001]. The congruency variable interacted with familiarity [F
(4, 34) = 3.827, p = .011]. The following univariate analyses further explained these effects.
Accuracy & RT
As in Experiment 1, results showed an effect of proximity for accuracy [F (1, 37) = 6.183,
p = .018, MSE = .015] and RT [F (1, 37) = 13.480, p = .001, MSE = 100421.648]. Participants
made more errors judging proximal [M = .756, 95%CI = [.708, .805]] compared to distant spatial
relationships [M = .805, 95%CI = [.756, .853]] and also took more time judging proximal [M =
2066. 806, 95%CI = [1879.334, 2254.277]] than distant locations [M = 1884.124, 95%CI =
[1719.912, 2048.336] (See Table 5 for means).
Mouse Trajectory Results
Analysis of AUC found an effect of proximity [F (1, 37) = 7.027, p = .012, MSE = .304],
with a larger AUC when judging proximal [M = 1.073, 95%CI = [.879, 1.267]] compared to
distant locations [M= .843, 95%CI = [.661, 1.026]]. The analysis also showed an effect of
congruency [F (1, 37) = 16.948, p < .001, MSE = .558]. Incongruent trial mouse trajectories had
a larger AUC [M = 1.206, 95%CI = [.968, 1.444]], compared to those for congruent trials [M =
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.710, 95%CI = [.541, .880]]. The congruency main effect was qualified by an interaction with
familiarity [F (1, 37) = 9.018, p = .005]. As shown by Fig. 8, low-familiarity participants had a
large congruency effect [d = Mincongruent – Mcongruent = .857, F (1, 39) = 23.85, p < .001], while
high-familiarity participants showed little difference based on congruency [d = Mincongruent –
Mcongruent = .134, F (1, 39) = 1.12, p = .296].
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Figure 8. Interaction between familiarity and congruency in AUC (a) of correct descriptions. The mouse trajectories
were plotted as real-time figures: b) For high-familiarity participants, mouse trajectories for congruent and
incongruent trials did not differ; c) For low-familiarity participants, mouse trajectories on incongruent trials showed
a reliable attraction to the ‘‘No” response button compared to congruent trials.

A three-way interaction between congruency, familiarity and time bin was found in PEP
data [F (4, 148) = 3.697, p = .007]. To interpret the interaction, we plotted PEP difference scores
at each time-step by subtracting the PEP of congruent trials from that of incongruent ones, as in
Experiment 1. As a reminder, positive scores reflect greater movements away from the correct
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response with incongruent than with congruent trials and negative scores reflect the opposite.
Fig. 9 illustrates that the positive values of low-familiarity participants’ difference scores
indicate that mouse trajectories were attracted more toward the wrong response on incongruent
than on congruent trials throughout the response [F (4, 156) = 5.33, p < .001]. High-familiarity
participants’ difference scores remained around zero throughout the response [F (4, 156) = .07, p
= .991] (see Table 7 for comparison results).
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Figure 9. Difference scores between incongruent and congruent conditions (incongruent - congruent) in proportional
Euclidean proximity to the opposite response are plotted as a function of normalized time. The figures compare the
degree to which the mouse trajectories were attracted toward wrong response in the high-familiarity group to that in
the low-familiarity group in correct descriptions.

3.2.2. Incorrect descriptions
Multivariate analyses on incorrect descriptions also demonstrated the effects of proximity
[F (4, 34) = 4.752, p = .004] and congruency [F (4, 34) = 2.792, p = .042]. The univariate results,
described below, supported the multivariate results.
Accuracy & RT
Incorrect description trials showed a proximity effect for both accuracy [F (1, 37) = 5.361,
p = .026, MSE = .018] and RT [F (1, 37) = 7.714, p = .009, MSE = 137145.303]. Consistent with
Experiment 1, participants made more errors when judging proximal [M = .777, 95%CI = [.726,
.828]] compared to distant locations [M = .825, 95%CI = [.775, .876]] and needed more time to
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judge proximal [M = 2121.225, 95%CI = [1954. 759, 2287.691]] compared to distant locations
[M = 1959.725, 95%CI = [1782.880, 2136.571] (See Table 6 for means).
Mouse Trajectory Results
Initial mouse movement time also showed a proximity effect [F (1, 37) = 4.593, p = .039,
MSE = 51843.316]. Participants took more time before initially moving the mouse when
processing proximal [M = 489.056, 95%CI = [357.054, 621.057]] than distant locations [M =
412.437, 95%CI = [289.028, 535.846]].
The AUC analysis showed a congruency effect [F (1, 37) = 4.710, p = .036, MSE = .615].
Mouse trajectories in incongruent trials moved closer toward the wrong response [M = 1.233,
95%CI = [.929, 1.536]], which is the spatially congruent response, compared with those in
congruent trials [M = .965, 95%CI = [.730, 1.200]].
3.3. Discussion
In Experiment 2 low-familiarity participants showed an ACE. When responses required a
motion incompatible with the spatial relation between locations, mouse trajectories for both
correct and incorrect description trials moved in the direction defined by the spatial relation.
High-familiarity participants did not show an ACE (see Fig. 8 & 9). This result differs from
Experiment 1 in that ACEs with egocentric retrieval were not influenced by familiarity. Through
egocentric recoding, people might map cardinal directions to their own egocentric reference
frame, leading to perceptuo-motor associations during cardinal coordinate retrieval of map
knowledge. The low-familiarity participants, who had less experience with the map, might think
about the cardinal directions relative to their own body. This association would then be evident
when retrieving map knowledge. However, as the spatial representation develops, people may
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not have to associate cardinal coordinate to their egocentric reference frame. Accordingly, highfamiliarity participants did not show ACEs in the study.
Further, although the atypical compass was used to break the conventional “left-west”
associations, we did not find any effects of the compass orientation on perceptuo-motor
associations. The atypical compass rose might have been integrated into the map representation
during encoding. Participants may first build a new cardinal-egocentric mapping when they do
not know the map well and then the cardinal coordinate later become disentangled from the
egocentric reference frame. Thereby, perceptuo-motor associations found with cardinal
coordinate retrieval may have a perceptual-based egocentric recoding.
Although proximity did not interact with ACEs in cardinal coordinate retrieval, participants
had higher accuracy, shorter RT and initial times, and smaller AUCs with distant locations than
with proximal locations. This finding is consistent with Experiment1.
4. Experiment 3: Action Compatibility in Mixed-Coordinate Retrieval of
Map Knowledge
In Experiments 1 and 2, participants verified spatial relations described from a single
perspective (egocentric for Experiment 1 and cardinal for Experiment 2). Using only a single
coordinate system, they may have adopted retrieval strategies. For instance, high-familiarity
participants showed a significant ACE when retrieving egocentrically, but not when verifying
canonically defined relations. While this supports our retrieval hypothesis, it could alternatively
reflect strategic processing. Low-familiarity participants demonstrated ACEs when retrieving
map knowledge from both egocentric and cardinal coordinates, suggesting an egocentric
recoding process. Two questions should be asked here: 1) for well-developed map knowledge,
does the distinction between egocentric and cardinal retrieval reflect different retrieval processes
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or strategic processing? 2) Because the low-familiarity group showed compatibility effects in
both Experiments 1 and 2, does retrieval using egocentric and cardinal coordinates differ for
less-developed map knowledge and if so, how?
Thus, Experiment 3 examined ACEs in map knowledge when retrieval coordinates could
not be predicted. We combined the ACE paradigms used in Experiments 1 and 2. The encoding
hypothesis would still predict no ACEs with map knowledge, regardless of retrieval coordinates.
The retrieval hypothesis would predict ACEs when retrieving map knowledge with egocentric
coordinate. The situation with cardinal coordinate might be complicated, based on Experiment 2
results. If high-familiarity participants show ACEs with both egocentric and cardinal terms in the
current study, then combining results of Experiment1 and 2, this would suggest that people with
well-developed map knowledge could employ different retrieval strategies. If high-familiarity
participants continue to show performance differences with egocentric and cardinal coordinates
(Experiments 1 and 2, respectively), this would suggest different retrieval processes, rather than
strategies, underlying egocentric and cardinal retrieval. However, the egocentric recoding
process engaging the cardinal-egocentric mapping would give rise to perceptual-based
compatibility effects during cardinal coordinate retrieval. If low-familiarity participants again
show ACEs for both types of retrieval coordinates (both Experiment 1 and 2), it may suggest a
different mechanism for less-developed map knowledge.
Experiment 3, like Experiment 1, also examined the role of orientation change. Participants
learned maps with a typical compass rose (north-up) and then retrieved from either the studied or
an unstudied orientation. Results of Experiment 1 suggested that although the temporal dynamics
of the effect may vary, reorientation did not influence the ACEs during map knowledge retrieval.
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Mental reorientation in this current experiment may also interact with ACEs through temporal
dynamics, but not affect whether ACEs occur or not, regardless of retrieval coordinates.
4.1. Method
4.1.1. Participants
Fifty college-age volunteers (26 male, 24 female) participated for monetary compensation.
Participants were tested individually. Two participants (one male and one female) reported not
being able to remember the map after an extensive learning phase. They had no data submitted
into analysis.
4.1.2. Materials
The maps used in Experiment 1 were again used here. The study also used the labeling and
spatial verification tasks used previously. New to this study, the spatial relationship task mixed
trials defining spatial relationship egocentrically (left, right, back front) and using cardinal
direction terms (East, West, North, South). Buildings in a location pair were either proximal or
distant from each other.
4.1.3. Design
The study used a 2 (Description correctness: correct vs. incorrect descriptions) ×2
(Congruency: congruent vs. incongruent condition) × 2 (Proximity: proximal vs. distant
locations) × 2 (Directional term: egocentric vs. cardinal terms) × 2 (Facing direction: imagining
facing-north vs. facing-east) × 2 (Familiarity: low-familiarity vs. high-familiarity) mixed-design.
Description correctness, congruency, proximity, and directional term, served as withinparticipant variables and familiarity and facing direction served as between-participant variables.
Except directional term, these variables shared definitions with Experiment1. The directional
term, designed as a within-participant variable, reflected whether the described relationship
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between location pairs used egocentric (as in Experiments 1) or cardinal terms (as in
Experiments 2). The non-competition filler trials of egocentric and cardinal terms were the same
as those used previously. These trials were not included in any analyses. Control variables were
manipulated as before.
4.1.4. Procedure
The overall procedure and data collection matched Experiment 1. At the beginning of
spatial relationship verification test, participants completed 6 practice trials to understand the
procedure, including 3 egocentric and 3 cardinal trials. The experiment involved 96 trials,
presented in random order, that included 5 trials each in the 16 conditions defined by the four
within-participants variables (description correctness, congruency, proximity and direction term)
plus 16 filler trials. Trials with egocentric or cardinal terms were randomized for each
participant.
4.2. Result
Four low-familiarity participants were eliminated from analyses due to low accuracy (less
than .55). A t-test indicated that the hit rate [M = .843, SD = .090] and correct rejection rate [M =
.859, SD = .099] was greater than our elimination criteria [.55; t (43) = 21.492, p < .001; t (46) =
20.805, p < .001]. A preliminary analysis showed no effect of map version, response button
position and gender. Thus data was collapsed across these control variables, and in the case of
button position, reverse scored for one button position. Responses for correct and incorrect
descriptions were analyzed separately as in previous experiments. The data was submitted into a
2 (Proximity: proximal vs. distant location pairs) ×2 (Congruency: congruent vs. incongruent) ×2
(Directional term: egocentric vs. cardinal term) × 2 (Facing direction: imaging facing-north vs.
imaging facing-east in task) × 2 (Familiarity: low- vs. high- familiarity) multivariate ANOVA to
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examine effects on accuracy and RT, initial time and AUC. We also used time bins as a variable
to examine temporal dynamics of PEP.
4.2.1. Correct Descriptions
Multivariate analyses showed effects of proximity [F (4, 36) = 22.862, p < .001] and
congruency [F (4, 36) = 13.661, p < .001]. The results also showed effects of familiarity [F (4,
36) = 3.461, p = .017] and facing direction [F (4, 36) = 4.388, p = .005], as well as a familiarity ×
facing direction interaction [F (4, 36) = 3.03, p = .031]. Congruency interacted with familiarity
[F (4, 36) = 2.890, p = .036]. The results also included an interaction between directional term
and facing direction [F (4, 36) = 2.885, p = .036]. An interesting marginal three-way interaction
between congruency, directional term and familiarity was shown in the analysis [F (4, 36) =
2.415, p = .067]. The above effects were further explored for each measure.
Accuracy & RT
Analyses showed an effect of proximity for accuracy [F (1, 40) = 55.017, p < .001, MSE =
.021] and RT [F (1, 39) = 29.549, p < .001, MSE = 251967.123]. As in Experiments 1 and 2,
participants made more errors when judging proximal [M = .787, 95%CI = [.753, .821]] than
distant locations [M = .901, 95%CI = [.875, .927]] and also responded more slowly when
judging proximal [M = 2081.204, 95%CI = [1904.741, 2257.668]] than distant locations [M =
1786.121, 95%CI = [1656.343, 1915.898]] (See Table 8 for means).
Accuracy data also showed an effect of facing direction [F (1, 40) = 5.506, p = .024, MSE
= .035]. As seen in Experiment 1, participants made fewer errors when imagining facing north
[M = .874, 95%CI = [.837, .911]] than imagining facing east [M = .814, 95%CI = [.776, .851]].
An interaction between facing direction and directional term in the accuracy data [F (1, 40) =
5.660, p = .022, MSE = .065] demonstrated that response accuracy did not differ when imagining
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facing north [d = Mcardinal – Megocentric = -.038, F (1, 42) = 1.05, p = .310], but participants
responded more accurately with cardinal than egocentric terms when imagining facing east [d =
Mcardinal – Megocentric = .092, F (1, 42) = 5.84, p = .020], (see Fig. 10a). Facing direction also
interacted with directional term for the RT data [F (1, 39) = 9.965, p = .003, MSE =
333362.330]. Fig. 10b illustrates that when imaging facing east, participants took more time with
egocentric than cardinal terms [d = Mcardinal – Megocentric = -198.706, F (1, 41) = 5.04, p = .030],
while the opposite was true when imagining facing east [d = Mcardinal – Megocentric =195.506, F (1,
41) = 4.38, p = .043].

a)

b)

Figure 10. Interaction between facing direction and directional term in Accuracy (a) and RT (b) of correct
descriptions.

Mouse Trajectory Results
As seen previously, initial time for correct descriptions showed a main effect of proximity.
Participants took longer before initially moving the mouse when processing proximal [M =
411.701, 95%CI = [317.784, 505.617]] versus distant locations [M = 324.795, 95%CI =
[260.694, 388.897], F (1, 39) = 12. 172, p = .001, MSE = 53056.867] (See Table 8 for means).
Initial time data also showed an interaction between facing direction and direction term [F (1,
39) = 5.104, p = .030, MSE = 72086.152]. Participants took more initial time with egocentric
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than cardinal terms when imagining facing east [d = Mcardinal-Megocentric =-66.071, F (1, 41) =
2.60, p = .114]; the tendency was the opposite when imagining facing north [d = McardinalMegocentric =65.123, F (1, 41) = 2.61, p = .114] (see Fig.11).

Figure 11. Interaction between directional term and facing direction in initial time of correct descriptions.

Figure 12. Interaction between familiarity and facing direction in initial time of correct descriptions.

The initial time results showed an interaction between facing direction and familiarity [F
(1, 39) = 6.909, p = .012]. Fig.12 shows that high-familiarity participants took more initial time
when imagining facing east [d = Mfacing-east-Mfacing-north =260.064, F (2, 39) = 29.15, p < .001]. In
contrast, low-familiarity participants took more time before initially moving the mouse when
imagining facing north [d = Mfacing-east-Mfacing-north =-136.832, F (2, 39) = 22.04, p < .001].
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Analyses of AUC data demonstrated a marked effect of congruency [F (1, 39) =57.612, p <
.001, MSE = .605]. Participants had a much larger AUC with incongruent [M = 1.310, 95%CI =
[1.905, 1.524]] than congruent trials [M = .671, 95%CI = [.508, .834]] (See Table 8 for means).
The effect was qualified by an interaction between congruency and familiarity [F (1, 39) =9.540,
p = .004]. As Fig.13 shows, both high- and low-familiarity participants showed a larger AUC
with incongruent trials, but the difference was much larger for low-familiarity participants [dlow =
Mincongruent – Mcongruent = .898, F (1, 41) = 52.39, p < .001; dhigh = Mincongruent – Mcongruent =.379, F
(1, 41) = 10.68, p =.002].

Figure 13. Interaction between congruency and familiarity in AUC of correct descriptions.

A marginal three-way interaction between congruency, directional terms and familiarity
was found in AUC [F (1, 39) = 3.212, p = .081]. Further analysis showed an interaction between
congruency and directional terms in low-familiarity participants [F (1, 41) = 9.17, p = .004]. As
Fig.14 showed, the mouse trajectories of low-familiarity participants gravitated toward opposite
responses for both egocentric [d = Mincongruent – Mcongruent = 1.374, F (1, 41) = 42.56, p < .001]
and cardinal terms [d = Mincongruent – Mcongruent = .451, F (1, 41) = 6.33, p = .016], but to a greater
extent with egocentric terms. No such interaction appeared with high-familiarity participants [F
(1, 41) = .35, p = .556], although weak congruency effects were found with egocentric [d =
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Mincongruent – Mcongruent = .463, F (1, 41) = 5.72, p = .021] and cardinal terms [d = Mincongruent –
Mcongruent = .294, F (1, 41) = 3.15, p = .083].

Figure 14. Three-way interaction between congruency, directional term and familiarity in AUC of correct
descriptions.

AUC results also showed a main effect of facing direction [F (1, 39) = 16.014, p < .001],
with a larger AUC when imagining facing east [M = 1.328, 95%CI = [1.084, 1.571]] compared
to facing north [M = .653, 95%CI = [.414, .892]]. In addition, AUC showed a familiarity effect
[F (1, 39) = 11.886, p = .001], low-familiarity participants had a larger AUC [M = 1.281, 95%CI
= [1.032, 1.530]] than did high-familiarity participants [M = .700, 95%CI = [.467, .932]].
The PEP data showed an interaction between congruency and time bin [F (4, 156) =
4.985, p = .001]. Fig.15 illustrates the degree to which the mouse traveled closer to the wrong
response over time. Mouse trajectories of incongruent trials were closer toward the wrong
response from time bin2 to 4, compared to those of congruent trials (see Table 10 for comparison
results).
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Figure 15. Interaction between congruency and time bin in proportional Euclidean proximity (PEP) to the opposite
response for correct description trials. PEP was plotted as a function of normalized time. Mouse trajectories for
incongruent trials show a greater attraction to the opposite response throughout the time course than do congruent
trials.

The analysis of PEP data demonstrated a four-way interaction between proximity,
congruency, familiarity and time bin [F (4, 156) = 3.640, p = .007, MSE = .010]. Low-familiarity
participants showed a three-way interaction between proximity, congruency and time bin [F (4,
164) = 4.46, p = .002]. With proximal locations, further analysis suggested a compatibility effect
develops as the time course progressed [F (4, 164) = 6.89, p < .001] and peaked at time bin 4.
The congruency × time bin interaction was not significant with distant locations [F (4, 164) =
1.90, p = .112]. We have plotted PEP difference scores at each time-step, calculated by
subtracting the PEP of congruent trials from that of incongruent ones. Positive values show that
mouse trajectories moved closer toward wrong response in incongruent condition than congruent
condition. As Fig. 16 illustrates, compatibility effects appeared late at time bin 3 and peaked at
time bin 4 when low-familiarity participants processed proximal relations. However, highfamiliarity did not show the proximity × congruency × time bin interaction [F (4, 164) = .42, p =
.796] (see Table 11 for comparison results).
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Figure 16. Difference scores between incongruent and congruent conditions (incongruent - congruent) in
proportional Euclidean proximity (PEP) to the opposite response are plotted as a function of normalized time. The
figures compare the degree to which the mouse trajectories of the low- and high-familiarity groups were attracted
toward opposite response with proximal or distant locations in correct descriptions.

Another important four-way interaction emerged between proximity, congruency, facing
direction and time bin [F (4, 156) = 3.191, p = .015, MSE = .010]. Further analysis showed a
three-way interaction between facing direction, congruency and time bin with proximal locations
[F (4, 156) = 2.62, p = .037]. With proximal locations an interaction between congruency and
time bin was found when imagining facing east [F (4, 164) = 5.07, p < .001], but the interaction
did not appear when imagining facing north [F (4, 164) = 1.04, p = .390] (see Table 12 for
comparison results). No directional term × congruency × time bin interaction was found with
distant locations [F (4, 156) = .85, p = .496] (see Fig.17).
In addition, the PEP analyses showed an interaction between directional terms, facing
direction and time bin [F (4, 156) = 3.546, p = .008, MSE = .007]. When participants imagined
facing east, mouse trajectories with cardinal and egocentric terms showed differences across the
time course [F (4, 164) =3.64, p = .007]. As Fig.18 illustrates, when imagining facing east,
mouse trajectories moved closer toward the wrong response in egocentric trials at time bins 4
and 5 (see Table 13 for comparison results). The mouse trajectories gravitated toward the wrong
response in cardinal trials earlier than in egocentric trials. But when imagining facing north, the
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time course of mouse trajectories did not differ between cardinal and egocentric trials [F (4, 164)
=1.01, p = .403].
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Figure 17. Difference scores between incongruent and congruent conditions (incongruent - congruent) in
proportional Euclidean proximity to the opposite response are plotted as a function of normalized time. The figures
compare the degree to which the mouse trajectories were attracted toward opposite response with proximal or distant
locations when imagining facing east and north in correct descriptions.
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Figure 18. Difference scores between trials with cardinal and egocentric terms (cardinal- egocentric) in PEP to the
opposite response are plotted as a function of normalized time. The figures compare the degree to which the mouse
trajectories were attracted toward opposite response when imagining facing east and north in correct descriptions.

4.2.2. Incorrect Descriptions
Multivariate analyses showed an effect of proximity [F (4, 37) = 9.339, p < .001] and a
directional term × facing direction interaction [F (4, 37) = 4.430, p = .005]. The results also
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demonstrated a four-way interaction between proximity, congruency, familiarity and facing
direction [F (4, 37) = 5.132, p = .002]. The univariate results further explored these effects.
Accuracy & RT
As with correct descriptions, participants judged distant locations [M = .898, 95%CI =
[.865, .931]] more accurately than proximal ones [M = .822, 95%CI = [.787, .858], F (1, 40) =
26.152, p < .001, MSE = .019] and took more time processing proximal [M = 2146.282, 95%CI
= [1993.233, 2299.332]] than distant locations [M = 1971,632, 95%CI = [1801.807, 2141.456],
F (1, 40) = 9.217, p = .004, MSE =288818.568] (see Table 9 for means).
The accuracy results also showed the directional term × facing direction interaction [F (1,
40) = 4.145, p = .048]. As Fig.19a illustrates, participants imagining facing east responded more
accurately with cardinal than egocentric terms [d = Mcardinal – Megocentric = .060, F (1, 42) = 6.57, p
= .014], while those who imagined facing north responded equally accurately to both directional
term types [d = Mcardinal – Megocentric = .010, F (1, 42) = .23, p = .637]. The RT analysis supported
this interaction [F (1, 40) = 14.923, p < .001, MSE =351675.356]. Fig. 19b illustrates that
processing egocentric terms took longer than cardinal terms when imaging facing east [d =
Mcardinal – Megocentric =-234.336, F (1, 42) = 7.40, p = .009], while participants imagining facing
north had the opposite tendency [d = Mcardinal – Megocentric =256.105, F (1, 42) = 7.64, p = .008].
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a)

b)

Figure 19. Interaction between directional term and facing direction in a) accuracy and b) RT of incorrect
descriptions.

Mouse Trajectory Results
Analysis of initial time demonstrated an interaction between directional terms and facing
direction [F (1, 40) = 4.665, p = .037, MSE =112849.159]. As seen in correct descriptions, the
initial time was longer with egocentric than cardinal terms when imagining facing east [d =
Mcardinal-Megocentric =-94.849, F (1, 42) = 3.99, p = .052]. Participants imagining facing north did
not show this difference [d = Mcardinal-Megocentric =60.484, F (1, 42) = 1.29, p = .263] (Fig.20).

Figure 20. Interaction between directional term and facing direction in initial time of incorrect descriptions.
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The initial time results also demonstrated a three-way interaction between congruency,
proximity and familiarity [F (1, 40) = 4.375, p = .036, MSE = 99411.564]. Low-familiarity
participants showed a congruency × proximity interaction [F (1, 42) = 7.45, p = .009]. With
proximal locations, low-familiarity participants took more initial time with spatially congruent
trials (semantically incongruent) [d = Mincongruent – Mcongruent =168.173, F (1, 42) = 4.54, p =
.039], while they took longer with incongruent trials for distant locations [d = Mincongruent –
Mcongruent =106.519, F (1, 42) = 2.00, p = .165]. No such interaction was found in high-familiarity
participants [F (1, 42) = .04, p = .837] (see Fig.21).

Figure 21. Three-way interaction between proximity, congruency and familiarity in initial time of incorrect
descriptions.

No effects were found with AUC and PEP data for the incorrect description trials.
4.3. Discussion
Experiment 3 further examined perceptuo-motor associations in map memory by mixing
egocentric and cardinal retrieval. The encoding hypothesis predicts that ACEs would not be
observed when retrieving map knowledge. However, Experiment 3 again showed ACEs,
supporting perceptuo-motor associations when retrieving map knowledge. The retrieval
hypothesis predicts perceptuo-motor associations for egocentric, but not cardinal, retrieval.
Results demonstrated ACEs for both high and low-familiarity participants during egocentric
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retrieval. Consistent with Experiment 1, perceptuo-motor processes may be more easily activated
from the egocentric perspective (see Fig.14). Thus, egocentric retrieval partially supports the
retrieval hypothesis.
While the retrieval hypothesis predicts absent ACEs in cardinal retrieval, the interaction
with learning experience suggests a different effect. Unlike Experiment 2, high-familiarity
participants also showed a weak ACE during cardinal retrieval. When retrieval perspective could
not be predicted, participants with well-developed map knowledge may realize that mapping
cardinal coordinate to egocentric coordinate could help spatial verification. Such strategy might
activate perceptuo-motor associates when processing cardinal terms, though ACEs with cardinal
retrieval are much weaker than those with egocentric terms, akin to those in the spatial Stroop
study (De Houwer, 2003; Hommel, 2011; Hommel & Müsseler, 2006; Müsseler & Hommel,
1997). The distinct performance for high-familiarity participants between Experiment 2 and 3
supported our hypothesis that people with well-developed spatial knowledge can adopt diverse
strategies when processing spatial representations, involving perceptuo-motor associations when
necessary.
Low-familiarity participants again showed ACEs in both egocentric and cardinal retrieval,
as in Experiment 1 and 2. The results indicate that processing less-developed map knowledge
may have to involve egocentric recoding through cardinal-to-egocentric mapping, leading to the
activation of perceptuo-motor associations when retrieving map knowledge with cardinal
coordinate. Further, ACEs with less-developed map knowledge appeared stronger than those
with well-developed knowledge (see Fig.13 & 16). Perceptuo-motor associations might be more
necessary when map knowledge is less developed, especially with cardinal directions. The
consistent performance of the low-familiarity group across Experiments 1, 2 and 3 support our
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contention that retrieval using egocentric and cardinal coordinates differs for less-developed map
knowledge. Unlike using well-developed map representations, retrieving less-developed map
knowledge may not involve spontaneous cognitive strategies to deal with either only egocentric,
only cardinal coordinate retrieval or retrieval with mixed coordinates. Perceptuo-motor
associations could be necessary when map knowledge is still developing. As experience
increases, the interaction might be attenuated due to increased efficiency of processing or
disentangling cardinal directions from egocentric system. In addition, the three-way interaction
between proximity, congruency and familiarity in initial times of incorrect description trials
indicated a semantically-based compatibility effect (see Fig.21). With proximal locations, lowfamiliarity participants had a longer initial time in spatial congruent than incongruent condition,
while the situation was opposite for distant locations. As addressed earlier, for an incorrect
description, when the direction of mouse movement is congruent with physical spatial relations,
it is incongruent with the direction of semantic processing of the directional term. Such
semantically-based ACEs in initial time may suggested that the high task demanding of mixed
coordinates retrieval lead overt perceptuo-motor associations based on language processing,
especially when spatial knowledge is less developed.
Although the current results again showed a proximity effect with an advantage for distant
locations, with mixed coordinates proximity interacted with congruence in ways different from
Experiments 1 and 2. Previous research, including Experiment 1 and 2, suggested that perceptuomotor associations based on map knowledge should be less affected by proximity (Lamberts et
al, 1992; Nicoletti & Umiltà, 1989, 1994; Rizzolatti et al, 1994). However, in this experiment,
reliable ACEs were found in mouse trajectories particularly with proximal locations (see Fig. 16
& 17). When retrieval perspective cannot be predicted, mental processing becomes complicated.
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Perceptuo-motor processes may have been evoked with proximal locations to reduce mental
workload (Carlson & Kenny, 2006; Longo & Lourenco, 2007; Tversky, 2005; Wang et al, 2012).
Orientation change affected the temporal dynamics of the ACEs, but had different patterns
than in Experiment 1. When only retrieving egocentrically, participants had an early ACE when
imagining facing north, and a later and weaker ACE when imagining facing east. Retrieval with
mixed coordinates may interact with mental reorientation, resulting in similarly late occurrence
regardless of facing direction (see Fig.17). The present results indicate that although the ACEs
emerge when retrieving map knowledge from novel orientations, the temporal dynamics change
under different retrieval situations.
Additionally, both orientations showed an advantage for cardinal retrieval. Compared to
egocentric coordinate, cardinal coordinate is stable, not changing during reorientation. Thereby
participants performed more accurately and faster with cardinal terms than egocentric terms
when imagining facing east (novel orientation). To judge egocentric relations between locations
from a novel orientation, participants had to mentally reorient, leading to lower accuracy and
slower responses (Montello et al., 2004; Sholl & Nolin, 1997; Tlauka & Wilson, 1996). The
temporal dynamic of mouse trajectories also suggested mental reorientation when processing
egocentric terms. The mouse trajectories gravitated toward the wrong response with cardinal
terms earlier than with egocentric terms (see Fig.18).
To summarize, perceptuo-motor associations in map knowledge with unpredictable
retrieval coordinates were influenced by how well the map has been learned. Well-developed
map knowledge supported the retrieval hypothesis. With well-developed knowledge, retrieving
with only egocentric coordinate led to ACEs, while retrieving with only cardinal coordinate did
not. Surprisingly, with mixed coordinates, ACEs were evident with both egocentric and cardinal
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retrieval. This suggests that individuals have more flexibility with retrieval strategies with welldeveloped knowledge. For less-developed knowledge, ACEs appeared regardless of retrieval
coordinates. This suggests that less-developed knowledge may be more tied to perceptuo and/or
motor associations through egocentric recoding.
5. Experiment 4: Action Compatibility in Cardinal Retrieval after Real Navigation
Experiments 1 through 3 investigated perceptuo-motor associations in map knowledge,
varying retrieval coordinate/perspective. Together with Wang et al (2012), the involvement of
perceptuo-motor associations in spatial processing appears contingent on retrieval demands,
particularly when the spatial information has been learned well. The results, as the retrieval
hypothesis proposes, suggest that egocentric retrieval induced ACEs, compared to cardinal
coordinate retrieval. Low-familiarity participants showed a somewhat different pattern,
supporting the involvement of egocentric recoding with map representations. They also
demonstrated ACEs with cardinal retrieval. Perceptuo-motor associations could be activated
during cardinal retrieval if map learners associate cardinal coordinate to their egocentric system,
even though map learning may not explicitly engage perceptuo-motor processes. To further
explore the effect of encoding and retrieval on perceptuo-motor associations in spatial
knowledge, participants in Experiment 4 retrieved spatial knowledge using cardinal coordinate
for an environment they learned primarily through navigation.
Spatial studies have documented that after travelling through an environment, people may
develop spatial representations from other perspectives, in particular a “survey perspective”
(Brunyé et al, 2008; Taylor et al, 1999; Taylor & Tversky, 1992; Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth,
1982). While the egocentric perspective references locations to the navigator’s own position, the
survey perspective delineates spatial information from a “bird’s-eye” view, usually based on an
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absolute, fixed reference frame (Levinson, 1996; Taylor & Tversky, 1992), using cardinal
directions, such as north, south, east or west. However, because developing a survey
representation through navigation is an abstraction, it is unclear the extent to which perceptuomotor associations would be involved with cardinal coordinate retrieval.
The encoding hypothesis predicts that perceptual or motoric information encoded during
navigation would be incorporated into the spatial representation and then activated during
retrieval, regardless of retrieval perspective. Accordingly, we would observe ACEs with cardinal
retrieval in Experiment 4. Moreover, Wang et al (2012) suggest ACEs are more evident with
proximal locations in egocentric retrieval, as perceptuo-motor associations would be formed
between nearby locations during navigation (Carlson & Kenny, 2006; Longo & Lourenco, 2007;
Parsons, 1994; Regier & Carlson, 2001; Tversky, 2005). Thus, the encoding hypothesis also
predicts a proximity effect on perceptuo-motor associations.
The retrieval hypothesis predicts that perceptuo-motor associations are generated during
retrieval, suggesting few, if any, perceptuo-motor associations with survey perspective retrieval.
Experiments 1 and 2 supported the retrieval hypothesis by showing ACEs in egocentric, but not
cardinal retrieval. Moreover, the ACEs with egocentric retrieval were not affected by proximity.
When map representations were less developed, both egocentric and cardinal retrieval involved
perceptuo-motor associations, but proximity did not affect these associations. As survey
representations encode spatial information from a “bird’s-eye” viewpoint, retrieving spatial
knowledge from survey perspective might mimic perception of spatial relations on a map
(Brunyé et al, 2008; Taylor et al, 1999; Taylor & Tversky, 1992). If the survey representations
acquired from navigation share common features with physical maps, ACEs should not be
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evident, at least for well-developed knowledge, and there should be no interaction with
proximity.
Experiment 4 also controls the effect of orientation on cardinal retrieval of spatial
representations acquired from navigation. Research on orientation specificity suggests that
spatial knowledge acquired by actively navigating through a large-scale environment is less
orientation-specific than map knowledge (Rieser, 1989; Sholl & Bartels, 2002; Sholl & Nolin,
1997; Sun et al, 2004; Tlauka & Wilson, 1996). Accordingly, retrieving from a different
orientation should have less of an influence in the Experiment 4 than was seen in Experiment 1-3
(Sholl & Bartels, 2002; Sholl & Nolin, 1997; Sun et al., 2004; Tlauka & Wilson, 1996).
To summarize, the present study examines perceptuo-motor involvement in spatial
knowledge developed from navigation, but retrieved using cardinal coordinate. By comparing
with egocentric retrieval after real navigation (Wang et al, 2012) and cardinal retrieval of map
knowledge (Experiment 2), we further investigate the role of encoding and retrieval in activating
perceptuo-motor associations in spatial knowledge.
5.1. Method
5.1.1. Participants
Forty-seven Tufts undergraduates (21 males, 26 females) were recruited for the study. Of
47 participants, 24 first-year students were recruited as the low-familiarity group and 23 senior
students as the high-familiarity group.
5.1.2. Stimuli and Design
The stimuli consisted of names and pictures of fifty Tufts University buildings familiar to
undergraduates. Building pictures depicted the front-door side of the building, but avoided
showing information about adjacent locations. These pictures were used to confirm that students
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knew a building and its front door location. Test trials used building names. On a given trial,
participants saw two building names and a spatial term relating them (e.g., Dowling Hall, Eaton
Hall, south).
Cardinal directional terms (east, west, north and south) were used to describe spatial
relations. The study used a 2 (Description correctness: correct vs. incorrect) × 2 (Congruency:
congruent vs. incongruent condition) × 2 (Proximity: proximal vs. distant locations) × 2 (Facing
direction: facing-north vs. facing-east) × 2 (Familiarity: low-familiarity vs. high-familiarity)
mixed-design. Description correctness and proximity matched Experiment 1. Familiarity was
operationalized by how long participants had been at Tufts. First-year students comprised the
low-familiarity group (24 participants); seniors made up the high-familiarity group (23
participants). As perceptuo-motor associations may play a role in reorientation when retrieving
spatial knowledge from survey perspective, the variable “facing direction” was designed to
prime a direction participants were to imagine facing during the spatial verification task: north or
east. The facing direction was designed as a between-participant variable. Twenty-three
participants completed the task in the facing-north condition and 24 participants completed it in
the facing-east condition. Congruency with cardinal terms differed for the two facing directions.
When facing north at the reference building, a target building located to the east of the reference
building is to the viewer’s right. In this case, the mouse should be moved rightward in congruent
trials. But when facing east, the target building located to the south of reference building is to the
viewer’s right. Thus, congruent and incongruent trials were defined for each facing direction.
The spatially-based congruency and semantically-based congruency were defined as in previous
studies. As fillers we included trials unrelated to leftward or rightward movement, but did
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analyze these trials. Thus, description correctness, congruency and proximity served as withinparticipant variables and facing direction and familiarity served as between-participant variables.
Response button position, as a control variable, was manipulated as in Experiment 1. Both
male and female participants completed the same procedure in order to examine gender effects.
5.1.3. Procedure
Before beginning the formal experiment, participants viewed a list of Tufts buildings and
verbally confirmed each building’s location. If they did not remember, the experimenter showed
them the building picture. Then participants were oriented to their assigned facing direction with
four location pairs not used in the verification task (e.g., “Eaton Hall is to the west of Psychology
building”, “Campus center is to the south of Library”). Buildings in these examples were directly
north-south or east-west of one another. After these examples, participants began the spatial
verification task, which matched Experiment 1, but was specific to this environment. Participants
were instructed to imagine looking at the first presented building on a campus map and then
judging whether the directional term described the location of the second building from their
imagined location and orientation. They completed 6 practice trials to familiarize themselves
with the procedure. The experiment involved 96 trials, presented in random order, that included
10 trials each in the 8 conditions defined by the three within-participants variables (description
correctness, congruency and proximity), plus 16 front/back non-competition filler trials. Data
collection matched Experiment 1.
5.2. Results
We eliminated three low-familiarity and two high-familiarity participants for low accuracy
(less than .60). A t-test indicated that the hit [M = .816, SD = .101] and correct rejection rates [M
= .816, SD = .125] were greater than our elimination criteria [.60; t (41) = 13.860, p < .001; t
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(41) = 11.188, p < .001]. Preliminary analysis showed no effect of response button position or
gender, so analyses collapsed across these variables. We analyzed correct and incorrect
description trials separately as before. Analyses of accurate responses, for both correct and
incorrect description trials, consisted of 2 (Familiarity: low, high) × 2 (Congruency: congruent,
incongruent) × 2 (Proximity: proximal, distant) × 2 (Facing direction: facing-north, facing-east)
multivariate ANOVAs on accuracy, RT, initial times, and AUC data. The PEP analyses also
included Time bin with 5 levels.
5.2.1. Correct descriptions
The multivariate analysis showed effects of proximity [F (4, 35) = 5.328, p = .002], facing
direction [F (4, 35) = 2.687, p = .047] and familiarity [F (4, 35) = 2.928, p = .035]. The
univariate results further explored the above effects.
Accuracy and RT
The accuracy results showed a proximity effect [F (1, 38) =16.173, p < .001, MSE = .016],
with higher accuracy for distant [M = .853, 95%CI = [.813, .893]] than proximal locations [M =
.775, 95%CI = [.739, .812]].
The RT analyses demonstrated an effect of facing direction [F (1, 38) = 9.207, p = .004],
with longer response times when oriented north [M = 2734.923, 95%CI = [2554.205, 2915.641]],
compared to east [M = 2360.808, 95%CI = [2188.652, 2532.965]].
Mouse Trajectory Results
Analyses of initial time demonstrated a marginal effect of proximity [F (1, 38) = 3.946, p =
.054, MSE = 34782.60]. Participants took longer to first move the mouse with proximal [M =
559.179, 95%CI = [452.042, 666.316]] than distant locations [M = 501.683, 95%CI = [408.860,
594.505]]. High-familiarity participants [M = 694.578, 95%CI = [559.637, 829.520]] had longer
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initial time than low-familiarity participants [M = 366.283, 95%CI = [230.098, 502.469], F (1,
38) = 12.017, p = .001]. The results also showed an effect of facing direction [F (1, 38) = 4.325,
p = .044]. Consistent with the RT results, participants had longer initial times when oriented to
face north [M = 628.909, 95%CI = [490.096,767.723]] than east [M = 431.952, 95%CI =
[299.715, 564.190]].
No other effects were found with correct description trials.
5.2.2. Incorrect descriptions
Multivariate analyses showed effects of proximity [F (4, 35) = 2.640, p = .050] and facing
direction [F (4, 35) = 4.969, p = .003], and a marginal effect of familiarity [F (4, 35) = 2.380, p =
.070].
Accuracy and RT
The results showed that participants responded more accurately in the facing-east [M =
.850, 95%CI = [.797, .904]] than the facing-north condition [M = .776, 95%CI = [.720, .832]],
although the effect was marginally significant [F (1, 38) =3.818, p = .058]. They also responded
more quickly when oriented to facing east [M = 2436.359, 95%CI = [2266.648, 2606.70] than
north [M = 2763.547, 95%CI = [2585.397, 2941.697], [F (1, 40) =7.247, p = .011].
Mouse Trajectory Results
The initial time analyses showed a familiarity effect [F (1, 38) = 9.21, p = .004] with highfamiliarity participants responding more slowly [M = 731.536, 95%CI = [571.754, 891.318]]
than low-familiarity participants [M = 391.221, 95%CI = [229.967, 552.476]]. Facing direction
also influenced the initial time [F (1, 38) = 6.97, p = .012]. Participants initially responded more
slowly when oriented facing north [M = 709.407, 95%CI = [545.041, 873.773]] than facing-east
[M = 413.350, 95%CI = [256.771, 569.930]].
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The AUC results did not show any significant effects.
The PEP analyses showed an interaction between congruency, facing direction and time bin
[F (4, 152) = 2.732, p = .031, MSE = .003]. When participants were oriented north, the mouse
trajectories’ temporal dynamics showed differences between the congruent and incongruent trials
[F (4, 160) =3.17, p = .015]. As Fig.22 illustrates, when oriented north, mouse trajectories moved
slightly toward the opposite response in congruent trials in time bin 3 [F (1, 40) =3.48, p = .070],
but then later (time bin 5) they moved toward the opposite response in incongruent trials [F (1,
40) =7.93, p = .008]. The congruency × time bin interaction was not evident when participants
were oriented east [F (4, 160) = .65, p = .625] (see Table 14 for comparison results).
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Figure 22. Difference scores between incongruent and congruent conditions (incongruent - congruent) in
proportional Euclidean proximity to the opposite response are plotted as a function of normalized time. The figures
compare the degree to which the mouse trajectories were attracted toward opposite response when imagining facing
east and north in correct descriptions.

5.3. Discussion
Participants in Experiment 4 learned the environment (their campus) by navigating.
Navigation incorporates many perceptual and motor experiences that could be integrated into the
spatial representation. The encoding hypothesis predicts perceptuo-motor associations with
navigation, showing ACEs with any retrieval perspectives (Wang et al, 2012). The present
results failed to demonstrate consistent ACEs. Alternatively, the retrieval hypothesis predicts
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that perceptuo-motor processes will not be involved in cardinal retrieval of spatial knowledge,
because cardinal terms require an abstraction beyond learning. The absence of ACEs in most
conditions is consistent with the retrieval hypothesis.
Further, unlike the ACEs seen with cardinal retrieval of less-developed map knowledge
(Experiment 2), environment familiarity did not affect perceptuo-motor processes when
retrieving survey information about a real environment. With less-developed map knowledge,
people might have to recode the cardinal coordinate to their egocentric system. Although survey
representations of spatial environments are hypothesized to be image-like patterns, Experiment 4
suggests that perceptuo-motor processes involved in map knowledge differ from those in spatial
knowledge acquired from navigation (Rieser, 1989; Sholl & Bartels, 2002; Sholl & Nolin, 1997).
While map knowledge is encoded from visual perceptions of 2-D images, developing a survey
representation from navigation requires additional cognitive processing and abstraction (Brunyé
et al, 2008; Taylor et al, 1999; Taylor & Tversky, 1992). The additional processing may interfere
with egocentric-based perceptual and motor associations related to navigation.
The only exception is that we observed weak ACEs in incorrect description trials when
participants were instructed to imagine facing north (see Fig.22). The PEP data suggested that
mouse trajectories gravitated in the spatially congruent direction late in the mouse movement.
Two plausible explanations emerge for this effect. First, based on experience with maps, people
may associate cardinal directions with egocentrically-defined directions (e.g., west is left on a
map). When facing-north, participants primarily judged “east” and “west” spatial relations,
which might be associated to “right” and “left”. This embodied mapping might lead participants
to judge cardinal relations in association with egocentric coordinate. Alternatively, the weak
ACEs when facing-north might be influenced by orientation-specificity. Although spatial
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representations based on navigation are supposedly less orientation-specific than map
knowledge, the current results indicate that orientation change affects cardinal retrieval (Burgess,
2006; Frankenstein et al, 2012; Rieser, 1989; Roskos-Ewoldsen et al, 1998; Sholl & Bartels,
2002; Sholl & Nolin, 1997; Sun et al, 2004). The Tufts University buildings are organized along
west-east axis, so students might encode and/or retrieve location information consistent with this
organization. The facing-east advantage (higher accuracy, shorter RT) seen in present results
support this explanation. Additionally, as illustrated in Fig. 22, before the spatially-based ACE,
the mouse trajectories even slightly moved in a semantically congruent manner. To retrieve
spatial representations from unfamiliar orientations, participants might have to process the
cardinal relations from an embedded perspective, leading perceptuo-motor associations.
In addition, although proximity did not interact with perceptuo-motor associations in the
present study, retrieving spatial representations acquired from navigation showed an advantage
(greater accuracy, shorter initial times) for landmarks far apart, as found with map knowledge
through Experiment 1 to 3. Such similarity may suggest that survey representations of real
environments still share some common features with explicit survey maps. Particularly, people
may structure spatial information in clusters in order to reduce memory workload of survey
representations.
6. General Discussion
6.1. ACEs in spatial knowledge development support retrieval hypothesis
The present study examined perceptuo-motor associations involved in spatial knowledge
development. In the first three studies, participants studied a map and then retrieved map
knowledge based on egocentric coordinate (Experiment 1), cardinal coordinate (Experiment 2),
or mixed coordinates (Experiment 3). In Experiment 4, spatial knowledge was acquired through
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navigation and retrieved based on cardinal coordinate. Comparing to Wang et al (2012), wherein
navigation-based spatial knowledge was retrieved from egocentric perspective, the encoding
hypothesis predicts that spatial representations based on navigation would have a stronger
perceptuo-motor basis than those learned from maps. However, the present studies did not
support the encoding hypothesis. Instead, ACEs changed as a function of retrieval coordinates
and/or interacted with spatial experiences, supporting the retrieval hypothesis. The results
support the notion that retrieving perspective differentially engages perceptual and/or motor
processes.
The extent of spatial representation development also played a role. Participants with welldeveloped map knowledge (high-familiarity) demonstrated ACEs when retrieving spatial
knowledge based on egocentric coordinate (Experiment 1, 3 & Wang et al, 2012), but did not
with cardinal coordinate (Experiment 2 & 4). The exception to this was that high-familiarity
participants showed ACEs to both egocentric and cardinal coordinates when they could not
predict which they would use on a given trial (Experiment 3). This suggests strategic retrieval
when one perspective is used consistently and another process, perhaps mapping cardinal to
egocentric coordinate, when the retrieval perspective cannot be predicted.
Participants with less-developed spatial knowledge showed a different pattern,
demonstrating ACEs with both egocentric and cardinal trials, whether retrieval perspective could
be predicted (Experiments 2 & 3) or not (Experiment 3), suggesting egocentric recoding during
cardinal retrieval. Low-familiarity participants may have to associate cardinal directions with
their egocentric coordinates when learning maps and reactivate these associations at retrieval.
These associations then interact with processes guiding response movements. The cardinalegocentric mapping may initially facilitate encoding and storage for spatial representations
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involving cardinal coordinate. However, the fact that ACEs to cardinal coordinate were weaker
when mixed with egocentric coordinate bears explanation (e.g., Fig.14). Changing between
egocentric and cardinal coordinate may confuse low-familiarity participants, leading to difficulty
maintaining the cardinal-egocentric mapping. Unlike map knowledge, cardinal retrieval of lessdeveloped navigation knowledge failed to show any ACEs. This result suggests a difference
between spatial representations acquired from navigation and maps. Navigators with lessdeveloped spatial knowledge cannot map cardinal directions to egocentric reference frame as
easily as map learners do, a finding shown in other work (Brunyé & Taylor, 2008; Thorndyke &
Hayes-Roth, 1982). With navigation, it is unlikely that low-familiarity navigators associate
cardinal directions to their perceptuo-motor navigation experiences, particularly with respect to
specific landmarks. This finding is aligned with the retrieval hypothesis.
6.2. Proximity effects in perceptuo-motor associations of spatial knowledge
Although egocentric retrieval consistently led to ACEs, differences between Wang et al
(2012) and the present study indicate that the nature of ACEs differed when spatial knowledge
was acquired from a map compared to navigation. In Wang et al (2012) study, ACEs emerged
only with proximal locations when spatial knowledge was acquired from navigation. During
navigation, people have more perceptual and motoric interactions with nearby, compared to
distant, locations (Carlson & Kenny, 2005; Hölscher et al., 2011; Logan & Sadler, 1996; Regier
& Carlson, 2001; Wiener & Mallot, 2003). These perceptuo-motor associations give rise to
action-based compatibility effects. However, proximal and distant information is readily
available for maps, even with limited study, and can be retrieved as a visual image (Brunyé &
Taylor, 2008b; Kosslyn, 1994; Thorndyke & Hayes-Roth, 1982). The interaction between the
simulated spatial perception and concurrent actions would lead a perception-based compatibility
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effect, akin to the spatial Stroop or Simon effect (De Houwer 2003; Hommel, 2011). Moreover,
verifying distant spatial relations based on map representations showed even more stable ACEs
influenced little by familiarity or orientation, compared to proximal locations. People may
mentally structure distant locations in different clusters, making them more distinguishable, and
then drive more stable perceptuo-motor associations (Hommel et al, 2000; Maddox, Rapp, Brion
& Taylor, 2008; Stevens & Coupe, 1978). The only exception here is when participants had to
deal with mental reorientation, coordinate transfer and spatial verification simultaneously
(Experiment3), processing proximal, rather than distant, locations, demonstrated more stable
ACEs. Such a phenomenon might indicate that with high mental workload, processing proximal
locations involves more automatic perceptuo-motor associations, even for map representations.
The present study provides strong support for an advantage in thinking about distant spatial
relations, i.e. a symbolic distance effect (Friedman & Montello, 2006; Hommel et al, 2000;
McNamara et al., 1992). People may divide the map into several neighborhoods, so responses to
distant landmarks could be categorically based (Hommel et al, 2000; McNamara et al, 1989).
6.3. Effect of orientation change to ACEs
Theories on map knowledge have suggested that it is orientation-specific. Thus, using map
knowledge from novel orientations would influence retrieval performance (Montello et al., 2004;
Rieser, 1989; Sholl, 1995; Sholl & Nolin, 1997; Tlauka & Wilson, 1996). The present study
supports this by showing higher accuracies and shorter RT and initial times with the studied
orientation, especially with egocentric retrieval. Further, even for spatial knowledge acquired
from navigation, survey representations based on cardinal directions may still be orientationspecific (Frankenstein, Mohler, Bülthoff, & Meilinger, 2012), although not always tied to northup mapping conventions. Experiment 4 demonstrated a facing-east benefit, compared to facing
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north. This indicates that navigators encode survey representations based on a specific
orientation, which might not be north (Frankenstein et al, 2012). On the other hand, maps usually
have a compass rose allowing direct referencing with cardinal directions, which do not change
with orientation changes. Consistent with this, Experiment 3, with mixed coordinates, suggested
an advantage (higher accuracy, shorter RT and initial times) for cardinal coordinate retrieval
when retrieving from a novel orientation.
More importantly, we investigated the effect orientation change on perceptuo-motor
association when retrieving map knowledge by online mouse tracking. Previous studies on
stimulus-response compatibility with visual stimuli, such as spatial Stroop or Simon effect, have
suggested that the perceptuo-motor processes activated by visual perception keep interfering
with concurrent motor processes, even with change of stimuli or display orientation (Hommel &
Lippa, 1995; Kerzel et al, 2001). The present work extends this point in two ways. First,
participants responded from memory, rather than perception, but results still demonstrated ACEs
regardless of retrieval orientation. This suggests that map knowledge may be retrieved as imagelike visual stimuli, leading to a perceptual-based compatibility effect. Second, we differentiated
ACEs in the studied orientation from those in novel orientation through temporal dynamics. With
egocentric only retrieval (Experiment1), ACEs to the studied orientation occurred early and
strong, but were later and weaker with the novel orientation. Mental reorientation may interfere
or delay the interaction between perceptuo-motor processes associated with map retrieval and
action planning to make a response. The difference disappeared when using mixed coordinates
(Experiment3), implicating task demands.
In addition, in Experiment 4, cardinal retrieval of navigation knowledge had an early and
weak semantically-based ACE when participants were instructed to a less-familiar orientation,
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followed by the spatially-based ACE later. With unfamiliar orientations, the effect of language
comprehension might be overt and people need to involve perceptuo-motor processes to
complete the spatial goals. Nevertheless, perceptuo-motor associations with retrieval orientation
change could be further explored through the new methodology of online mouse tracking.
6.4. Summary
The present studies investigated perceptuo-motor associations in spatial knowledge,
expanding the work of Wang et al (2012). The perception-based ACEs with map knowledge and
absence of ACEs with cardinal retrieval of navigation-based knowledge is inconsistent with the
encoding hypothesis. Retrieving map knowledge activates perceptuo-motor associations, similar
to those seen with visual perception. The simulated visual perception then interacts with
concurrent actions, generating ACEs, akin to the Spatial Stroop or Simon effect (De Houwer,
2003; Hommel, 2011; Hommel & Müsseler, 2006; Müsseler & Hommel, 1997; Simon, 1990).
The present results support the retrieval hypothesis and interact with learning experience. When
spatial knowledge comes from navigation, perceptuo-motor associations are activated with
egocentric retrieval, but not with cardinal retrieval. When map knowledge is well developed,
people can adopt cognitive strategies consistent with retrieval demands, here defined by the
retrieval perspective required. But when map knowledge is less developed, retrieving with
cardinal coordinate also shows ACEs, indicating egocentric recoding of cardinal directions. The
ACEs keep appearing when retrieval orientations change, but its magnitudes or temporal
dynamics vary. Proximity has no influence on ACEs with survey representations but effect only
when retrieving map knowledge with mixed perspectives.
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RT
(SD)

Accuracy
(SD)

AUC
(SD)

Initial Time
(SD)

RT
(SD)

Accuracy
(SD)

184.101
230.731

1296.420
334.126

.964
.050

.602
.720

293.260
168.437

1468.142
613.060

.933
.107

1.054
.698

170.860
105.268

1469.934
411.322

.982
.040

1.291
.792

291.515
150.536

1449.332
489.057

.925
.106

.318
.503

214.375
178.871

1403.397
355.141

.891
.122

.640
.739

270.114
168.234

1453.445
323.542

.875
.142

1.629
.972

200.541
272.792

1481.789
349.183

.918
.075

1.197
.910

275.586
138.747

1537.497
308.324

.833
.115

.323
.322

244.385
194.733

1197.298
204.968

.958
.090

.145
.259

327.461
394.056

1411.687
237.276

.983
.039

1.153
.900

356.966
242.424

1430.619
384.685

.950
.067

.753
.620

279.202
222.604

1317.181
254.913

.983
.039

.707
.572

428.584
400.981

1603.380
435.544

.842
.162

.412
.389

383.070
307.138

1586.742
288.539

.908
.090

.996
.796

395.070
389.882

1561.573
251.936

.792
.116

.945
.628

352.795
262.180

1470.988
234.066

.875
.122

Table 1. Means in Correct Descriptions (Exp.1)
High-familiarity
Low-familiarity
Distant
Proximal
Distant
Proximal
Congruent Incongruent Congruent Incongruent Congruent Incongruent Congruent Incongruent

Initial Time
(SD)
.319
.474

Correct Descriptions

Facing-East

Facing-North

AUC
(SD)
!
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RT
(SD)

Accuracy
(SD)

AUC
(SD)

Initial Time
(SD)

RT
(SD)

258.078
328.556

1388.702
423.613

.982
.060

.812
.734

344.036
135.883

1549.983
452.749

.803
1.063

283.085
318.082

1470.663
421.932

.982
.040

.507
.814

284.306
126.092

1388.397
337.076

1.177
.966

305.030
369.567

1450.345
343.601

.918
.098

.499
.482

316.082
158.859

1645.596
502.202

.713
.555

260.166
353.065

1567.322
634.135

.900
.089

.511
.469

353.814
179.534

1507.034
407.592

.596
.640

293.479
235.960

1355.336
338.754

.950
.080

.566
.569

318.002
235.068

1479.506
267.630

.486
.400

310.458
325.177

1438.119
438.726

.950
.052

.553
.716

352.339
234.697

1460.620
287.682

.529
.459

395.742
325.750

1614.393
473.881

.867
.115

.670
.577

476.814
302.665

1686.312
260.561

.653
.616

450.241
288.714

1707.378
442.940

.883
.094

.515
.576

399.452
328.419

1765.444
316.006

Table 2. Means in Incorrect Descriptions (Exp.1)
High-familiarity
Low-familiarity
Distant
Proximal
Distant
Proximal
Congruent Incongruent Congruent Incongruent Congruent Incongruent Congruent Incongruent
.967
.967
.900
.892
.975
.975
.933
.967
.115
.065
.128
.138
.045
.045
.078
.049

Initial Time
(SD)
.897
.966

Accuracy
(SD)

Incorrect Descriptions

Facing-East

Facing-North

AUC
(SD)
!
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F (1, 43)
7.16
32.50
18.92
4.52
.03

p
.010
<.001*
<.001**
.039*
.860

Table 3. Comparisons of PEP between the congruent and incongruent condition in correct description trials (Exp.1)
Time bin
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5

Note: the table shows results of repeated measures MANOVA of PEP data for comparing the congruent to incongruent condition. (1, 43), the
degree of freedom; T, time bin; *Significant at α=.05; **Significant at α=.01.

Facing-North

Table 4. Comparisons of PEP between the congruent and incongruent condition for proximity and facing direction in correct description trials
(Exp.1)
Facing-East
!!

!
Proximal
Distant
Proximal
Distant
Time bin F (1, 45)
p
F (1, 45)
p
F (1, 45)
p
F (1, 45)
p
T1
10.72
.002*
.08
.376
.03
.872
4.30
.044*
T2
17.71
<.001**
9.93
.003**
3.19
.081
17.79
< .001**
T3
2.26
.140
12.20
.001**
4.33
.043*
6.94
.012*
T4
.10
.749
3.50
.068
4.42
.041*
.21
.652
T5
.10
.749
.31
.581
.39
.533
1.43
.239
Note: the table shows results of repeated measures MANOVA of PEP data for comparing the congruent to incongruent condition. (1, 45), the
degree of freedom; T, time bin; *Significant at α=.05; **Significant at α=.01.
!
!
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Correct Descriptions

North_Right

North_UP

RT
(SD)

Accuracy
(SD)

AUC
(SD)

Initial Time
(SD)

RT
(SD)

529.403
688.352

2045.889
721.888

.800
.105

.749
.844

387.422
326.442

2193.386
649.932

1.687
.844

680.580
780.244

2229.515
681.359

.840
.126

1.634
1.011

484.154
282.033

2379.960
736.100

.447
.426

568.256
594.907

1987.932
647.953

.870
.170

.797
.823

366.473
251.105

1978.814
405.944

1.232
.652

463.705
470.409

1910.837
692.787

.850
.135

1.553
1.272

328.904
104.603

2097.606
639.611

.552
.358

358.432
255.645

1897.791
571.353

.792
.173

1.290
1.166

385.382
419.246

1846.301
332.970

1.047
.615

325.276
308.289

1970.233
686.518

.817
.221

.944
.705

582.973
810.680

1971.371
670.855

.245
.290

321.875
251.915

1863.993
555.343

.858
.162

.920
.663

448.933
339.178

1740.484
318.038

.680
.540

348.005
211.886

1930.012
588.063

.917
.094

.873
.840

342.691
374.422

1563.312
304.520

Table 5. Means in Correct Descriptions (Exp.2)
Low-familiarity group
High-familiarity group
Proximal
Distant
Proximal
Distant
Congruent Incongruent Congruent Incongruent Congruent Incongruent Congruent Incongruent
.710
.660
.750
.780
.733
.700
.744
.667
.213
.190
.178
.210
.158
.187
.213
.173

Initial Time
(SD)

.682
.592

Accuracy
(SD)

AUC
(SD)
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Incorrect Descriptions

North_Right

North_UP

RT
(SD)

Accuracy
(SD)

AUC
(SD)

Initial Time
(SD)

RT
(SD)

632.638
538.441

2232.698
534.671

.820
.181

1.424
.933

421.023
341.918

2224.605
717.869

1.409
1.154

805.015
859.111

2456.145
569.494

.830
.164

1.717
.973

490.860
393.225

2217.108
647.407

.835
1.054

659.159
686.411

2012.597
683.096

.890
.145

1.375
.844

362.045
238.072

2112.424
633.622

1.131
1.376

542.253
590.621

2057.153
639.316

.830
.195

1.877
1.456

332.386
269.822

2118.516
706.074

.888
.797

446.400
270.792

2162.603
472.880

.825
.160

.684
.633

363.302
285.533

1741.258
420.224

1.115
.844

386.800
280.218

2148.312
622.954

.842
.156

.858
.907

366.407
464.917

1787.071
434.804

.846
.731

373.300
234.508

1912.041
580.004

.892
.144

1.034
.666

361.796
379.639

1802.662
337.809

1.093
1.098

305.662
226.907

1902.383
540.025

.800
.249

.661
.565

362.896
370.989

1760.025
296.582

Table 6. Means in Incorrect Descriptions(Exp.2)
Low-familiarity group
High-familiarity group
Proximal
Distant
Proximal
Distant
Congruent Incongruent Congruent Incongruent Congruent Incongruent Congruent Incongruent
.750
.750
.810
.770
.756
.644
.800
.811
.207
.212
.129
.221
.188
.279
.224
.196

Initial Time
(SD)

.637
.738

Accuracy
(SD)

AUC
(SD)
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Table 7. Comparisons of PEP between the congruent and incongruent condition for familiarity (Exp.2)
!!
Correct Descriptions
Incorrect Descriptions
!!
High-familiarity
Low-familiarity
High-familiarity
Low-familiarity
F (1, 39)
p
F (1, 39)
p
F (1, 39)
p
F (1, 39)
p
T1
< .01
.952
0.36
.549
2.35
.113
0.12
.729
T2
< .01
.962
4.08
.050*
0.69
.413
2.33
.135
T3
0.01
.992
10.07
.003**
0.03
.885
6.14
.018*
T4
0.19
.665
12.51
.006**
0.12
.736
3.17
.083
T5
0.06
.809
3.80
.059
0.03
.871
1.29
.264
Note: the table shows results of repeated measures MANOVA of PEP data for comparing the congruent to incongruent condition. (1, 39), the
degree of freedom; T, time bin; *Significant at α=.05; **Significant at α=.01.
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RT
(SD)

Accuracy
(SD)

AUC
(SD)

Initial Time
(SD)

RT
(SD)

251.338
214.332

1581.728
697.847

.867
.130

.635
.623

388.440
337.968

1729.199
464.584

.880
.972

321.899
274.774

1686.838
503.275

.917
.103

.924
1.147

466.908
321.732

1979.446
775.134

.198
.314

268.785
192.901

1853.596
830.534

.800
.241

.774
.836

489.339
459.644

2071.500
805.872

.344
.667

248.128
286.119

1809.743
635.514

.700
.217

.858
1.069

538.590
597.789

1807.975
825.245

.362
.655

371.080
210.503

1842.592
322.741

.920
.140

1.483
1.219

213.757
132.700

1767.630
699.101

1.011
1.051

443.665
242.377

2094.027
553.184

.900
.141

1.489
.891

197.852
132.832

1752.145
550.594

.755
.825

528.755
379.686

2435.450
386.242

.940
.097

1.429
1.150

207.842
244.004

2073.512
920.452

.985
.801

526.397
396.341

2255.793
731.964

.800
.267

2.346
1.439

385.720
467.673

2071.507
511.401

Table 8. Means in Correct Descriptions (Exp.3)
a. Means of trials with cardinal terms
Low-familiarity
High-familiarity
Proximal
Proximal
Distant
Distant
Congruent Incongruent Congruent Incongruent Congruent Incongruent Congruent Incongruent
.933
.867
.800
.817
.900
.900
.800
.860
.130
.178
.241
.217
.141
.141
.189
.165

Initial Time
(SD)
.331
.434

Accuracy
(SD)

Correct Descriptions
Cardinal
!!

Facing-East

Facing-North

AUC
(SD)
!
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1978.667
772.699

1885.467
616.743

2429.344
874.028

2461.821
514.180

1746.723
373.848

1901.738
600.828

361.947
370.680

2348.663
953.453

444.333
428.633

2217.398
786.733

Table 8. Means in Correct Descriptions (Exp.3)
b. Means of trials with egocentric terms
Low-familiarity
High-familiarity
Proximal
Proximal
Distant
Distant
Congruent Incongruent Congruent Incongruent Congruent Incongruent Congruent Incongruent
.850
.833
.650
.767
.840
.840
.720
.640
.173
.167
.271
.206
.263
.207
.169
.246

RT
(SD)

293.713
292.808

2.938
.844
!

227.503
193.832

.841
.841
!

.840
.184

455.997
399.325

2.441
1.224
!

.860
.165

2074.317
615.135

745.206
746.425

1.000
.000

1810.893
361.967

459.823
304.000

389.724
405.274

.980
.063

1715.580
477.724

386.958
189.117

1.425
.821

533.356
423.246

.750
.297

1726.800
401.857

384.705
301.847

.372
.834

Initial Time
(SD)

.850
.193

1678.358
617.373

325.940
212.628

1.208
.978

1.556
.946

.933
.098

1799.736
774.024

193.558
137.057

.359
.869

.712
.747

.933
.130
1676.129
387.677

267.813
282.695

.810
.648

1.397
1.483

Accuracy
(SD)
1513.907
711.181

223.190
179.261

.311
.454

.876
1.127

RT
(SD)
197.079
127.911

.686
.589

AUC
(SD)

Initial Time
(SD)
.410
.597

1.052
.800
!

Accuracy
(SD)

Correct Descriptions
Egocentric
!!

Facing-East

Facing-North

AUC
(SD)
!
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RT
(SD)

Accuracy
(SD)

AUC
(SD)

Initial Time
(SD)

RT
(SD)

244.231
208.016

1677.872
534.855

.850
.193

.679
.745

523.676
464.729

1781.925
703.970

1.266
1.428

291.632
223.137

1998.649
680.993

.867
.197

.562
.539

353.771
313.227

1823.915
826.210

1.284
1.627

304.560
328.431

2128.693
790.834

.833
.167

.941
.975

402.594
450.850

2028.850
855.283

.747
.973

313.121
258.481

2071.342
728.963

.833
.187

.778
1.128

364.649
336.127

1859.664
662.719

1.021
1.015

471.755
279.414

2069.600
346.663

.880
.193

.990
1.176

213.553
133.635

1861.085
564.341

1.252
.990

515.132
388.961

2510.417
694.905

.880
.140

1.262
1.036

610.417
793.530

2102.855
713.444

.575
.572

714.390
404.539

2336.610
691.099

.860
.190

.882
1.287

615.558
882.376

2260.473
876.729

1.039
1.244

527.552
485.782

2192.220
585.386

.880
.140

1.052
.959

365.842
249.333

2326.220
579.462

Table 9. Means in Incorrect Descriptions (Exp.3)
a. Means of trials with cardinal terms
Low-familiarity
High-familiarity
Proximal
Proximal
Distant
Distant
Congruent Incongruent Congruent Incongruent Congruent Incongruent Congruent Incongruent
.917
.883
.833
.867
.940
.940
.820
.880
.103
.180
.167
.246
.135
.097
.220
.193

Initial Time
(SD)
.480
.492

Accuracy
(SD)

Incorrect Descriptions
Cardinal
!!

Facing-East

Facing-North

AUC
(SD)
!
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RT
(SD)

Accuracy
(SD)

AUC
(SD)

Initial Time
(SD)

RT
(SD)

177.867
134.741

1553.544
563.618

.933
.130

.920
.792

492.288
380.113

2162.038
669.834

.800
1.007

257.507
168.399

1688.446
657.860

.900
.160

.440
.720

422.632
329.001

2037.715
856.024

.983
.843

305.201
213.408

2031.929
593.075

.850
.151

.566
.747

707.006
627.568

2276.338
562.772

.974
.797

280.050
170.659

1915.203
616.857

.800
.148

1.118
.980

725.307
758.556

2403.383
610.179

.802
1.141

501.820
483.680

1847.662
511.852

.940
.135

1.454
1.215

492.742
883.465

2280.258
1051.751

.944
1.050

351.698
229.691

1905.690
519.549

.940
.097

1.495
1.745

628.700
439.635

2244.433
772.156

.618
.665

613.505
399.583

2053.178
445.306

.780
.175

1.499
1.565

386.832
351.481

2257.212
807.645

1.000
.972

410.848
201.416

1940.912
426.207

.820
.220

.924
1.201

353.350
256.903

2258.293
647.194

Table 9. Means in Incorrect Descriptions (Exp.3)
b. Means of trials with egocentric terms
Low-familiarity
High-familiarity
Proximal
Proximal
Distant
Distant
Congruent Incongruent Congruent Incongruent Congruent Incongruent Congruent Incongruent
.817
.900
.683
.817
.880
.900
.760
.840
.217
.135
.180
.233
.215
.170
.263
.126

Initial Time
(SD)
.414
.638

Accuracy
(SD)

Incorrect Descriptions
Egocentric
!!

Facing-East

Facing-North

AUC
(SD)
!
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Table 10. Comparisons of PEP between the congruent and incongruent condition in correct description trials (Exp.3)
Time bin F (1, 39)
p
T1
.74
.393
T2
5.01
.031*
T3
8.93
.005**
T4
19.92
<.001**
T5
.71
.404

Note: the table shows results of repeated measures MANOVA of PEP data for comparing the congruent to incongruent condition. (1, 43), the
degree of freedom; T, time bin; *Significant at α=.05; **Significant at α=.01.

Table 11. Comparisons of PEP between the congruent and incongruent condition for proximity and familiarity in correct description trials (Exp.3)
!!
Low-familiarity group
High-familiarity group

!
Proximal
Distant
Proximal
Distant
Time bin F (1, 41)
p
F (1, 41)
p
F (1, 41)
p
F (1, 41)
p
T1
.10
.756
3.87
.056
<.01
.966
.17
.683
T2
<.01
.988
8.95
.005**
1.15
.290
.62
.436
T3
4.09
.050*
4.39
.042*
.37
.548
2.93
.094
T4
25.39
<.001**
1.47
.232
.86
.359
3.47
.070
T5
.07
.796
.73
.399
.12
.735
1.25
.271
Note: the table shows results of repeated measures MANOVA of PEP data for comparing the congruent to incongruent condition. (1, 45), the
degree of freedom; T, time bin; *Significant at α=.05; **Significant at α=.01.
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Facing-North

Table 12. Comparisons of PEP between the congruent and incongruent condition for proximity and facing direction in correct description trials
(Exp.3)
Facing-East
!!

!
Proximal
Distant
Proximal
Distant
Time bin F (1, 41)
p
F (1, 41)
p
F (1, 41)
p
F (1, 41)
p
T1
2.12
.153
.64
.430
3.48
.069
2.27
.140
T2
3.12
.085
2.11
.154
.41
.527
4.62
.038*
T3
.28
.603
6.93
.012*
4.31
.044*
1.40
.244
T4
4.92
.032*
1.58
.215
9.44
.004**
3.41
.072
T5
.64
.428
1.58
.216
.85
.362
.51
.477
Note: the table shows results of repeated measures MANOVA of PEP data for comparing the congruent to incongruent condition. (1, 45), the
degree of freedom; T, time bin; *Significant at α=.05; **Significant at α=.01.

Table 13. Comparisons of PEP between the cardinal and egocentric condition for facing directions in correct descriptions (Exp.3)
!!
Facing-north
Facing-east
F (1, 41)
p
F (1, 41)
p
T1
2.80
.102
.30
.589
T2
5.05
.030*
1.02
.317
T3
.02
.892
.02
.880
T4
.03
.870
7.10
.011*
T5
.07
.794
4.19
.047
Note: the table shows results of repeated measures MANOVA of PEP data for comparing the congruent to incongruent condition. (1, 39), the
degree of freedom; T, time bin; *Significant at α=.05; **Significant at α=.01.
!
!
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Facing-North
F (1, 40)
p
1.43
.239
1.97
.168
3.48
.070
.30
.585
7.93
.008**

Facing-East
F (1, 40)
p
.46
.500
.37
.546
.30
.585
0.84
.365
0.11
.739

Table 14. Comparisons of PEP between the congruent and incongruent condition for facing direction in incorrect description trials (Exp.4)
!
Time bin
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5

Note: the table shows results of repeated measures MANOVA of PEP data for comparing the congruent to incongruent condition. (1, 45), the
degree of freedom; T, time bin; *Significant at α=.05; **Significant at α=.01.
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Section 3: Action Compatibility in Spatial Knowledge
Developed through Virtual Navigation
1. Introduction
1.1. Acquiring spatial knowledge from virtual navigation
As virtual reality technology develops, the feasibility of using virtual environments to
acquire spatial knowledge has increased. Virtual Environments (VEs), which depict landmarks
and routes, allow navigators to learn locations and connections between them by traveling
through the virtual space. From a research standpoint, VEs provide opportunities to control
perceptual inputs and events during spatial knowledge acquisition, but still have relatively high
fidelity and transferability to real environments. One key for transferring spatial knowledge
acquired from virtual to real environments seems to lie in how close the simulated environment
is to the real one. Studies have documented that spatial knowledge acquired from VEs, including
spatial layout, self-position, orientation, and route and distance information, can successfully
transfer to real environments (e.g. Brunyé, Gardony, Mahoney & Taylor, 2012; Jansen-Osmann
& Berendt, 2002; Klatzky, Loomis, Beall, Chance, & Golledge, 1998; Willemsen, Colton,
Creem-Regehr, & Thompson, 2009).
To simulate real navigation, participants travel through VEs from a within-environment,
egocentric perspective. Accordingly, the information available to navigators in VE bears
similarities to that available during actual navigation. Location information is referenced to the
navigator’s current location within the VE (e.g., Taylor & Tversky, 1992; Thorndyke & HayesRoth, 1983) based on. For example, VE navigators experience and learn spatial information
about locations proximal to one another, compared to those far apart, faster and more accurately,
similar to actual navigation (Brunyé et al, 2012). Although participants learn VEs from a viewer-
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centered perspective, with experience these ego-centric based representations can be used to
verify configural, survey perspective information (Brunyé et al, 2012; Willemsen et al, 2009),
such as to estimate Euclidean distances and judge relative directions (Klatzky et al., 1998;
Willemsen et al., 2009). Both the effects of proximity and development of survey representations
support the similarity between virtual and real navigation.
VEs do differ from real environments, especially desktop VEs. Desktop VEs simulate real
environments by projecting the visual stimuli onto a two-dimensional screen. “Navigation” in
desktop VEs involves operating the keyboard or joystick to simulate movement or change
orientation. Unlike real navigation, desktop VE navigation lacks direct vestibular perception or
proprioception (Ruddle & Lessels, 2006; Richardson, Montello, & Hegarty, 1999; Richardson,
Powers, & Bousquet, 2011). In other words, without gross body movements in VE navigation,
representations of the VE would have little input from motor processes. As a consequence,
participants who acquired spatial knowledge from VEs had trouble judging landmark directions
relative to those who learned from real environments or maps (Richardson et al, 1999). While
real navigation involves explicit motor processes, The present study examines whether and/or
how people incorporate perceptuo-motor information into spatial representations acquired from
desktop VEs.
1.2. Action-compatibility paradigm
We are using an action-compatibility paradigm to explore whether and/or how perceptuomotor associations would be involved when retrieving VE-based spatial knowledge (Glenberg &
Kaschak, 2002; Zwaan & Taylor, 2006). Action-compatibility paradigms may provide
behavioral evidence of perceptual and/or motor activation during spatial knowledge retrieval, a
phenomenon referred to as motor resonance. Such paradigms have been used in language
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comprehension studies to show the interaction between concurrent motor processes and
reactivated perceptual and motor experiences. For instance, in Zwaan and Taylor's (2006) study,
participants made sensibility judgments to sentences such as “Mark turned left at the
intersection” more quickly when turning the response knob leftward compared to rightward. If
the direction of perceptuo-motor reactivation is compatible with the concurrent motion, an
action-compatibility effect (ACE) occurs (Glenberg & Kaschak, 2002; Knoblich & Flach, 2001;
Repp & Knoblich, 2004).
People show ACEs, evident in mouse trajectories, when retrieving spatial knowledge
acquired from real environments (Wang, Taylor & Brunyé, 2012). In Wang et al (2012),
participants verified whether an egocentric directional term (e.g. left/right) correctly described
the spatial relation between two locations by moving the mouse to the corresponding Yes/No
button. When the mouse movement direction was incompatible with the real spatial relation or
directional term, the mouse trajectory moved toward the compatible response. In Wang et al.
(2012) the ACE had two distinct sources: one based on the spatial representation and the other on
the semantics of the spatial term. Participants with more experience in the environment showed a
spatial-based ACE, while those with less experience showed a semantic-based ACE.
How might representations developed through VE differ from those developed from actual
navigation with respect to ACEs? Navigating a desktop VE using a keyboard or joystick does not
engage the same proprioceptive or vestibular experiences as actual navigation. Spatial
information is interpreted through visual changes and hand movements. It is unclear whether
these visual changes and hand movements would be reactivated during retrieval. It is also
unclear whether any perceptuo-motor associations leading to ACEs in spatial memory would
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result from encoding or retrieval conditions. We propose the following hypotheses to discuss
perceptuo-motor associations in spatial knowledge acquired from desktop VEs.
1.3. Encoding hypothesis on spatial knowledge of virtual navigation
The encoding hypothesis assumes that perceptuo-motor associations inherent in spatial
knowledge build only through encoding. Wang et al (2012)’s work tested spatial relationship
knowledge between campus buildings by recruiting university undergraduates who learned the
campus by traveling through it in daily life. During navigation, perceptual and motor experiences
are incorporated into the developing spatial representations and then reactivated when retrieving
that information from the same, egocentric perspective, especially for senior students who knew
the campus well. Even though desktop VEs simulate real navigation, virtual navigation does not
involve immersive body movements. Richardson et al (2011) suggested that while more
experience with desktop VEs may improve the ability to track studied landmarks, motor
processes involving vestibular perception or proprioception would not be promoted. Further,
participants who had only visual input during VE navigation learned spatial information less
efficiently, having to explore the environment more times compared to an immersive navigation
experience (Ruddle & Lessels, 2006). With respect to the current work, desktop VE learning
would involve limited perceptuo-motor associations. Thus, the encoding hypothesis predicts that
retrieving a VE-based spatial representation would not involve the perceptuo-motor associations
seen with real navigation, showing either a reduced or absent ACEs during retrieval.
However, recent studies on motor resonance suggest that observing an action evokes the
same perceptual and motor simulations (and their common neural substrates) as performing the
action (e.g., Prinz, 1997; Rizzolatti & Craighero, 2004; Wilson & Knoblich, 2005; Zwaan &
Taylor, 2006). Further, action recognized in one modality may affect the mental simulation in
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another modality, particularly if one has extensive experience with the action (Glenberg, LopezMobilia, McBeath, Toma, Sato & Cattaneo, 2010). Based on these points, the visual changes and
hand movements involved with desktop VEs would simulate the perceptual and motor
experience people have moving through a real environment. This would be particularly true for
people with extensive desktop video game experience. Thus, visual input and hand movements
involved in virtual navigation may give rise to perceptuo-motor associations similar to those
activated in real navigation. These associations should strengthen with increased VE time and
experience. As such, the encoding hypothesis potentially bifurcates as a function of VE
experience. It predicts that participants with rich VE experience would show ACEs when
retrieving the VE-based spatial knowledge, but novice participants would show limited or no
ACEs.
1.4. Retrieval hypothesis on spatial knowledge of virtual navigation
The retrieval hypothesis predicts that activation of perceptuo-motor associations depends
on how that information will be used, i.e., the retrieval perspective, regardless of how the
information was learned. Studies on spatial cognition with VEs have suggested that people can
use spatial knowledge learned from virtual navigation in either real environments or by taking a
survey perspective (Brunyé, Gardony, Mahoney & Taylor, 2012; Jansen-Osmann & Berendt,
2002; Klatzky et al, 1998; Willemsen et al, 2009). Using spatial representations from an
egocentric perspective may readily engage perceptuo-motor processes associated with
navigators’ embodied experience in an environment (Brunyé, Mahoney, Gardony, & Taylor,
2010; Brunyé, Ditman, Mahoney, Augustyn, & Taylor, 2009). For instance, in Wang et al
(2012), participants verified spatial relations based on egocentric terms (e.g., left or right),
demonstrating significant ACEs. In the present study, we used egocentric terms to examine if the
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ACE occurs when retrieving VE-based knowledge from an egocentric perspective, as would be
predicted by the retrieval hypothesis. A secondary aspect of the retrieval hypothesis addresses
ACEs relative to the distance between locations. From an egocentric perspective, people more
likely interact perceptually and motorically with proximal locations than with distant ones, which
would suggest differential ACEs between proximal and distant locations (Carlson & Kenny,
2006; Longo & Lourenco, 2007; Parsons, 1994; Regier & Carlson, 2001; Tversky, 2005; Wang
et al, 2012). Participants would more likely demonstrate ACEs with proximal landmarks.
In contrast with an egocentric perspective a survey perspective delineates spatial
information from a “bird’s-eye” view, usually based on a fixed reference frame (Levinson, 1996;
Majid et al, 2004; Taylor & Tversky, 1992). To prime survey retrieval, the present study used
cardinal directional terms, such as north, south, east or west, to describe spatial relations.
Cardinal directions have fewer associations to navigators’ own body motions (Levinson, 1996;
Majid et al., 2004; Taylor & Tversky, 1992). Further, navigators are not necessarily aware of
how environment locations relate to cardinal directions when initially learning an environment.
Thus, the retrieval hypothesis predicts that perceptuo-motor associations should not be evident
during survey perspective retrieval.
1.5. Summary
The present work investigates perceptuo-motor processing involved with VE-based spatial
knowledge using an action compatibility paradigm. The action compatibility paradigm was
implemented through Mouse Tracker (http://www.dartmouth.edu/~freemanlab/mousetracker/), a
program that records data related to mouse movement trajectories (Freeman & Ambady, 2010;
Richardson, Dale, & Spivey, 2007; Spivey, Richardson, & Dale, 2009). Spatial cognition studies
suggest a strong connection between hand movement and spatial representations in the form of
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gestures (Alibali, 2005; Emmorey, Tversky, & Taylor, 2000; Goldin-Meadow & Beilock, 2010;
Hostetter & Alibali, 2008; McNeil, 1992; Wang et al., 2012). People gestures when describing
spatial information with or without a conversational partner. If retrieving VE-based spatial
knowledge involves perceptuo-motor processes and these processes interact with concurrent
hand movement, then mouse trajectories should reflect ACEs. Mouse tracking can also reveal the
magnitude and temporal dynamics of these effects, including the initial time before participants
move the mouse. While mouse trajectories reflect how compatibility influences action execution,
initial time may reflect participant confidence in their judgment and action planning.
The encoding hypothesis has two contrasting predictions: 1) the lack of explicit head and
body movement would lead to no perceptuo-motor associations in VE-based spatial knowledge.
2) Egocentric, visual perception gives rise to perceptuo-motor associations integrated in VEbased spatial knowledge with increasing virtual navigation experience. This predicts ACEs when
verifying spatial relations when participants have either extensive videogame experience or
familiarity with environment.
The retrieval hypothesis predicts that retrieving VE-based spatial knowledge from
egocentric perspective would simulate within environment motor and perceptual experiences,
thereby leading to ACEs, especially with proximal locations. The retrieval hypothesis predicts
absent or reduced ACEs with survey retrieval, as the cardinal directions are based on an abstract
reference frame that may hardly activate perceptuo-motor processes.
To explore the above hypotheses, two experiments were conducted, recruiting participants
without (Experiment 1) or with videogame experience (Experiment 2). In both experiments,
participants learned desktop VEs and then verified spatial relations from either an egocentric or
survey perspective.
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2. Experiment 1: Action Compatibility in Videogame Novices after Virtual Navigation
Participants with no videogame experience playing video games were instructed to freely
navigate through and learn a desktop VE. They then retrieved spatial knowledge cued by either
egocentric or cardinal direction terms. For survey retrieval participants, the VE showed a
compass rose with an initial orientation of either north or east. Egocentric retrieval participants
did not see a compass rose. Then participants completed a spatial verification task.
2.1. Method
2.1.1. Participants
Volunteers completed a videogame experience questionnaire (Boot, Kramer, Simons,
Fabiani, & Gratton, 2008) about their video game experiences. Eighty-one (20 females, 61
males) college-age (M=20.60, SD=1.89) volunteers, who did not have experience playing 3D
(first-person) desktop video games, participated individually for monetary compensation.
Eighteen participants (16 females, 2 male) who experienced nausea during VE navigation
practice with VE navigation discontinued participation. Thus, 63 participants completed the
study (16 egocentric low-familiarity; 17 egocentric low-familiarity; 17 survey low-familiarity; 13
survey high-familiarity).
2.1.2. Materials
A virtual environment with 16 buildings was created using Unreal Tournament 2004
(Brunyé et al, 2012). Buildings in the VE had different shapes and were distributed within a
square area. Buildings had labels identifying their functions (e.g., theater, university, library, and
hospital), and were typical landmarks for a community (see fig. 1). For the survey retrieval
group, a compass rose was visible when participants began navigating, specifying cardinal
directions.
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Figure 1. The virtual environment used in Experiment 1 and 2. a) the survey representation of the VE; b) the
egocentric perspective when participants navigate through the VE.

After learning the virtual environment, participants completed a spatial verification task.
The spatial verification task involved pairs of building function names from the studied VE. The
spatial relationship between location pairs could be defined egocentrically as leftward, rightward,
backward and frontward or by cardinal directions including north, south, east and west.
Buildings in a location pair were either proximal or distant with each other.
2.1.3. Design
The study used a 2 (Description Correctness: correct vs. incorrect) × 2 (Congruency:
congruent vs. incongruent condition) × 2 (Proximity: proximal vs. distant locations) × 2
(Familiarity: low-familiarity vs. high-familiarity) × 2 (Perspective: egocentric vs. survey
retrieval) mixed-design. Description Correctness reflected whether a trial correctly described the
spatial relationship between buildings (yes or no). Incorrect descriptions always described the
spatial relationship as being opposite from the actual relationship, rather than in an orthogonal or
diagonal direction. Congruency, used to examine ACE, reflected the relation between the
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direction the mouse would be moved for an accurate response and the direction defined either by
the spatial relationship between locations or the directional term. Response movement is
spatially congruent if it is in the same direction as that defined by the spatial relationship
between buildings. Semantic congruency compares mouse movement direction to the direction
named by the spatial term (e.g. left or east). For instance, a spatial-based ACE may attract mouse
movement toward the left, the direction defining the spatial relationship. In contrast, a semanticbased ACE would attract mouse movement toward the right, in the direction the term describes.
As fillers we included trials unrelated to leftward or rightward movement (“front” and “back” in
egocentric retrieval, “east” and “west” for initially facing north and “north” and “south” for
initially facing east in survey retrieval), but did not include these in any analyses. Proximity
defined the physical proximity between buildings. Proximal trials described buildings physically
adjacent to each other. Distant trials described buildings distant from and not within visible range
of each other. Familiarity differed from how long participants had navigated through the virtual
environment. Participants, assigned to the low-familiarity group, navigated through the
environment for three times. The high-familiarity group, had to navigate through the
environment for five times. Congruency, proximity and description correctness, served as withinparticipant variables and familiarity and perspective served as between-participant variables.
Response button position was set as a control variable. Thirty-four of 63 participants had
the “Yes” button at the upper left corner and the “No” button at the upper right corner, and the
other 29 participants had the reverse placement. We also controlled the initial facing orientation
in the survey retrieval condition. Fifteen of 30 survey-retrieval participants started the virtual
navigation facing north, while the other 15 participants started facing east. Both male and female
participants completed the same procedure in order to examine the gender effect.
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2.1.4. Procedure
Participants completed the study in two phases. In the learning phase, they first practiced
navigating in a virtual environment to familiarize themselves with the navigation controls. The
key “W”, “S”, “A” and “D” on keyboard were used to move forward, backward, leftward and
rightward, respectively. The mouse was used to change the orientation. There was a red flag in
front of each building. Once participants walked through the flag, the system would report the
location name. If participants got nauseous in practice, they could choose to discontinue the
study. For the study environment, participants were instructed to learn all locations and
associated function names. They had to touch each of 16 flags to ensure that they have visited all
locations. The system automatically stopped navigation once a participant had reached all 16
locations, completing the current round of navigation. If participants did not visit all locations
within 10 minutes, the experimenter reset navigation for another round. The low- and highfamiliarity group completed three and five rounds of navigation, respectively. The learning phase
for survey retrieval participants matched that for egocentric retrieval participants except a
compass appeared for 10s at the beginning of a navigation round. One group of survey-retrieval
participants started navigation facing north, while the other survey-retrieval participants started
navigation facing east.
Once participants completed their requisite number of navigation rounds they moved on to
the test phase. For each spatial relationship trial, a start button appeared, centered at the bottom
of the 22’ monitor. Participants clicked the start button and the reference building name
appeared, centered on the screen for 1000ms, followed below it by the target building name, for
another 1000ms, and finally below the target name a directional term (“left”, “right”, “forward”
or “back” for egocentric retrieval and “north”, “south”, “east” or “west” for survey retrieval). In
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egocentric retrieval, participants were instructed to imagine facing the sign naming the first
present building and then judged whether the spatial term described the second location from
their imagined location and orientation (e.g., Restaurant, Theater is to your Left). In survey
retrieval, participants were instructed to imagine looking at the first named building on a map of
the virtual environment, and then judge the correctness of the spatial terms (e.g., Restaurant,
Theater is to the West). As soon as the directional term appeared, the “YES” /“NO” response
buttons appeared in the upper left and right corners and the mouse became active and visible.
The building names, directional term, and response buttons remained visible until the participant
responded. If participants responded accurately, the next trial started. For inaccurate responses,
an “X” appeared for 500ms. When participants took longer than 10 seconds to respond, “time
out” appeared. After each trial, the screen was blank for 500ms before the next trial.
At the beginning of spatial verification task, participants practiced 6 trials to understand the
procedure. The experiment involved 48 trials, presented in random order, that included 5 trials
each in the 8 conditions defined by the three within-participants variables (description
correctness, congruency, and proximity) plus 8 non-competition filler trials.
2.1.5. Dependent Variables and Coding
Dependent variables included accuracy, response time (RT), and mouse trajectory data, all
recorded by MouseTracker. Accuracy measured whether participants answered correctly. RT
measured the time (msec) between participants clicking the start button and clicking the response
button. MouseTracker records the mouse’s raw position data (x-y coordinates) over time,
allowing us to calculate three trajectory-related variables--initial time, area under the curve
(AUC), and proportional Euclidean proximity (PEP). Initial time measured the time between
when the mouse became active and the moment the participant first moved the mouse,
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potentially indicating the action planning and participant confidence in their judgment. AUC is
the area between the actual and an idealized trajectory, a straight line between the start and
endpoint. Thus, positive AUC, with the mouse trajectory above the idealized trajectory, indicates
mouse movement attracted toward the opposite response and negative AUC, with the mouse
trajectory under the idealized one, indicates mouse movement attracted by the expected response.
AUC directly demonstrates the extent to which mouse trajectories are attracted by the opposite
response. PEP also measures the extent to which the mouse moved closer to the opposite
response and is calculated as (1-distance/max (distance)). “Distance” in the equation represents
the Euclidean proximity between the mouse position at each time-step and the incorrect response
button. More importantly, PEP allows an examination of the mouse movement’s temporal
dynamics. To do so, we rescaled individual trial trajectories into a standard coordinate space and
normalized them into 101 time-steps, using linear interpolation. We then combined the timesteps into five time bins (time-steps: 1-20, 21-40, 41-60, 61-80, 81-101) and averaged PEP for
each time bin. Plots of trajectory data show the 101 time-steps. For ease in interpreting the
graphs, the x-coordinates ranged from -1 to 1 and the y-coordinate ranged from 0 to 1.5 (with xand y-axes intersecting at “-1, 0”). We analyzed only RTs, initial times, AUC and PEP of
accurate responses.
2.2. Results
Thirteen of 33 low-familiarity participants (8 in egocentric and 5 in survey retrieval) and
twelve participants of 30 high-familiarity participants (6 in egocentric and 6 in survey retrieval)
were eliminated from analyses due to low accuracy (less than .55). A t-test indicated that the hit
rate [M = .758, SD = .131] and correct rejection rate [M = .708, SD = .178] were greater than our
elimination criteria [.55; t (37) = 9.801, p < .001; t (37) = 5.467, p < .001]. A preliminary
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analysis showed no effect of gender, response button position and initial facing orientation. Thus
we collapsed data across these variables, and in the case of button position, reverse scored for
one button position. Correct and incorrect description trials were analyzed separately. The data
was submitted into a 2 (Proximity: proximal vs. distant location pairs) ×2 (Congruency:
congruent vs. incongruent) × 2 (Familiarity: low-familiarity vs. high-familiarity group) × 2
(Perspective: egocentric vs. survey retrieval) multivariate analysis with accuracy, RT, initial time
and AUC as dependent measures, in order to provide protection against inflation of the type I
errors (Simmons, Nelson, & Simonsohn, 2011). Only data of accurate responses (RT, initial time
and AUC) were submitted into the analysis. We used time bins as an additional withinparticipant variable to examine temporal dynamics of the PEP data. Only significant results are
reported and discussed here.
2.2.1. Correct descriptions
The multivariate results showed a congruency effect [F (4, 29) = 4.750, p = .005] and the
univariate analyses explained the effect for the dependent measures. The univariate analysis
showed the congruency effect in accuracy [F (1, 32) = 4.863, p = .035, MSE = .039] and AUC
[F (1, 32) = 17.231, p < .001, MSE = 1.224]. Participants had lower accuracy for incongruent [M
= .723, 95%CI = [.667, .779]] compared to congruent trials [M = .797, 95%CI = [.738, .857]].
Mouse trajectories showed a much larger AUC with incongruent [M = 1.487, 95%CI = [1.103,
1.872]] than congruent trials [M = .696, 95%CI = [.554, .838]], suggesting a compatibility effect
as illustrated in Fig.2 (a).
The analysis of PEP data showed a marginal interaction between congruency and time bin
[F (4, 224) = 2.194, p = .071]. Fig.2 (b) illustrates the degree to which the mouse traveled closer
to the incorrect response over time. During incongruent trials, mouse trajectories gravitated to
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the opposite response throughout the time course (time bin2-4), compared to movements during
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Figure 2. a) Main effect of congruency on real-time mouse trajectories in correct description trials. Mouse
trajectories for incongruent trials gravitate in the direction defined by the spatial relationship and toward the
incorrect response button. Note that mouse trajectories for participants with “YES” and “NO” buttons in opposite
positions have been collapsed to the present position for ease of illustration. b) Interaction between congruency and
time bin in proportional Euclidean proximity (PEP) to the opposite response for correct description trials. PEP is
plotted as a function of normalized time. Mouse trajectories for incongruent trials show a greater attraction to the
opposite response than do congruent trials, peaking during time bin4.

2.2.2. Incorrect descriptions
The multivariate analysis showed an interaction between proximity and congruency [F (4,
29) = 2.719, p = .049] in incorrect description trials. The univariate analysis suggested that the
above interaction was primarily evident in the initial time data [F (1, 32) = 4.825, p = .035, MSE
= 290913.170]. With proximal location, participants had a longer initial time on congruent than
incongruent trials [d = Mcongruent – Mincongruent = 359.311ms, F (1, 32) = 6.81, p = .014], but this
difference was not found with distant locations [d = Mincongruent – Mcongruent = 43.453ms, F (1, 32)
= .13, p = .717] (see Fig.3).
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Figure 3. Interaction between proximity and congruency in initial times of incorrect description trials.

No other effects were found in data of incorrect description trials.
2.3. Discussion
The encoding hypothesis predicts that for participants without experience in VEs,
perceptuo-motor associations would not be activated when retrieving spatial knowledge acquired
from desktop VEs, while experienced participants may show weak perceptuo-motor associations.
We used participants who had no 3-D video game experience. While the present results
demonstrated ACEs with correct descriptions, it failed to support the encoding hypothesis.
Participants responded accurately when the hand movement matched the spatial relations and
verbal descriptions. With a correct spatial description, mouse trajectories gravitated to
spatial/semantic congruent response when the direction of the response motion was incongruent
with the spatial representation or directional term. Further, this effect occurred through out the
mouse movements.
However, the results only partially supported the retrieval hypothesis, which predicts that
the perceptuo-motor associations would be activated with egocentric, but not survey retrieval.
The ACEs were not influenced by retrieval perspective. Further, the interaction between
proximity and congruency in the initial time to respond to incorrect descriptions suggested that
the ACEs might be driven by perceptuo-motor processes involved with language comprehension.
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With proximal locations, novice participants took more initial time when the direction of the
current planning action was not compatible with the direction term (Wang et al, 2012). This
interaction implies that ACEs found with correct descriptions might also be driven by language
process, as they did not interact with other spatial factors (e.g., perspective or familiarity).
Novice video game players may have more difficulty interpreting VE movement
information in relation to actual movement and consequently building a spatial representation
based on this virtual movement. Thus it would be less likely for novices to transfer visual change
and hand movement input to larger body movements. On the contrary, novice participants have
known spatial directional terms so long that perceptuo-motor processes associated to language
comprehension would be automatically activate. Then perceptuo-motor processes activated by
directional terms interacted with the concurrent action planning or execution and generated the
ACEs. This result is consistent Want et al (2012) finding with spatial representations acquired
from real environment. For Experiment2, we recruited participants with videogame experience in
Experiment 2. If the perceptuo-motor associations would be recognized across modalities
(Glenberg et al, 2010), then we should observe the ACEs based on processing spatial
representations.
3. Experiment 2: Action Compatibility in Experts after Virtual Navigation
In Experiment 2, we recruited participants with videogame experience. Studies showed that
videogame experience translate to improvement on other perceptual and cognitive tasks, like
tracing specific landmarks in studied environments, although little to no influence on other motor
processes involving vestibular perceptions or proprioception (Ruddle & Lessels, 2006;
Richardson et al, 2009 & 2011). Moreover, Glenberg et al (2010) proposed that repeated
experience in one modality might influence mental simulations of perceptual or motor
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representations in another modality. In this case, visual perception during VE navigation might
activate perceptuo-motor processes associated with actual navigation. Accordingly, the encoding
hypothesis predicts that if motor resonance were activated by visual perception accompanying
virtual navigation, then we should observe ACEs when expert players retrieve spatial knowledge
from both egocentric and survey perspective, especially for proximal locations (Carlson &
Kenny, 2006; Longo & Lourenco, 2007; Wang et al, 2012).
As discussed earlier, the retrieval hypothesis predicts perceptuo-motor processes with
egocentric retrieval. But unlike novice players in Experiment 1, who showed semantic-based
ACEs, expert players should show perceptuo-motor associations related to their spatial
representation. Participants with videogame experience may translate perceptual information
from the VE to movement associations more speeded and accurate than those who have no
experience. The retrieval hypothesis predicts absent or reduced perceptuo-motor associations
with survey retrieval. People may not associate cardinal directions, as an external, absolute
reference frame, to their perceptual or motor experiences within the VE.
3.1 Method
3.1.1. Participants
Volunteers responding to the study also completed the questionnaire about their video
game experiences (Boot et al, 2008). Eighty-five (24 females, 61 males) college-age volunteers
(M=21.04, SD=1.96), who had 3D desktop (first-person) video game experience, participated
individually for monetary compensation. Twelve participants (11 females, 1 male) who
experienced nausea during navigation practice discontinued the study. Thus, 73 participants
completed the study (19 egocentric low-familiarity; 17 egocentric low-familiarity; 17 survey
low-familiarity; 20 survey high-familiarity).
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The materials, experimental design and procedures match those of Experiment 1.
3.2. Results
Six low- and seven high-familiarity participants were eliminated from analyses due to low
accuracy (less than .55). A t-test indicated that the hit rate [M = .786, SD = .142] and correct
rejection rate [M = .813, SD = .152] were greater than our elimination criteria [.55; t (59) =
12.860, p < .001; t (59) = 13.438, p < .001]. A preliminary analysis showed no effect of gender,
response button position and initial facing orientation. Thus we collapsed data across these
variables, and in the case of button position, reverse scored for one button position. Other
analyses matched those of Experiment 1.
3.2.1. Correct descriptions
The multivariate results showed an effect of proximity [F (4, 52) = 2.557, p = .050]. The
univariate results showed this effect in the accuracy data [F (1, 55) = 7.340, p = .009, MSE =
.026] with lower accuracy [M = .763, 95%CI = [.720, .806]] with proximal than distant locations
[M = .821, 95%CI = [.781, .860]].
The multivariate analyses also showed an effect of congruency [F (4, 52) = 4.648, p =
.003], which was evident in the univariate analyses on initial time [F (1, 55) = 5.048, p = .029,
MSE = 257414.411] and AUC data [F (1, 55) = 7.781, p = .001, MSE = .691]. Participants took
more initial time with incongruent [M = 1157.115, 95%CI = [922.720, 1391.510]] than
congruent trials [M = 1007.991, 95%CI = [783.553, 1232.430]] and had a larger AUC with
incongruent [M = 1.044, 95%CI = [.833, 1.225]] than congruent trials [M = .643, 95%CI = [.476,
.810].
In addition, an interaction between congruency and perspective was found in multivariate
analyses [F (4, 52) = 3.171, p = .021], and evident in the AUC data [F (1, 55) = 11.255, p =
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.001]. For egocentric retrieval, participants had a much larger AUC in incongruent than
congruent condition [d = Mincongruent - Mcongruent = .766, F (1, 57) = 23.15, p < .001], while the
difference did not significant for survey retrieval [d = Mincongruent - Mcongruent = .036, F (1, 57) =
.08, p = .773] (see Fig.4).
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Figure 4. Interaction between perspective and congruency in AUC (a) of correct descriptions. The mouse
trajectories were plotted as real-time figures: b) In egocentric retrieval, mouse trajectories of incongruent condition
show a reliable attraction to the ‘‘No” response button compare to congruent trials; c) mouse trajectories for
congruent and incongruent trials did not differ in survey retrieval.

No effects were observed in the PEP data.
3.2.2. Incorrect descriptions
Only an effect of proximity was found in multivariate analyses [F (4, 52) = 3.126, p =
.022], which was seen in the RT data [F (1, 55) = 5.331, p = .025, MSE = 915814.876].
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Participants responded more slowly with proximal [M = 3781.481, 95%CI = [3448.052,
4114.909]] than distant locations [M = 3491.702, 95%CI = [3208.557, 3774.847]].
No effects were observed in the PEP data.
3.3. Discussion
Participants with videogame experience were instructed to retrieve VE-based spatial
knowledge from either egocentric or survey perspective. One prediction of the encoding
hypothesis was that with enough experience, visual perceptions of virtual navigation would
transfer to perceptuo-motor associations of navigation and be activated during retrieval. The
results hardly support the encoding hypothesis, although ACEs were observed with initial times
and AUCs. The interaction between congruency and perspective supplied strong evidence to the
retrieval hypothesis, by showing ACEs with egocentric, but not with survey retrieval. When
retrieving spatial knowledge with egocentric terms, the viewer-centered reference frame might
not only prime an embedded processing perspective, but also simulate an egocentric navigation
experience. Thereby egocentric retrieval activated perceptuo-motor associations, interacting with
the motions involved with responding.
Further, the congruency × perspective interaction rules out semantic-based perceptuomotor processes alone, although spatial- and semantic-based ACEs cannot be disentangled with
correct descriptions. If ACEs were based only on language processing, then we should have also
observed the effect with incorrect descriptions, as with novice participants. But no such effect
was found with incorrect descriptions. People with rich videogame experience might mentally
structure spatial knowledge faster and stronger, compared to novice participants. Accordingly,
those with well-developed spatial representations would be less affected by language processing
during retrieval, lending evidence for spatial-based perceptuo-motor processes.
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In addition, the results also suggested an advantage of processing distant landmarks.
Studies on map or survey perspective representations have suggested an advantage of using
distant over proximal spatial information (Friedman & Montello, 2006; Hommel et al, 2000;
McNamara et al., 1992). People may divide spatial representations into several subordinate
regions, so that retrieving distant landmarks located in different regions would be benefit from
the advantage of between-cluster strategy. The present study, supporting previous theories,
suggests that people can develop survey representations of spatial environments even through
virtual navigation (Brunyé et al, 2012; Jansen-Osmann & Berendt, 2002; Klatzky et al, 1998;
Willemsen et al, 2009).
4. General discussion
The present study examined whether the encoding or retrieval process influence perceptuomotor associations of VE-based spatial knowledge. As VE studies have suggested that
experience plays an important role with virtual navigation, we recruited participants both without
and with videogame experience (Ruddle & Lessels, 2006; Montello, & Hegarty, 1999;
Richardson et al 1999 & 2011). Participants learned a desktop VE and then retrieved spatial
representations from either an egocentric or survey perspective. By comparing with Wang et al
(2012), in which participants acquired spatial knowledge from real navigation, the encoding
hypothesis predicts perceptuo-motor associations in high-familiarity or experienced participants,
but not in low-familiarity or novice participants, regardless of retrieval perspectives. However,
the retrieval hypothesis proposes that perceptuo-motor associations are related to retrieval
instead of encoding processes. Particularly, participants may have perceptuo-motor processes
with egocentric, but not with survey retrieval. The present results support the retrieval hypothesis
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in experienced participants, while novice participants showed semantic-based perceptuo-motor
processing.
The comparison between egocentric and survey retrieval in experienced participants
supports our retrieval hypothesis. The results of Experiment 2 suggested perceptuo-motor
processes with egocentric, but not with survey retrieval. As participants had enough VE
navigation experience, their performance would not be impeded by skills or strategies of learning
spatial information form VEs. Therefore we could compare the perceptuo-motor associations of
VE-based spatial knowledge to those based on real environments. The present results are
consistent with findings with real environments (Wang et al, 2012) and an unpublished study
(Wang, Taylor, & Brunyé, unpublished, Perceptuo-motor associations in map knowledge). As
navigators navigate, both actually and virtually, from a viewer-centered perspective, egocentric
retrieval would readily activate experienced perceptions and/or actions. Moreover, human beings
might readily process inputs with the egocentric perspective, compared to other perspectives
(e.g., Brunyé et al, 2009 & 2010). However, the survey perspective, which uses an abstract
reference frame, may not necessarily require perceptual or motor simulation when retrieving
representations by cardinal directions. Consequently, the involvement of perceptuo-motor
associations could be more retrieval-oriented, rather than encoding-oriented.
As novice participants did not have any experiences navigating through desktop VEs, they
would need more cognitive effort or workload to transfer visual perceptions a spatial
representation. In Experiment 1, participants without videogame experience showed semanticbased perceptuo-motor processes, especially with proximal locations. Although the AUC data
did not show ACEs, the effects on initial time suggest that language processes influenced action
planning when retrieving VE-based spatial knowledge. This finding is similar to that seen with
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participants less familiar with a real environment. These participants also showed semantic-based
ACEs with proximal locations (Wang et al, 2012). Thus the comparisons between Experiment 1
and Wang et al (2012) suggests a similarity between spatial knowledge acquired from virtual and
real navigation. Spatial representations based on limited learning experiences are not developed
enough for spatial information to influence retrieval.
However, familiarity with the environment had different effects in present study and Wang
et al (2012), suggesting differences between spatial knowledge acquired from desktop VEs and
real environments. Retrieving VE-based spatial knowledge did not show any effects of
familiarity, while familiarity influenced the source of ACEs after real navigation. Obviously,
people need practice to master how to internalize and retrieve spatial representations when
initially learning through a novel medium (Richardson et al, 1999 & 2011). To further examine
how virtual navigation skill develops, levels of familiarity might need more gradients.
To summarize, the present study investigated perceptuo-motor associations in spatial
knowledge acquired through virtual navigation. Participants without experience in desktop VEs
suggested difficulty of learning spatial knowledge from the new medium, showing semanticallybased ACEs when retrieving spatial representations. While participants with rich desktop VE
experience showed perceptuo-motor associations in egocentric, but not in survey retrieval. The
performance of videogame-experienced participants indicates that involvement of perceptuomotor associations of VE-based spatial knowledge may primarily depend on retrieval demands.
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General Discussion
The present series of studies explored perceptuo-motor associations involved in spatial
knowledge by manipulating both encoding source and retrieval perspective. We attempted to
investigate how encoding or retrieval processes affect evidence for perceptuo-motor associations
when using spatial knowledge for diverse purposes. Participants acquired spatial knowledge in
one of three ways: navigating a real environment, navigating a desktop VE, or studying a map.
They then retrieved their spatial knowledge in response to egocentric or survey (cardinal) spatial
prompts. An action-compatibility paradigm was used to demonstrate the interaction between
perceptuo-motor processes and concurrent response motions. The encoding and retrieval
manipulations had implications for how other factors, such as the proximity between landmarks
and/or one’s familiarity with the environment, might affect evidence of perceptuo-motor
associations.
We proposed the encoding and retrieval hypothesis to predict perceptuo-motor
associations in spatial knowledge. The encoding hypothesis supposes that perceptuo-motor
associations inherent to spatial knowledge build only through encoding, regardless of how spatial
knowledge would be used or retrieved. In contrast, the retrieval hypothesis assumes that
activation of perceptuo-motor associations depends on how spatial information will be used
regardless of how it was learned. We examined effects of encoding by holding the retrieval
perspective constant and examined retrieval by holding the learning medium constant. The
present results generally support the retrieval hypothesis, indicating that across information
sources egocentric retrieval activates perceptuo-motor associations, but survey retrieval does not.
The debate between the grounded and amodal representations emerged with the proposal
for grounded or embodied cognition (see review in Barsalou, 2008). Theories on grounded
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representations propose that conceptual knowledge reflects the perception and actions
experienced during learning. In contrast, amodal representations are isolated from sensory or
motor experience, functioning in abstract semantic contexts. Spatial knowledge might be a good
case to study this issue. Spatial representations can incorporate actions or social cognitions.
People respond faster when the motion direction to respond is congruent with the direction that
people usually perform upon a described object. For example, reading the sentence “The man
hammered the nail into floor” may prime a mental image of a vertical nail leading to faster
responses when seeing a picture of a vertical nail whose orientation is compatible with the
perceptual simulation activated by language comprehension (Zwaan & Madden, 2005). In
another example, people responded faster when powerful social status was paired with
mountainous topography, as they might implicitly associate social status with representations of
spatial topography (Gagnon, Brunyé, Robin, Mahoney & Taylor, 2011). More importantly,
spatial knowledge can be extracted to guide spatial goals. Most embodied cognition studies focus
on simpler semantic concepts, including some spatial concept with an underlying perceptuomotor basis (Glenberg & Kaschak, 2002; Repp & Knoblich, 2004; Zwaan & Taylor, 2006). For
example, work on the spatial Stroop or Simon effect has explored motor representations activated
through visual or auditory perception using a stimulus-response compatibility paradigm
(Hommel, 2011; Lu & Proctor, 1995). To explain these effects, Hommel (2004, 2007) has
argued that perceptions and actions bind to the same event files and then affect action planning
or execution.
The present studies explored perceptuo-motor associations in more complex spatial
representations, those of larger environments. Few studies have focused on perceptual and motor
integration in these more complex and long-term spatial representations. While integration of
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perception and action might affect spatial representation processing, previous research provides
little on which to suggest whether the perceptuo-motor associations depend specifically on
encoding or are activated in a universal way to solve spatial problems. Consequently, the present
study systematically investigated perceptuo-motor associations in environment knowledge
gained through diverse information sources and retrieved for different purposes. Overall, the
results suggest that perceptuo-motor associations of spatial knowledge are not attached to
specific encoding source, but instead are activated when spatial representations are retrieved
from an egocentric perspective, no matter how they are acquired.
These results have two implications. The first implication is that perceptions and actions
bound to spatial representations are not limited to specific body motions. As discussed
previously, navigators may incorporate those perceptions and body movements they experience
when traveling through a real environment. But, body movement involvement is reduced when
navigating desktop VEs and is close to absent when studying maps. Nevertheless, perceptuomotor processes were still reflected in hand movement trajectories, showing ACEs, when
retrieving spatial knowledge based on any of these information sources. This differs from
concepts purportedly bound to specific body motions or directions, such as controlling a hammer
with one’s hands or playing soccer with one’s feet. Instead it suggests more general processes in
action planning and/or execution. This is consistent with research suggesting that when hand
movements are restricted, people attempt to use other body parts (e.g., feet, head) to complete the
spatial task (Chu & Kita, 2011; Emmorey et al, 2000; Goldin-Meadow & Beilock, 2010). In the
present work, although no or limited explicit body motions were involved in map learning or
desktop VEs, retrieving spatial knowledge egocentrically still activated perceptuo-motor
processing.
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The other implication is that although we observed ACEs with egocentric retrieval, but
not survey (cardinal) retrieval, the latter may still involve perceptuo-motor associations based on
egocentric recoding, particularly when an environment is not well learned. It may not be
surprising to see perceptuo-motor processes accompanying egocentric retrieval, since people are
likely to process spatial information from a viewer-center perspective (Brunyé et al, 2010;
Lozano, Hard & Tversky, 2008; Richardson, Spivey, McRae, & Barsalou, 2003). But, one of key
controversies between embodied and amodal representation focuses on “abstract” concepts, like
cardinal direction terms associated with an absolute reference frame (Levinson, 1996; Majid et
al., 2004). Representations linked to cardinal directions may not be consciously bound to
perceptions or actions experienced during embedded navigation. However, we would not
exclude the possibility that retrieving spatial representations with cardinal directions involves
some perceptuo-motor, with an emphasis on perceptual, associations. The present results
suggested that participants with less-developed map knowledge demonstrated ACEs when
prompted by cardinal direction terms. Moreover, when participants could not predict the retrieval
perspective, participants with well-developed map knowledge also showed ACEs with cardinal
retrieval, most likely related to retrieval strategies. Supportively, studies on spatial Stroop effect
found stimulus-response compatibility with cardinal terms (White, 1969). Processing cardinal
directions in the context of visual perception or visual imagery would more likely involve
perceptuo-motor associations compared to that with spatial memory based on navigation. With
visual stimuli or imagery, cardinal directions could be associated to the visual context, such as
the present frame of stimuli or the boundary of studied map. This is based on mapping
conventions such that people expect north to be “up” and east to be “right”. Once those visual
contexts are egocentrically recoded, cardinal retrieval would readily involve perceptuo-motor
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associations to deal with spatial problems. Also supporting this view, we found weak ACEs with
survey retrieval of navigation-based knowledge, when participants were oriented to an unfamiliar
direction. People may use perceptual and/or motor associations to mentally manipulate their
spatial representation so as to achieve a response goal unrelated to their direct experience. As
such, we do not argue absolutely that retrieving spatial knowledge from a survey perspective
involves an amodal representation (Dove, 2011; Mahon & Caramazza, 2008). Perceptuo-motor
associations for survey representations might be affected to a greater extent by stimulus and task
demands.
Linguistic representations can have a complicated relation with other mental
representations (Barsalou, 2008; Louwerse & Jeuniaux, 2010; Wang et al., 2012). One merit of
the present research is its ability to investigate the effect of language processing on spatial
representations. The to-be-verified spatial information was presented through language.
Perceptuo-motor associations related to language comprehension and spatial knowledge could be
disentangled with incorrect descriptions. In this case, directional terms and spatial
representations would lead to opposite compatibility responses. People have used directional
terms for so long that they can process them automatically, as found in the spatial Stroop effect
(Stroop, 1992). Perceptuo-motor associations to directional terms would be overt if spatial
representations are less developed (Wang et al., 2012). But perceptuo-motor associations of welldeveloped spatial representations appear to mask those related to language. Further, the
perceptuo-motor processes associated with language comprehension occur earlier than those
involved with spatial representations. Amodel theories may propose propositional attributes for
mental knowledge, implying spatial relationships are built up based on the propositional
concepts, such as “left” or “north”. While it is unclear whether proposition or imagery is the
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eventual or natural pattern for mental representation, spatial representations with perceptuomotor associations seem to be the explicit determinant during using well-developed spatial
knowledge. The influence of concurrent language comprehension on processing less-developed
spatial knowledge suggests involvement of propositional representations in early stage of spatial
knowledge development. Those plausible propositional representations, however, might be a
type of aid or support to develop mature mental representations of spatial environments, rather
than a final format. For instance, after learned spatial environments by reading verbal
descriptions in Brunyé and Taylor’s work (2008a, 2008b), participants could complete spatial
tasks successfully, like drawing survey maps or verifying spatial relationships. Moreover,
participants who studied egocentric descriptions need more experience to develop stable spatial
mental models than those who studied survey descriptions did. This process of spatial knowledge
development based on verbal descriptions matches that of navigating through real environment,
supporting that instead being the eventual pattern, propositional representations might be just one
of components of spatial mental model. In addition, participants with less-developed knowledge,
acquired from navigation, maps or even VEs, had semantic-based ACEs in initial times. ACEs
found with initial times, but sometimes not with AUCs, may suggest that perceptuo-motor
associations of language processing influence action planning more than action execution.
The encoding and retrieval manipulations mediate how proximity between landmarks
affects evidence of perceptuo-motor associations. Particularly, the proximity effect may depend
on the perspective involved in encoding and retrieval. On the one hand, with egocentric
perspective, navigators more likely integrate perceptual and motor representations associated to
proximal landmarks than distant ones (Carlson & Kenny, 2006; Hölscher et al, 2011; Wang et al,
2012). Our results supported perceptuo-motor associations with proximal but not distant
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locations while participants learned real and virtual environments from a viewer-centered
perspective. On the other hand, once the survey perspective is involved in encoding or retrieval,
the proximity effect on perceptuo-motor associations would be lessened or even disappear. For
instance, proximity showed little effect on ACEs in survey retrieval, although the spatial
knowledge was acquired from real or virtual navigation.
Further, processing proximal and distant locations showed ACEs with map knowledge
regardless of retrieval perspectives. Such distinction of proximity effect may indicate the
different sources of perceptuo-motor associations in egocentric than in survey retrieval. Twodimensional maps can represent all landmarks within a visible frame. The map scales will shrink
proximity, leading proximal and distant landmarks to be visually perceived in the same frame.
Retrieving map representations simulates visual perceptions and activates perceptuo-motor
associations based on the visual imagery, similar to the spatial Stroop or Simon effect. While
distant landmarks cannot be directly encoded when navigating through real or virtual
environment with a view-centered perspective, perceptuo-motor associations in physical- or VEbased spatial knowledge would be activated by experienced perceptions and actions.
In addition, the online mouse-tracking program provides the opportunity to disclose
action planning and execution during retrieval of spatial representations. While the measurement
of initial time may reflect action planning or confidence in the response, the mouse trajectory
measurements, including AUC and PEP, suggest how the concurrent motions change when
responding. Although RT could reflect ACEs in previous research on embodied language
processing, tracking mouse trajectories digs deeper. We can disentangle RT reflecting
uncertainty in responses from RT differences related to perceptuo-motor associations. Post-hoc
analyses showed positive correlations between RT and AUC data, but negative correlations
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between initial time and AUC data. When one has a larger AUC, the RT would be greater.
Similarly, if one takes longer to start moving the mouse, the RT would also be greater. We also
found a positive correlation between RT and initial time. As such, the longer RT, which
combines longer initial time and greater AUC, would seem to indicate that the larger AUC
reflects action compatibility when responding. Further, if participants were uncertain about their
responses, like when their spatial knowledge is less-developed, the ACEs were semanticallybased and showed a different mouse trajectory pattern. To further examine what mouse
trajectories tell us about spatial knowledge, we analyzed individual differences in Experiment1
by examining each participant’s AUC. Most participants with less-developed spatial knowledge
demonstrated semantically-based ACE, while most participants with well-developed spatial
knowledge had spatially-based ACE. These individual analyses supported our findings by
showing that ACEs during spatial knowledge retrieval are not averaging effects across
participants, but a consistent reflection of spatial representations.
Final Comment
Traditional spatial cognition theories have not explored the extent to which long-term
spatial representations incorporate perceptual and motor information as guides to navigation or
spatial problem solving. The present series of studies investigated this issue using an actioncompatibility paradigm. Mouse tracking can reveal perceptuo-motor associations incorporated
into spatial knowledge and provide insights on its temporal dynamics. The activation of
perceptuo-motor associations varied with spatial knowledge development, retrieval perspective,
as the proximity of landmarks. Completely understanding perceptuo-motor associations in spatial
knowledge may help explain how individuals accomplish spatial goals, by avoiding interference
and taking advantages of facilitation between perceptuo-motor action processes.
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